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Abstract
Handheld devices, such as smartphones, have become essential tools in our everyday life.
We use them, e.g., to contact people, browse the web, or take pictures. For whatever use,
to interact with the handheld device, we hold it with one or two hands and touch with
our �ngers on the built-in touchscreen. However, this interaction is often constrained to
simple contact between the �nger and the �at display glass, although touch o�ers further,
richer properties. One such rich property is the intensity of a touch, i.e., its force, that
the user applies with every tap to the touchscreen. Incorporating this property into the
user’s interaction with the handheld device enables her to become more expressive with
every single touch. In this thesis, we present a series of interaction techniques that take
advantage of force touch input to make handheld interaction more e�cient:

When holding the device with two hands in landscape orientation, most of the �ngers are
unavailable for interaction, since they rest at the back of the device (BoD), holding it in
place. Using BoD force input, we can make e�cient use of these �ngers without sacri�cing
stability of the device grip. Our technique, BackXPress, enables quick access to shortcuts
and menus to augment users’ touch interaction with the frontal screen.

For single-handed device use, users can only use their thumb to interact with the frontal
touchscreen but cannot reach everywhere without re-grasping the device. Our virtual
thumb extension, ForceRay, lets the user cast a ray at unreachable targets and control a cur-
sor on that ray that moves closer to these targets the more force is applied. The technique
is ergonomic for the thumb and enables users to maintain a steady device grip. Targets
located at the screen edges, like menus and navigation buttons, are acquired quickly.

Selection of values from long ordered lists, such as picking a date or time, can also be sped
up when using force input. With our Force Picker, users scroll through the value range
at various speeds, with the speed being coupled to the force exerted by the thumb. Prior
rolling of the thumb to the left or right sets the scrolling direction. Compared to touch-
based pickers, our Force Picker not only makes selection faster, but also only consumes
little screen space since the gesture footprint for force input is much smaller.

While controlling force via �ngers requires practice, we show that with training and algo-
rithmic optimizations, users become quickly familiar with force input and gain the bene�ts
of the added expressiveness for handheld interaction.
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Überblick
Mobilgeräte mit Touchscreen, z.B. Smartphones, haben sich zu unseren Alltagswerkzeu-
gen entwickelt. Wir kommunizieren, navigieren, oder machen Fotos mit ihnen. Unab-
hängig vom Nutzen interagieren wir mit dem Mobilgerät durch Berührung des Touch-
screens. Diese Berührung mit dem Finger ist jedoch wenig reichhaltig; es wird lediglich
die Position der Berührung zur Eingabe genutzt. Eine reichhaltigere Eigenschaft ist die
Intensität der Berührung, d.h. mit welchem Druck der Finger auf den Touchscreen tri�t.

Diese Doktorarbeit erforscht neue Techniken, die aufzeigen, wie die Druckeingabe dem
Nutzer eine neugewonnene Ausdrucksstärke zur Verfügung stellt, mit der er e�zienter
mit Mobilgeräten interagieren kann.

Hält man das Gerät beidhändig quer, so können die meisten Finger nicht zur Interaktion
genutzt werden, da sie auf der Geräterückseite au�iegen, um das Gerät festzuhalten. Wir
stellen die Technik BackXPress vor, die es mittels Druckeingabe erlaubt diese Finger zur
Steuerung von Menüs oder Kurzbefehlen zu nutzen, ohne die Gri�festigkeit einzubüßen.

Wenn eine einhändige Interaktion gewünscht ist, kann lediglich der Daumen auf der
Vorderseite genutzt werden und dabei nicht einmal den gesamten Bereich des Touch-
screens ohne Umgreifen des Geräts erreichen. Unsere virtuelle Daumen-Erweiterung
ForceRay lässt den Nutzer entfernte Ziele auf dem Touchscreen mittels eines Cursors er-
reichen, der abhängig vom Daumendruck entlang der Erweiterung wandert. Insbeson-
dere Menüs oder Navigations-Buttons am Rand des Gerätebildschirms sind auf diese Weise
schnell und ergonomisch zu erreichen, während das Gerät dabei stabil in der Hand liegt.

Druckeingabe hilft ebenfalls Werte aus langen, geordneten Listen e�zient auszuwählen.
Mit unserem Force Picker iteriert der Nutzer durch den Wertebereich mit unterschiedlicher
Geschwindigkeit, die mittels Daumendruck gesteuert wird. Ein vorheriges Rollen des Dau-
mens legt die Iterationsrichtung fest. Verglichen mit konventioneller Touch-Eingabe spart
unser Force Picker Zeit und Bildschirmplatz bei der Selektion der Werte.

Auch wenn sich Nutzer anfangs an die Druckeingabe gewöhnen müssen, so konnten wir in
unseren Studien zeigen, dass Übung und der Einsatz von algorithmischen Optimierungen
die Druckeingabe besser beherrschbar machen und unsere Nutzer so von der gewonnenen
Ausdrucksstärke auf Mobilgeräten pro�tieren.
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Introduction

Handheld devices, such as tablets and smartphones, have be- Handheld devices,

such as smartphones,

have become prevalent

tools in people’s

everyday life. Through

finger touch input that

is sensed by the

built-in touchscreen,

smartphone users can

text with other people,

play games, or take

pictures.

come essential tools in people’s everyday life. Especially smart-
phones are used in manifold contexts, since they are compact and
can be easily pocketed, making them readily accessible [Stadd,
2013]. Exemplary use cases for the smartphone include tex-
ting family and friends, checking mails on the go, scheduling
appointments, playing mobile games, watching videos, reading
news while riding the bus, paying in shops, tracking steps and
sports activities, booking an Uber ride, using the smartphone as
navigation aid, or taking pictures [Davies, 2017] (Fig. 1.1). All
these applications are typically operated by the user via the de-
vice’s built-in touchscreen that serves for both, input and out-
put. This collocation of input and output creates the illusion of
directly interacting with objects on the screen, also known as
direct manipulation [Shneiderman, 1997].

From an evolutionary point of view, using hands and �ngers to While touchscreens

sense a user’s touch

input, they neglect a

powerful and natural

property that comes

with every touch: its

intensity, i.e, its force.

interact with objects has always been the most natural way of
human-object interaction [Kivell, 2015]. Using their hands, hu-
mans touch, grasp, or squeeze physical objects to interact with
them. Typically, these manipulations include the application of
force, i.e., the intensity with which hands and �ngers touch,
grasp, or squeeze the object. An apt example is the usage of a
tube of toothpaste (Fig. 1.2): Grasped by the thumb, index-, and
middle �nger, one exerts gentle force with the thumb on the tube
head to extrude a little bit of toothpaste onto the toothbrush. To
add more toothpaste, one can either repeat this process—which
is tedious—or simply increase the �nger force while pressing
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Figure 1.1: Handheld devices, such as smartphones, have be-
come essential tools in everyday life, e.g., for taking pictures.
Picture taken from https://pxhere.com.

against the tube. By varying the magnitude of force applied to
the tube, one can extrude di�erent amounts of toothpaste while
always using the same �ngers and grip. Hence, force makes “in-
put” from �ngers highly expressive.

While the example above is representative for many other ob-Force makes a user’s

touch input more

expressive. An example

is the invention of the

piano that enables

players to control the

loudness of a tone via

finger force.

ject manipulations via force from multiple �ngers, already the
force from a single �nger gives humans high expressiveness at
hand. One historical example that illustrates how force increases
human’s expressiveness with every �nger movement is the in-
vention of the piano [Wigdor et al., 2011]. The precursor of this
keyboard music instrument is the harpsichord. Like the piano,
the harpsichord consists of a set of keys that the player touches
to play tones. Mechanically, each of the harpsichord keys plucks
a string to generate a tone (Fig. 1.3). While the player can play in-
dividual tones through touching di�erent keys, she cannot con-
trol the loudness of the tones other than playing multiple notes
at the same time. To tackle this issue, the piano uses a ham-
mer mechanism instead that lets the player individually control
the loudness of each tone depending on the intensity with which
each key is being touched (Fig. 1.4). Hitting a key stronger strikes
the connected string harder such that the sound is louder. Hence,
the more force the player exerts on a key, the louder the tone.
This new degree of freedom was not only bene�cial to the play-
ers of keyboard music but also led to the creation of new musical

https://pxhere.com
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Figure 1.2: Squeezing of a tube of toothpaste grasped by the
thumb, index-, and middle �nger. (a) Gently applying force with
the thumb the tube extrudes a little bit of toothpaste. (b) The
more force is exerted, the more toothpaste is being squeezed out
of the tube, still using the same grip and �ngers.

pieces by composers. Also modern, digital pianos sense the in-
tensity of touch on each key. Instead of using a mechanical ham-
mer mechanism, force is detected electronically by sensing the
velocity with which the player strikes the key. In addition, ded-
icated force sensors enable the player to create an ’after touch’
e�ect that enables the player to add e�ects to a tone while it is
sounding.

The comparison of the harpsichord and the piano is an apt exam- Based on the context,

the expressiveness of a

gesture can change.

ple to explain the term expressiveness: While basically the same
gesture, i.e., putting the �nger on a key, is executed, in the con-
text of the piano, the player has additional control over the loud-
ness of the tone, compared to when executing the same gesture
on the harpsichord. In other words: Pressing a key on the harp-
sichord at di�erent intensities always results in the same level of
volume, while executing the same gesture on the piano keyboard
lets the player express many di�erent volumes.

However, music is not the only domain that exploits the expres- Also in

Human-Computer

Interaction (HCI), force

increases the

expressiveness of a

siveness of force. Also input devices for graphical user interfaces
in desktop computing systems make use of force to increase the
user’s expressiveness. An apt example of a force-sensitive input
device is the isometric joystick [Selker et al., 1991]. The isomet-
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Figure 1.3: Setup of a harpsichord. The harpsichord consists
of a keyboard that is connected to a set of strings on top of a
resonating body. Hitting a key plucks a string such that a tone is
generated and ampli�ed via the resonating body. The force with
which the player hits the key has no e�ect on the loudness of
the generated tone. Image (slightly cropped and resized) taken
by Sergej Medvedev.

ric joystick consists of a rubber knob that the user pushes withuser’s input. One

example is the

isometric joystick that

lets the user control a

cursor via force

without physically

moving her finger.

her index �nger to steer a mouse cursor on the computer screen
(Fig. 1.5). Strain gauges capture the magnitude and the direction
of the force applied to the knob. While the magnitude deter-
mines the cursor velocity, the direction tells the cursor where to
move on the screen. Hence, the isometric joystick makes input
from a single �nger very expressive although the �nger does not
physically move.
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Figure 1.4: Close-up of the hammer mechanism found in pianos.
When hitting a key, the hammer strikes a string such that a tone
is generated. Depending on how strongly the player hits the key,
the hammer will pluck the string di�erently: the more force is
exerted on a key, the louder the tone will sound. In comparison to
the harpsichord, the piano increases the player’s expressiveness
since she can now also control the loudness of each tone. Image
(slightly cropped and resized) taken by Sergej Medvedev.

A similar input device that makes use of force from multiple �n- The Spaceball is an

isometric input device

that enables the user

gers is the Spaceball (Fig. 1.6). The Spaceball is based on a �xed
sphere that allows the user to control six degrees of freedom,
typically for interaction with 3D virtual objects. For example, to control 3D virtual

objects via force.using the Spaceball one can pan, zoom, and rotate a virtual ob-
ject along the x-, y-, and z-axis. Similar to the isometric joystick,
the Spaceball is made of strain gauges that capture the force mag-
nitude and direction applied by the user.

Looking at interaction with handheld devices, however, the ex- On handheld devices,

force input is rarely

exploited.

pressiveness of force input is mostly not exploited. Touchscreens
are typically rigid, �at glass surfaces that that constrain inter-
action with virtual objects to two-dimensional, “�at” gestures,
such as tapping or swiping, performed with the �nger on that
surface [Victor, 2011]. Yet, in 2015, Apple introduced 3D Touch
to their newest iPhone smartphone lineup. 3D Touch enables
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Figure 1.5: Close-up of an IBM TrackPoint isometric joystick
added to a computer keyboard. The red rubber knob covers a set
of strain gauges that capture the magnitude and the direction of
force applied to it by a single �nger. The joystick is used as point-
ing device to steer a cursor on a computer screen. The more force
is applied, the faster the cursor moves. Image (slightly cropped
and resized) taken by Ashley Pomeroy.

users to access shortcuts or previews by pressing with the �n-
ger against the touchscreen that continuously senses force input
for every touch. Still, the potential of force is undermined since
the expressiveness of 3D Touch is low, enabling the user to only
express one or two additional states per force touch.

Research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has also lookedHCI has started

looking into the

potential of force input

on handheld devices.

into force input for handheld device interaction. This in-
cludes single-�nger scrolling [Antoine et al., 2017] and zooming
[Miyaki et al., 2009] via force, using force as a secondary “click”,
e.g., to type capital letters [Brewster et al., 2009] on a touch key-
board, to enter pass codes on handheld devices that grant access
when the code has been entered with a particular force [Arif et
al., 2014], or to push 3D virtual objects along the z-dimension
[Qiu et al., 2016]. However, these techniques typically require
the user to apply force at a particular location on the handheld
device—usually next to the touchscreen depending on where the
force sensor is located—which violates the direct manipulation
paradigm, or, like 3D Touch, they only add one or two additional
states to the interaction.
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Figure 1.6: Example of a Spaceball input device manufactured
by SiliconGraphics. The ball at the center of the input device
can be pushed, pulled, and twisted to control up to six degrees
of freedom, e.g., to move and scale 3D virtual objects. Like the
isometric joystick, the Spaceball consists of strain gauges that
capture the direction and the magnitude of the force applied to
the ball. The keys (1–8) are used for accessing UI shortcuts. Im-
age (slightly modi�ed and resized) taken by Rama.

With the advent of handheld touchscreens that bring continuous Recent handheld

devices bring

continuous

force-sensing to the

entire display surface

of the built-in

touchscreen. This

enables the design of

new e�icient

interaction techniques

for handheld devices.

force-sensing to the entire display surface, we were interested in
seeing whether the gained expressiveness from force input can
make handheld interaction more e�cient: Technically, at a sin-
gle touch point, one can apply any of the possible forces that can
be registered by the sensors. This has the same expressiveness as
placing as many touch points along one dimension on the touch-
screen that cannot sense force. Hence, force touch input con-
sumes less space on the display compared to ordinary touch in-
put, as the �nger does not need to move across the touchscreen to
yield the same expressiveness. We hypothesize that this unique
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feature has the potential to bene�t and increase the e�ciency of
handheld device interaction in several ways.

1.1 Hypotheses

H1 Force input enables multi-�nger input. Usually, many �n-
gers are located at the sides or at the back of the handheld
device to hold it in place. Since force input brings high
expressiveness to the static location of a �nger, it can be
used for input without moving the �nger, hence, without
sacri�cing grip stability of the device.

H2 Force input enables ergonomic one-handed use with input
from a single �nger. When the device is held with one
hand, the user can only touch the screen via the thumb.
Typically, the thumb cannot reach the entire touchscreen
to tap all targets without changing the device grip. Since
force input requires less �nger movement for the same ex-
pressiveness of touch input, it can help virtually reaching
for otherwise unreachable areas on the screen.

H3 Force input helps optimizing screen real estate. For the same
expressiveness, force input has a lower gesture footprint
than touch input due to fewer �nger displacement on the
touchscreen. This typically preserved gesture space that
collocates with the display space can thus be used other-
wise, when relying on force input.

H4 Force input enables fast selection of items or values. Selec-
tion of a value on a touchscreen, such as setting a date or
time, typically requires a lot of �nger movement, e.g., to
type on a numpad, drag a slider, or spin a picker. Force in-
put could speed up value selection as no time-consuming
�nger displacement is required for selecting a value.
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To verify these hypotheses, we designed and evaluated a set of
force-based interaction techniques that we present in this thesis.

In particular, we present:

• BackXPress, an interaction technique that augments two-
handed touch input for landscape-held smartphone use
with force input from the �ngers resting at the back of
the device (H1, H4),

• a reliable and e�cient technique to con�rm the selection
of value input via force touch input for single-handed,
single-�nger device use (H4),

• an interaction technique, called ForceRay, that brings
ergonomic one-handed use to smartphones with large
touchscreens while the user maintains a steady device grip
(H2), and

• a force-controlled widget, called Force Picker, that enables
e�cient value selection and use of screen space on hand-
held touchscreens that are operated by the thumb (H3,
H4).

1.2 Thesis Structure

The thesis is structured into eight chapters, each of which can
also be consumed as a self-contained unit:

• Chapter 2 gives an overview about force as a human-
controllable input modality. This includes how force is
de�ned and how it can be measured on handheld devices.
Furthermore, the chapter discusses human capabilities and
limitations of controlling force with hand and �ngers.

• Chapter 3 presents existing force-based interaction tech-
niques designed for stationary and handheld input de-
vices. An overview of 77 research papers that use force
input for stationary and mobile interactions is presented.
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• Chapter 4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7
present the design and evaluation of our four force-based
interaction techniques that address e�ciency and expres-
siveness (H1–H4) for touch interaction with handheld de-
vices.

• Chapter 8 summarizes the thesis, draws a conclusion, and
discusses future perspectives for force-based handheld in-
teraction.
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Application and Sensing
of Force

To understand how force can be utilized to design interaction In this chapter, we

discuss how humans

can control force with

hand and fingers and

what factors, such as

feedback technologies,

influence human force

control.

techniques, we need to consider both, the human who applies
the force and the technology that senses the force. To start with,
we give a brief de�nition of force as de�ned in physics. Then, we
take a closer look at the human hand to understand what muscles
and joints are involved in the application of force via hand and
�ngers. In this context we also discuss human factors, i.e., capa-
bilities and limitations with respect to the execution of force, as
well as in�uences by feedback technologies and motion on hu-
man force control. Next, we consider technological aspects, i.e.,
what techniques exist to sense and digitize force, especially for
the use in handheld devices. This basis will help understanding
how to design force-based interaction techniques that are both,
controllable by the human, and measurable by the device.

2.1 What is Force?

In physics, the term force is de�ned by Isaac Newton’s Three Laws In physics, force is

basically defined as

the product of the

mass of a body, e.g., an

object, and its

acceleration.

of Motion. The �rst law of motion addresses the inertia of a body
or object: It postulates that a body is either at rest or it is moving
across a straight line at constant motion as long as either no force
is acting on the body or the resulting force of all acting forces is
equal to zero. Consequently, if a body changes its state of motion,
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i.e., it either accelerates or decelerates, then this is caused by a
force. The second law of motion puts force and acceleration into
context: The produced acceleration on a body is proportional to
the magnitude and the direction of the force, which is formulated
by

F = m ⋅ a (2.1)

where m is the mass of the body or object, usually measured in
kilograms (kg), and a stands for its acceleration, hence a con-
stant change in motion that is measured in meters per second
per second (ms2 ). Hence, the force F is measured in kg ⋅ ms2 , which
is also de�ned as a Newton (N ). The third law of motion tells
that when a body exerts force on a second body, e.g., a �nger
pressing against a touchscreen, then the second body (the touch-
screen) exerts an equal force on the �rst body (the �nger) in the
opposite direction. This action-reaction principle explains why
a body deforms or bends, like the pad of the �nger on the glass
of the touchscreen.

Physics distinguishes contactless forces, such as the electromag-Forces are classified as

either contact forces or

contactless forces.

netic force, from contact forces. In the scope of this thesis, we
deal with the latter, i.e., when two bodies exert force on each
other while being in direct contact to each other. In particular,
we deal with so-called applied force, i.e., muscular force that is
applied onto a body. An apt example for applied force is the force
exerted when pressing with a �nger against a touchscreen.

2.1.1 Force vs. Pressure

Note that, although the terms force and pressure are often usedIn contrast to force,

pressure is defined as

force per area.

interchangeably in the literature, they have di�erent meanings.
In contrast to force, pressure (P ) is de�ned as force per area (A):

P =
F
A

(2.2)

Pressure is measured in Pascal: 1 pa = 1 N
m2 . The de�nition of

pressure entails that when the same force is applied with di�er-
ent �nger pad sizes, like index �nger and thumb, then the pres-
sure will have di�erent magnitudes. Also note that pressure is
usually associated with liquids and gases rather than solid bod-
ies. Since we solely deal with forces between solid bodies and
and we strive for a uniform, comparable measure, we use the
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term ‘force’ throughout this thesis. Still, any mention of the word
‘pressure’, e.g., in HCI literature should be considered a synonym
to the meaning of the word ‘force’.

2.1.2 Measuring Force with a Force Meter

A classic, i.e., mechanic, way of measuring force, is by using a Force can be measured

mechanically with a

spring-loaded force

meter.

force meter. A force meter, also referred to as dynamometer, is
a measurement tool that consists of a mechanical spring that is
connected to a hook. When a body is attached to the hook or
when the hook is being pulled, the spring extends from its resting
position by a certain distance, x (Fig. 2.1). According to Hooke’s
Law, the force F required to stretch the spring is proportional to
the distance x :

F = k ⋅ x, (2.3)

where k is a constant (measured in N
m ) that is characteristic for

the spring used, and x (measured in m) is the distance by which
the spring elongated from its resting state. Hence, when the
spring characteristic k is known and x is measured, then F can
be determined.

Strictly speaking, when the spring is being pulled, two forces Force and restoring

force oppose each

other and to maintain

an equilibrium.

are exerted on the spring that oppose each other and maintain
an equilibrium, i.e., the spring keeps its elongated distance x as
long as it is being pulled with constant force F . When the pulling
force F is released, the spring will go back to its resting state.
This is caused by the restoring force FR = −k ⋅ x that has the
same magnitude as F but with opposed direction. While a force
meter is typically used to measure a pulling force, one could also
push the hook to compress the spring, which results in a negative
value for x , hence a force magnitude for F and a positive force
for FR .

The force meter comes with an analog display that shows the To sense force input on

handheld devices,

using a force meter is

impractical.

magnitude of F in Newton. While the force meter is a convenient
measurement tool for physical experiments, it is impractical for
our use case, i.e., for measuring force applied to a handheld de-
vice. Before looking into di�erent techniques that allow sensing
and digitizing force for the use in handheld devices, we will take
a closer look at how humans actually apply force using hands
and �ngers.
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50g

distance x

Figure 2.1: Example of a spring-loaded force meter to determine
the pulling force induced by a mass of 50 g. Left: The force meter
is in its resting position. Right: Adding a mass of 50 g causes the
spring to be pulled down by distance x due to gravity. Knowing
the spring characteristic k, the the pulling force F can be deter-
mined by multiplying k with x (Hooke’s Law).

2.2 Applying Force with Hands
and Fingers

In this section, we cover the anatomy of the hand and �ngersSubsequently, we give

a short overview about

phalanges, joints, and

muscles involved in

the application of force

via hand and fingers.

and, in particular, give a brief overview of bones, joints, and mus-
cles involved in the application of force. This includes the con-
stellation of phalanges and the �exing of their connecting joints
to extrinsic muscles that are located in the lower arm and intrinsic
muscles that are located in the hand. Please note that this section
rather serves as an overview about how humans can apply force
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with their �ngers. More detailed information about this topic
can be found in Further information can be found in, e.g., Hirt
et al., 2017 and OpenStax College, 2013. In particular, we do not
cover the sensation of force via muscle and skin receptors.

2.2.1 The Skeleton of the Hand

Figure 2.2 shows the skeleton of the hand with individual �ngers. Each finger consists of

two or three bones,

called phalanges.

Each �nger, except the thumb, consists of three phalanges: the
Distal Phalanx, the Middle Phalanx, and the Proximal Phalanx.
The Distal Phalanx builds the �ngertip, whereas the Proximal
Phalanx is adjacent to the bones of the palm, called Metacarpal
Bones. The Middle Phalanx is located between the Distal Phalanx
and the Proximal Phalanx. Only for the thumb, the Middle Pha-
lanx is inexistent. The Metacarpal Bones reach until the wrist
and are adjacent to the Carpal Bones. The Carpal Bones bound
the Carpal Tunnel, which is a passage through which nerves and
tendons pass from the hand to the lower arm.

2.2.2 Joints, Tendons, and Muscles

Joints connect adjacent phalanges. The joint between the Dis- The phalanges are

connected by the DIP,

PIP, and MCP joints.

tal Phalanx and the Middle Phalanx is called the Distal Inter-
phalangeal Joint (DIP), the joint between the Middle Phalanx
and the Proximal Phalanx is called the Proximal Interphalangeal
Joint (PIP), and the joint between the Proximal Phalanx and the
Metacarpal Bones is called the Metacarpophalangeal Joint (MCP).

Muscles connect to these joints via tendons in oder to �ex the The hand muscles are

grouped into extrinsic

and intrinsic muscles.

phalanges. The hand muscles are grouped into extrinsic and
intrinsic muscles. Extrinsic hand muscles are located in the
lower arm and are responsible for �exing the DIP and PIP joints,
whereas intrinsic muscles are located in the hand between the
Metacarpal Bones and are generally responsible for lateral move-
ment of the �ngers. Figure 2.3 shows the di�erent intrinsic hand
muscles and their location: The three Palmar Interossei Muscles
and the four Dorsal Interossei Muscles are located between and on
top of the Metacarpal Bones and enable abduction and adduction
of the �ngers. Abduction and �exion of the little �nger is con-
trolled by the three Hypothenar Muscles that are located around
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Figure 2.2: Skeleton of the human hand. The �nger bones are
called phalanges and are classi�ed into Distal Phalanx, Middle
Phalanx, and Proximal Phalanx. Graphic (slightly extended) by
Mariana Ruiz Villarreal.

the Metacarpal Bone from the little �nger. The three ThenarMus-
cles are responsible for �exion of the thumb towards opposing
�ngers and the four Lumbricalis Muscles enable �exing of each
�nger’s MCP and thus are located between the �ngers.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the extrinsic muscles for �exion of theExtrinsic hand muscles

located in the lower

arm are responsible for

flexion the DIP and

PIP joints of each

finger.

thumb and DIP and PIP joints of the �ngers. The Flexor Pollicis
Longus connects to one tendon that connects to the Distal Pha-
lanx of the thumb to allow �exion of the thumb’s DIP. Flexion
of the �ngers’ DIP happens via the Flexor Digitorium Profundus
that connects via four tendons to each Distal Phalanx. The Flexor
Digitorum Super�cialis is responsible for �exing the PIP of each
�nger and connects via four tendons to each Proximal Phalanx.

2.2.3 Isotonic and Isometric Muscle Contraction

Both, intrinsic and extrinsic muscles are involved in the applica-Muscle contraction is

either isotonic or

isometric.

tion of force via �ngers. In general, the contraction of muscles
can be classi�ed as isotonic or isometric. Isotonic contractions are
characterized by a change in the length of the muscle while its
tension is constant. Such contraction is typical for spatial move-
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Lumbricalis
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Thenar
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Interossei
Muscles

Figure 2.3: Intrinsic hand muscles of the human hand involved
in the exertion of force with hand and �ngers. (a) Palmar view of
Hypothenar-, Thenar-, and Lumbricalis Muscles. (b) Dorsal view
of Thenar Muscles. (c) Palmar view of Interossei Muscles. (d) Dor-
sal view of Interossei Muscles. Graphic (slightly modi�ed) taken
from OpenStax College, 2013.

Flexor Pollicis Longus

Flexor Digitorum
Profundus

Flexor Digitorum Superficialis

(b)(a)

Figure 2.4: Extrinsic hand muscles of the human hand involved
in the �exion of the thumb and DIP and PIP joints of the �ngers.
(a) Palmar view of the Flexor Pollicis Longus and Flexor Digitorum
Profundus. (b) Palmar view of the Flexor Digitorum Super�cialis.
Graphic (slightly modi�ed) taken from OpenStax College, 2013.
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ments, e.g., when moving a computer mouse to steer a cursor, or
performing drag-and-swipe gestures on a touchscreen. From a
physiological point of view, an isotonic contraction means that
the intrinsic or extrinsic muscles are shortened, which causes a
pull on the tendons, which, in turn, pulls the according phalanx
of the digit. On the contrary, isometric contractions are charac-
terized by a change in the tension of the muscle while its length
is constant. This is the case when resistance against the muscle
is increased, e.g., when the �ngertip is pressed against a rigid
surface. This is why force-sensitive input devices, like the IBM
TrackPoint (cf. Selker et al., 1991), are also called isometric de-
vices.

Knowing now how force is applied by the �ngers from a physio-Subsequently, we look

at psychophysical

aspects of force

control.

logical perspective, we subsequently look into the psychophysics
of the application of force. This includes how much force hu-
mans can apply with their �nger, how well they can control it,
and how their performance is a�ected to the better or worse by
external factors, such as feedback methods, or motion.

2.3 The Psychophysics of Force Input

This section takes a closer look at humans’ capabilities andIn this section, we take

a closer look at

experiments from

psychology and HCI

that have investigated

humans’ capabilities

and limitations of

applying force with

hands and fingers.

limitations of exerting and controlling force. Evidence is pro-
vided through scienti�c experiments from psychology but also
research in HCI has investigated users’ strengths and weak-
nesses when using force as input modality. Besides capturing
how much force humans can apply with their �ngers and how
well they can discriminate di�erent magnitudes of force, we also
take a look at the in�uence of both, internal and external feed-
back, on human force control. Finally, the choice of �ngers and
motion a�ect the performance of force input. Analyzing these
in�uencing factors is indispensable as they will in�uence the de-
sign of force-based interaction techniques.

2.3.1 Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC)

The maximum magnitude of force that humans can apply is re-The amount of force

that a human can ferred to as the Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC). Since
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the exertion of force is carried out through the limbs, the MVC apply at maximum

varies from human to

human due to

di�erences in

flexibility and strength

of muscles. This

maximum amount of

applicable force is

referred to as

Maximum Voluntary

Contraction (MVC).

is dependent on the �exibility and strength of the correspond-
ing muscles. These parameters relate to the individual develop-
ment of the muscles, which is why the MVC for each limb varies
from human to human [Sosno� et al., 2005]. The MVC can even
be di�erent for the same individual: Jones [1989] showed that
the MVC for the elbow �exor muscle varies across the dominant
hand (DH) and the non-dominant hand (NDH). The MVC is also
susceptible to muscle fatigue. Househam et al. [2004] measured
variations in repeated applications of force through hand grip
contractions. Subjects were instructed to squeeze a strain gauge
at their maximum e�ort for seven seconds, followed by a 30 s
resting phase until the next trial was performed. The data indi-
cated a clear e�ect of fatigue since subjects’ maximum applicable
force decreased over trials. Similarly, Jones et al. [1983] identi-
�ed a fatiguing e�ect for the elbow �exor. They found that hu-
mans can maintain forces at the lower end of their MVC longer
compared to forces at the higher end of their MVC.

Fatigue and also discomfort have been reported by users main- For interaction with

handheld devices,

users feel discomfort

when applying forces

greater than 9 N.

taining high forces during interaction with handheld devices.
For example, McLachlan et al. [2013] investigated users’ com-
fort of applying force against the bezel of a touchscreen tablet.
While maintaining a force of 6 N was considered comfortable,
users remarked that exerting and maintaining a force of 9 N was
too uncomfortable for them. For force input via a stylus, this
comfort level is even lower: Mizobuchi et al. [2005] found that
users felt signi�cant discomfort and fatigue when applying more
than 3 N with the stylus on the handheld device.

2.3.2 Discrimination of Force Magnitudes

Pang et al. [1991] studied how well humans can discriminate The Just Noticeable

Di�erence (JND)

determines the

minimum di�erence

between two

magnitudes, e.g., of

force, such that the

human can tell them

apart.

di�erent magnitudes of force. Hereto, subjects were asked to
squeeze two movable plates between their thumb and index
�nger. The plates let the subjects perceive di�erent resistance
forces within a range of 2.5–10 N. Over multiple trials, the sub-
jects were given a reference force that they were asked to com-
pare against a second sample force. The experiment revealed a
Just Noticeable Di�erence (JND) value of 7%: when comparing
two forces, their magnitudes need to di�er by at least 7% for the
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human being able to discriminate them. A similar result was also
found by Tan et al. [1992]. In addition, Durlach et al. [1989] found
that the JND is signi�cantly higher for the NDH than for the
DH. Interestingly, the JND decreases when the reference force is
maintained for a while.

2.3.3 Controlling Force with Precision

In psychological experiments, the precision with which humansIn force-matching tasks,

subjects are given a

force stimulus ans are

asked to reproduce it,

usually without any

external aids, such as

visual feedback.

can apply and control force is typically measured though varia-
tion in the production and reproduction of di�erent magnitudes
of force. Hereto, the subject places her �nger on a strain gauge
and applies force until the experimenter informs her when the
target magnitude is reached. After maintaining that magnitude
for a short while, the subject is asked to reproduce it. Through-
out these force-matching tasks, no external feedback, such as
visible or audible cues, is given. The subject has to rely solely on
cutaneous and kinesthetic feedback from skin and muscles, also
known as internal feedback.

Jones [1989] let subjects perform a force-matching task withHumans can

reproduce forces best

when the magnitudes

are within the middle

of the individual’s

MVC range.

their arms within a range of 15–85% of their individual MVC
(≈169–482 N). The target forces were perceived by one arm �rst
and had to be reproduced using the other arm. Participants were
most accurate for reproduction of force magnitudes around 50%
of their MVC. For example, they tended to reproduce forces from
the lower end of their MVC with signi�cantly less force than re-
quired. This was also observed for force exerted using the biceps
and triceps muscles [Jones et al., 1982]. Hence, while humans are
good at controlling force around the middle of their MVC range,
reproduction of force at the extremes of that range is more di�-
cult. This di�culty was also con�rmed by Mizobuchi et al. [2005]
and G. Ramos et al. [2004] for users performing force input with
a stylus on Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and graphic tablets.
For force exerted with the index �nger, Slifkin et al. [1999] found
that the force variance increases exponentially with the target
force.

The precision of controlling force also depends on how many �n-Using multiple fingers

to control low forces

decreases a subject’s

gers and which �ngers are involved. Newell et al. [1994] studied
the exertion of force on a dynamometer with the thumb in com-
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bination with other �ngers of the hand. For low magnitudes of accuracy in

reproducing these due

to redundancy and an

increased sensation of

internal feedback from

skin and muscles.

force of a subject’s individual MVC range, the addition of �n-
gers decreased subjects’ performance, whereas for higher mag-
nitudes, using more �ngers increased accuracy of control. The
authors concluded that using multiple �ngers leads to redun-
dancy and increased sensation of internal feedback. While this
is bene�cial for high magnitudes, it leads to an overestimation
of perceived force for low magnitudes.

Wilson et al. [2012] studied the precision of input from each �n- On handheld devices,

using more than two

fingers simultaneously

for force input

decreases users’

accuracy.

ger exerting force at the bezel of a smartphone held with one
hand in portrait orientation. For each digit and di�erent com-
binations of them, subjects we instructed to exert given target
forces. The authors found that participants controlled force most
accurately when using the index �nger or ring �nger, or when
applying force with the ring and the little �nger together or for
the combined exertion via the index and the middle �nger. For
these �ngers and combinations, the error rate was less than 3.2%.
For devices held in landscape orientation, Stewart et al. [2010]
studied subjects’ accuracy of controlling force for di�erent de-
vice grips: The authors found that participants were signi�cantly
more accurate when controlling force via a two-sided pinch grip
with thumb and index �nger compared to when using single �n-
ger use at the front or against the back of the handheld device.

In summary, force input on handheld devices is most accurate
when using not more than two �ngers. In any case, if multiple
�ngers are used from the same hand, they should control the
same target force instead of individual magnitudes of force at
the same time.

2.3.4 The In�uence of Feedback

As for any input technique, feedback can signi�cantly contribute Feedback a�ects a

subject’s accuracy of

controlling force.

Typically, feedback can

be classified as internal

and external.

to human precision and accuracy of force input. Basically, feed-
back can be classi�ed as internal and external feedback. Internal
feedback refers to feedback sensed through skin (cutaneous feed-
back) and muscles (kinesthetic feedback), such as deformation of
the �ngertip sensed while applying force against a rigid surface.
External feedback is a designed feedback given by a system to
inform the subject about the intensity of applied force. For ex-
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ample, such a system could measure the force and communicate
its magnitude visually or via audio feedback to the user.

Internal Feedback

In general, H. Henningsen et al. [1997] found that humans canKinesthetic feedback is

more helpful than

cutaneous feedback in

accurately controlling

force.

utilize information from kinesthetic feedback better than cuta-
neous feedback for controlling �nger force. However, Raj et
al. [1985] showed that cutaneous feedback still contributes to
the accuracy of discrimination of di�erent magnitudes of force:
They anesthetized subjects’ �ngertips and found that this nega-
tively a�ected participants’ performance. The same e�ect was
observed for anesthetized �ngers in weight lifting tasks. Al-
though for such tasks, subjects do not exert force per se, the
weights indirectly apply force back onto the �nger pads during
lifting. Interestingly, while for the thumb and index �nger, anes-
thesia led to an increase in perceived heaviness by 13%–41%, the
perceived heaviness for the little �nger and the ring �nger de-
creased by 14%–21%.

Henning Henningsen et al. [1995] investigated the contributionCompared to pressing

against a flat surface,

applying force with

the finger against a

non-planar surface

a�ects humans’

reproduction of force

negatively.

of tactile information for both index �ngers in a force-matching
task. Subjects had to produce low and high intensities with both
�ngers simultaneously. While one �nger pressed against a �at
surface, the other one applied force against a conical pad. Inde-
pendent from the target force, participants always produced less
force with the �nger on the conical pad. The authors concluded
that accurate force production depends on the indentation of the
�ngertip such that the distortion of the �ngertip through the
conical pad leads to an increased sensation of force. Hence, for
force input on handheld devices, the �at front or back part of the
device should be used rather than the curved bezel or sides of
the device.

Jones et al. [2006] let subjects perform a force-matching task inJones et al. [2006]

confirmed that tactile

information from the

fingertip significantly

contributes to the

accuracy of exerting

force.

the range of 2–10 N with and without wearing �nger splints on
the index �nger. Subjects underestimated the perceived force
when the �nger splints were present, which again con�rms that
tactile information about the contact surface plays a crucial role
in accurate exertion and estimation of force.
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External Feedback

Jones [2000] investigated the e�ect of visual external feedback External visual

feedback significantly

increases a subject’s

accuracy of controlling

force.

in addition to internal feedback when controlling �nger force.
Hereto, subjects were instructed to maintain �nger forces be-
tween 2–6 N and elbow �exion forces in the range of 10–30 N
for 120 s. The authors found that when only internal feedback
was available, the absolute average error during maintenance
was 1 N for �nger force control and 4.5 N for elbow �exion force
control. With additional visual feedback from a screen, the er-
ror decreased signi�cantly to 0.22 N for force controlled via the
�ngers and to 0.76 N for the elbow �exion forces. These results
show that visual feedback is ultimately important for the preci-
sion of force control and therefore should also be incorporated
in force-based interaction techniques.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from the studies conducted by Continuous visual

feedback leads to a

significantly be�er

performance in

controlling force

compared to providing

reduced discrete visual

feedback.

Mai et al. [1985]. The authors investigated how the amount of vi-
sual feedback information conveyed to subjects a�ects the vari-
ance of maintaining force for 20 s. Hereto, the subjects squeezed
a force transducer between the index �nger and the thumb for
force levels lower than 2.5 N. When no visual feedback was given
at all, subjects deviated highest from the target force. With lit-
tle discrete feedback that only indicated whether the participant
over- or undershot the current target force, performance slightly
improved. However, a signi�cant improvement was found when
full continuous visual feedback was given. Similar e�ects were
found by Sosno� et al. [2005].

Hong et al. [2008] studied the in�uence of resolution and fre- Continuous feedback

is essential for a good

control of force but the

e�ect saturates at a

certain point.

quency of visual feedback for force exerted via the index �nger.
A higher resolution means that the feedback is more continuous,
and a higher frequency leads to a lower latency of the feedback
updates. When the feedback resolution was low, i.e., rather dis-
crete than continuous, the subjects relied more on their inter-
nal feedback and tended to undershoot, while lowering the fre-
quency increased the variance. Furthermore, when visual feed-
back was overall reduced, subjects showed more individual dif-
ferences in their performance. The authors concluded that a
good continuous feedback is essential for a good control of force.
However, the e�ect saturates at a resolution of more than 128
pixels per N and a frequency above 3.2 Hz.
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Kobayashi et al. [2016] studied the combined use of visual andUsing a combination

of visual and auditory

feedback helps

subjects in becoming

familiar with

controlling force.

audible feedback for helping newbies learn how to control force
input. Participants were instructed to apply force with their
thumb against a foam object. They were most e�ective in learn-
ing to control force input when a combination of both feedback
modalities was given rather than a single one. The authors found
that using this feedback combination, only �ve minutes of train-
ing is enough to enhance the force reproduction skill for more
accurate force input.

A. Srinivasan et al. [1996] studied how visual feedback informa-Visual feedback

overrules tactile

feedback.

tion predominates tactile feedback information perceived from
springs. Subjects were instructed to push physical springs of
which they could only see a visual representation. The phys-
ical and the visual behavior of a spring could either match or
mismatch, such that, e.g., the physical spring was much more
�exible than the behavior of the visual counterpart. For such
mismatches, the study revealed that subjects relied much more
on visual feedback, meaning that it overruled the physical sen-
sation. This, again, underlines how important visual feedback is
for force control.

Studies on force input on handheld devices also con�rm theVisual feedback also

overrules information

perceived from

auditory or vibrotactile

cues while exerting

force on a handheld

device.

importance of visual feedback. Stewart et al. [2010] compared
the e�ect of visual, auditory, and vibrotactile feedback on users’
force control performance. Subjects were instructed to exert dif-
ferent levels of force on the handheld device. Since a continu-
ous audio feedback is generally considered irritating [Liao et al.,
2006], the handheld device only gave audio feedback to the sub-
ject on the transition from one force level to the next one, with
three levels in total. Each level was represented by a di�erent
music pitch of a plucked string sound. The pitch increased with
force level. For vibrotactile feedback, the device produced three
discriminable vibration patterns, one for each force level: a short
pulse, a series of pulses, and two short pulses. Subjects were 98%
accurate when visual feedback was provided, whereas with vi-
brotactile feedback, participants performed signi�cantly worse
with 96–90% accuracy. Subjects could not exceed 83% accuracy
when only audio feedback was given.

Wilson et al. [2010] also compared visual vs. auditory feedbackFor accurate menu

control via force, visual

feedback is more

for menu control via force on a handheld device. They used spa-
tial audio feedback to give subjects the illusion of having the
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menu laid out in front of them with items navigated from left helpful than providing

spatial auditory

feedback.

to right. For each force level, the function of the correspond-
ing menu item was spoken out and a unique musical tone was
played. While with visual feedback, accuracy rates were 85%
on average, providing only audible feedback decreased accuracy
down to 74%.

In summary, giving visual feedback to the user is essential for a In summary, visual

feedback should

always be provided for

force input.

good control of force input via hands and �ngers. A continuous
visual feedback leads to better performance than a discrete visual
feedback, and adding other modalities, such as audible feedback
can help the user becoming familiar with force input faster.

2.3.5 The In�uence of Motion

Wilson et al. [2011] investigated the e�ect of the user siting vs. Motion a�ects a

subject’s accuracy of

controlling force input

negatively.

walking while controlling force on a handheld device. For both
conditions, the authors compared two di�erent mechanisms that
map the intensity of force to the selection of a menu item: One
mechanism was an absolute mapping, whereas the other mech-
anism was a relative one that mapped force to the velocity of
iterating through the menu items. They found that the relative
mapping is superior for both, sitting and walking conditions, as
subjects were signi�cantly faster and had a signi�cantly higher
selection accuracy compared to the absolute mapping. Indepen-
dent from what mapping was used, the authors found that mo-
bility generally increases error, selection time, and also partici-
pants’ subjective workload.

A possible explanation for the negative e�ect of walking could be When holding a

handheld device,

walking leads to

inadvertent variations

in grip force.

explained by inadvertent variations in force input. Stewart et al.
[2012] investigated the variation of grip force that users inadver-
tently apply when holding the handheld device and found that it
increases with motion. Based on their �ndings, they recommend
a threshold of 0.6 N below which force should be ignored by the
system to mitigate inadvertent grip force.

Related to this, Taher et al. [2014] captured users’ force pro- Compared to small

handheld devices, such

as smartphones,

subjects apply more

�les during the execution of multi-touch gestures, such as zoom-
ing, panning, rotating, tapping, and typing, on smartphones and
tablets, while walking. Overall, participants applied more inad-
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vertent force on the tablet compared to the smartphone. Rotatinginadvertent force on

larger devices, such as

tablets, while walking.

and zooming had the lowest magnitude of all gestures, and in-
advertent force for typing was lower than for tapping, which
caused 0.2–1.6 N of inadvertent force. Also, the index �nger
(used for all gestures and typing) caused more force than the
thumb (additionally used for zooming and rotation). The �nd-
ings also help de�ning a threshold that is required to discrim-
inate gesture input from force input. McLachlan et al. [2015]
also came to the conclusion that for precise interactions, such
as cropping an image or selecting text, the simultaneous use of
gestures and force input should be avoided.

In conclusion, when designing force-based interaction tech-In summary, when

designing interaction

techniques for force

input, the designer

should consider the

a�ects of fingers being

used, feedback being

provided, and motion

being potentially

involved.

niques for handheld devices, a few things should be kept in mind
to improve the user’s accuracy in controlling her �nger force.
First, input at the lower end of the the force range should be ig-
nored, since users inadvertently apply force when grasping the
device and especially when being in motion. For this context, a
relative mapping rather than an absolute mapping from force to
value input should be considered. For high levels of force, in-
put from multiple �ngers is better, whereas for low levels, not
more than two �ngers should be used. Finally, continuous vi-
sual feedback must be given to the user. While tactile feedback
is important, it is usually overruled by visual feedback, as long as
the resolution and the frequency of the visual updates are high
enough.

Knowing the design considerations, we now will look into how
force can be technically sensed and digitized to utilize it for input
on handheld devices.

2.4 Sensing and Digitizing Force

In this section, we will discuss di�erent techniques that allowTypically, force is

measured indirectly

via measurable side

e�ects that correlate

with the magnitude of

applied force.

sensing and digitizing force input. Basically all of them deter-
mine force indirectly, i.e., they neither measure mass nor its ac-
celeration. Instead, the techniques utilize side e�ects that occur
during the application of force. These measurable side e�ects
correlate with the magnitude of force and hence allow to esti-
mate it indirectly. In HCI, force measured via such indirect mea-
surements is often referred to as pseudo-force. Before we present
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common pseudo-force techniques that are adequate to determine
force via sensors and technology from the handheld device, we
will discuss the Force Sensing Resistor (FSR), an electronic compo-
nent that has been particularly designed to measure force indi-
rectly through changing resistance in an electric circuit. For all
techniques, we will highlight their bene�ts and shortcomings.

2.4.1 Force Sensing Resistors (FSRs)

A Force Sensing Resistor (FSR) is a sensor used in an electric cir- A Force Sensing

Resistor (FSR) is an

electric component

that changes the

resistance in an

electric circuit based

on the magnitude of

force applied to it.

cuit that changes resistance depending on how much force is ap-
plied to it. Figure 2.5 shows an example of an FSR. An FSR typi-
cally consists of three layered components, with a total thickness
ranging from 0.2–1.25 mm: The top layer is a substrate layer with
screen-printed conductive ink that forms an open circuit, also
referred to as active area. The bottom layer substrate holds a
conductive foamed �lm that consists of both, electric and dielec-
tric particles. Between these two layers is a plastic spacer with
an air vent. When normal force is applied on the active area, the
conductive �lm is deformed and air is being pushed out through
the vent, such that the conductive �lm comes into contact with
the conductive ink from the active area. The more force is ap-
plied, the more the two conductive materials come into contact,
which lets more current �ow through the circuit. Consequently,
the electric resistance in the circuit is reduced. Most FSR change
their resistance from more than 1 MΩ when no force is applied
to a few Ohms when the sensor is driven into saturation. Typi-
cal FSR can sense about 1–100 N and have a very quick response
time from 1–2 ms. However, the measurements obtained from
FSRs are not very reliable: Repeated measurements can be o� by
more than 10%, especially because the materials wear out easily.

Rosenberg et al. [2009] built is a high resolution pressure sens- The UnMousePad is a

mat that can sense

touch and force at any

location on the entire

surface.

ing mat that uses Interpolating Force Sensing Resistance (IFSR), a
technique that consists of two sandwiched layers of electrodes
with a layer of microscopic bumps of FSR ink in between. Due
to interpolation, this technology provides a higher grid resolu-
tion compared to an equivalent implementation using standard
FSRs, i.e., it can discriminate more individual touch locations on
the same area. It is a scalable technique that can come in any
size, e.g., the size of a credit card or that of a sheet of paper. Fur-
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FSR Layer
(with printed carbon-based ink)

Spacer Adhesive

Conductor Substrate
(with printed interdigitated circuit pattern)

Active Area

Figure 2.5: Exploded assembly drawing of a Force Sensing Resis-
tor (FSR) consisting of three di�erent layers. The more force is
applied onto the active area, the more the more current can �ow
through the printed circuit.

thermore, the UnMousePad can be put behind OLED and e-ink
screens to make them touch- and force-sensitive.

→ Knowledge Applied: Digitizing Force Input from a
Force Sensing Resistor (FSR) using a Voltage Divider

A basic solution to represent the magnitude of force ap-
plied to an FSR as a digital value, e.g., to control an inter-
face, is using a voltage divider circuit that is connected to
a microcontroller. A microcontroller, like an Arduinoa,
has a set of analog pins that can measure analog volt-
age, which is then converted into a digital number us-
ing an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). Typical ADC
have a resolution of 10 bit, i.e., they can represent up to
1,024 di�erent numbers from 0–1,023. The ADC reports
a ratiometric value, i.e., it maps a voltage that is as high
as the system voltage, usually 5V, to the highest value,
i.e., 1,023, and maps lower voltages proportionally using
a factor of 1,0235V . For example, a voltage of 3V is equivalent
to 3V ⋅ 1,0235V = 613.8 ≈ 614.
Recall that the FSR changes its resistance based on how
much force is exerted onto the active area. While this
cannot feed the analog pin of the microcontroller since it
only deals with voltages, we can utilize a speci�c circuit
design, the Voltage Divider, with which we can measure

https://arduino.cc
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the voltage drop across the FSR based on Ohm’s Law. The
Voltage Divider circuit looks as follows:

Vin

RFSR

Vout
Rfixed

Rf ixed is a static resistor, which is set to a a relatively high
resistance, e.g., 10 kΩ, RFSR represents the FSR as dynamic
resistor (also known as potentiometer), Vin is the input
voltage to the circuit, andVout represents the voltage drop
across RFSR , which feeds the analog pin of the microcon-
troller. According to Ohm’s Law, it holds that

Vout = Vin ⋅
Rf ixed

Rf ixed + RFSR
(2.4)

When no force is applied, we yield Vout ≈ Vin = 0V since
RFSR is relatively high, e.g., 1 MΩ, compared to Rf ixed ,
which was set to a static 10 kΩ. The more force is applied
onto the active area of the FSR, the smaller RFSR becomes,
hence the higher Vout , i.e., the voltage drop across FFSR ,
becomes.

However, while this basic setup is a simple solution to
obtain a digital representation of force, the behavior be-
tween the applied force and the digital value representa-
tion is not linear, i.e., applying double the force does not
double the value. Instead, FSRs are typically very sensi-
tive to low magnitudes of force but insensitive towards
the end of the sensor force space. The following graph
illustrates this behavior for di�erent values for FSRf ixed :
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The digital value increases rapidly at low force, and con-
tinues to grow slowly towards the end of the sensor spec-
trum. This relation does not match humans’ expected
behavior, as they associate a linear relationship between
force and value [Stewart et al., 2010]. To adjust this, one
can either use a function to mathematically linearize the
output, or one can add an operational ampli�er to the cir-
cuit that linearizes the output by hardware. More infor-
mation on how to wire an operational ampli�er to obtain
linearized output from an FSR can be found in [Stewart
et al., 2010].

ahttps://arduino.cc

2.4.2 Capacitive Force Sensing

Capacitive sensing is typically used in modern touchscreens toCapacitive sensing is

used in modern

touchscreens to detect

finger touches.

detect when and where a �nger is touching the screen. However,
this technique can also be used to indirectly measure force based
on the �nger’s distance between the touchscreen glass and the
underlying sensing technology.

A capacitive touchscreen consists of a screen, usually a liquidWhen a user’s finger

touches the

touchscreen digitizer,

the electric field

between the two

capacitor layers

located underneath

crystal display (LCD) or an organic light emitting diode display
(OLED), with a digitizer on top. The digitizer is responsible for
detecting touches and consists of multiple thin, transparent lay-
ers. Figure 2.6 shows a simpli�ed schematic of the four layers
that make up the digitizer [Barrett et al., 2010]. The touch sur-
face sits on top and protects the underlying conductor layers that
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Transparent Thin-Film
Conductor (ITO)

Thin-Film Separator

Touch Surface

Figure 2.6: Exploded assembly drawing of a capacitative touch
digitizer consisting of four layers. Underneath the glass touch
surface are two electrically charged indium thin oxide (ITO) ca-
pacitor plates that are separated by a spacer. When the user
touches the surface, the �nger splits the electric �eld between
the two ITO layers. The split causes a weakening in the electric
�eld that can be measured and inferred as touch contact between
�nger and glass surface.

are separated by a thin-�lm separator. Both conductor layers are the display, is

weakened and

registered as a touch

event.

made of indium thin oxide (ITO), which is a transparent material
that conducts electricity. Technically speaking, these layers act
as an array of tiny capacitors whose plates consist of ITO. Each
capacitor is charged, resulting in an electrical �eld between the
two plates that is measured by a controller. Now when the user’s
�nger comes into contact with the touch layer, it acts as an addi-
tional capacitor plate, since the human body can carry electrical
charge. This means that the electrical �eld is now “split” between
two capacitor plates, i.e., between the bottom ITO layer and the
top ITO layer, as well as between the bottom ITO layer and the
�nger. Consequently, the electrical �eld between the two ITO
layers is weakened, which is recognized by the controller and
matched as a touch contact.

To measure a touch’s force intensity using capacitive sensing, Capacitive force

sensing exploits a law

from physics: The

capacitance of two

as found in Apple’s iPhone 6s or newer, a simple trick is from
physics is used: The capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor is
inversely proportional to the distance between the two plates.
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This means that the closer to the plates are, the larger the ca-parallel capacitor

plates is proportional

to the distance

between the plates.

When applying force,

the two plates are

being pushed closer

together.

pacity for a charge on the plates is. With this in mind, force can
be measured indirectly through the distance between the user’s
�nger and the capacitor plate. Hereto, Apple placed a second
grid of capacitor plates behind the display and made the touch
surface pliable (Fig. 2.7) . The harder the user presses against the
screen, the more the pliable surface bends, meaning that the �n-
ger comes closer to the capacitor plates behind the screen. The
change in capacitance is registered by a dedicated controller, and
using physical laws on the relation between distance and capaci-
tance, the force is determined indirectly. Note that detection and
localization of the touch are completely separated from measur-
ing force intensity: The digitizer knows where a touch is placed,
but does not know how much force is applied. The capacitor
plates behind the display, however, know how much force is ap-
plied, but not exactly where. Only the combination of both re-
veals where and at what intensity the �nger is pressing against
the touchscreen.

The bene�t of this technology is that it is compact and deliv-The force-sensitive

touchscreen found in

Apple’s iPhone 6s

delivers reliable force

readings.

ers accurate and reliable force measurements since the technique
has been speci�cally designed for measuring force on handheld
capacitive touchscreens. However, the technology is complex to
implement and cannot be easily added to existing handheld de-
vices since it requires physical modi�cation of the touchscreen.

2.4.3 Piezoelectric Force Sensing

Rendl et al. [2012] built a hover- and touch-sensitive �exible foilPyzoFlex is a

four-layered

quasi-transparent foil

that senses force via

the piezoelectric e�ect.

that can also detect force input by utilizing the piezoelectric e�ect.
The piezoelectric e�ect occurs when a piezoelectric material is
deformed. Such deformation causes a redistribution of positive
and negative charges of piezo crystals. This change in charge can
be measured and its magnitude is proportional to the intensity
of deformation caused to the piezoelectric material. The force-
sensitive PyzoFlex foil consists of a ferromagnetic material that
consists of four layers of functional ink. The quasi-transparent
ink can be printed on any surface, such as the display of a hand-
held device. In a technical study, the authors found that tech-
nique can continuously sense about 1.25–3 bars of pressure.
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Cover glass

Display

Capacitive
Force Sensors

Taptic Engine
(tactile feedback)

Figure 2.7: Exploded assembly drawing of an Apple iPhone 6s force-sensitive touch-
screen. The cover glass is pliable such that the more force the user exerts with her �nger,
the closer it comes to the grid of capacitive force sensors. This causes a change in capac-
itance that can be measured and di�ers based on the distance between the �nger and the
capacitor, hence, the user’s force. Image taken from Apple Inc.

While this technique is �exible and cannot only sense force but PyzoFlex not only

senses force input, but

also hover- and touch

input.

also hover and touch input, its resolution is low. Each printed
sensor spot has a diameter of 1 cm with a spacing of 1.5 cm to
adjacent spots.

2.4.4 Finger Contact Point

Touch-sensing systems reduce the location of a �nger touch to The more force a finger

applies on a planar

surface, the more its

touch centroid moves.

a single point that represents the centroid of the touch ellipsis.
Wang et al. [2009a] found that while a �nger is landing on a
touchscreen, its pad slightly deforms over time. Consequently,
the size of the touch ellipsis changes and the centroid moves in
the direction of the user’s palm. The same e�ect also holds when
applying force with the �nger against the touch surface, since
also here, the �nger pad slightly deforms, such that the touch
ellipsis changes its size and its centroid starts moving. Boring
et al. [2012] exploited this coherence for estimating force input
with the thumb on a handheld capacitive touchscreen that only
provides information about the touch centroid. Their technique
discriminates two levels of pseudo-force that are utilized to let
the user switch between di�erent modes, such as panning and
zooming, with a single �nger.
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While this such technique adds pseudo-force detection easily toUsing the finger

contact point location

as estimator for force

is unreliable, since it is

ambiguous.

virtually any touch-sensitive surface, it cannot detect many lev-
els of force and might also misinterpret force input: A change in
�nger contact size and point cannot only be caused by applying
force against the touchscreen but also through altering the �n-
gertip angle [Boring et al., 2012]. For example, as the user rocks
her thumb on the touch surface, the contact point moves with-
out having applied extra force. However, this slight would be
mistakenly interpreted as a change in applied force.

2.4.5 Finger Contact Size

Pawluk et al. [1999] showed that contact force against a �at sur-The more force a

finger applies against a

flat surface, the larger

its touch contact size.

face can be inferred from the �nger’s contact size on the surface.
In a controlled experiment, participants exerted forces between
0–2 N at angles of 20◦ and 40◦ against a �at capacitive sensor
array that captured the �nger contact size. The authors derived
a nonlinear model that approximates a positive correlation be-
tween force and the resulting spread of the viscoelastic �nger
pad, i.e., the �nger contact size.

Benko et al. [2006] exploited this correlation to detect force inputOn a vision-based

multi-touch table,

finger contact size can

be used to detect two

levels of force input.

on a vision-based multi-touch table. Their system tracks �nger
contact optically through infrared light re�ected from the �n-
gerpad towards a camera beneath the table. The brighter and
the larger the captured spot, the more force has been applied.
Using this pseudo-force technique, the system could detect two
levels of force to discriminate a hover state from a click state on
the touch surface.

As an example for a force-based interaction technique, Baglioni
et al. [2011] used �nger contact size captured on a handheld ca-
pacitive touchscreen to let the user continuously alter the speed
of scrolling through content on the handheld screen.

While pseudo-force detection through �nger contact size en-Force detection via

finger contact size is

finger- and

user-specific.

ables touch surfaces to “sense” force across the entire surface
without additional hardware modi�cations, the technique is
�nger- and user-speci�c because humans’ �nger pad size vary
[Wang et al., 2009a; Wang et al., 2009b]. For example, one user
might have a smaller index �nger than another user, which re-
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sults in di�erent contact sizes for the same magnitude of contact
force. Also, for an individual user, �nger pad sizes di�er. For
example, the thumb creates a much larger contact size than the
index �nger for the same magnitude of force. This means that
a system must be calibrated and trained to discriminate �nger
pad size di�erences for providing reliable force estimations. Fur-
thermore, the �nger contact size only slightly changes on rigid
surfaces like the frontal protection glass of a touchscreen, such
that only a few number of pseudo-force levels can be detected
[Boring et al., 2012]. Finally, the �nger contact size on capac-
itive touchscreens is often not accessible to the developer. For
example, the iOS SDK [Apple Inc., 2019b] only provides the ma-
jor radius and estimated centroid for each touch ellipsis, which
is not su�cient to reconstruct the �nger contact size.

2.4.6 Time-Based Force Estimation

A typical assumption is that exerting force takes time. This is Exerting force takes

time since the target

magnitude must be

gradually built up.

because humans cannot instantly apply a certain magnitude of
force. Instead, the magnitude must be built up by starting at
zero force and then increasing it until the desired magnitude is
reached. This takes time: the higher the magnitude, the longer
the execution time. In fact, G. Ramos et al. [2004] found that
the time required to exert force with a pen on a tablet followed
Fitts’ Law [Fitts, 1954]. Fitts’ Law describes that the time to per-
form linear movements, such as pointing tasks, increases loga-
rithmically with di�culty—the ratio between the distance from
the starting location to the target position of the movement and
the width, i.e., the circumference of the target position. Typi-
cal examples for movements that follow Fitts’ Law are pointing
tasks using a mouse, touchpad, or touchscreen (e.g., Akamatsu
et al. [2000], MacKenzie et al. [1991], Sambrooks et al. [2013],
and Soukore� et al. [2004]). In terms of force input, the distance
can be considered the di�erence in magnitude from zero force to
target force, and the width is the tolerance regarding how much
the force may deviate from the target magnitude. The corre-
spondence between time and force was also perceived by users
in a study from Raisamo [1999]: The author tested interaction
with a public information kiosk system where continuous input
was once mapped to �nger contact time with the touchscreen
and once to true force readings from the touchscreen. The sub-
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jects reported that interaction via the time-based technique felt
almost identical to the true force-based technique.

One example using time to estimate force is Pressure.js1, aPressure.js is a

library that uses touch

contact time to

simulate force input.

JavaScript library to handle force input in web-based applica-
tions. If the input device does not natively support force input,
like a computer mouse, the library simulates the force based on
how long �nger contact is maintained, e.g., with the mouse but-
ton.

However, time is generally a bad estimate for force input sinceUsing time as an

estimation for force

slows down

experienced users.

the execution time for force might di�er across users and in-
terfaces. Imagine a UI with a binary mode switch that is con-
trolled by low vs. high force. This is fairly easy and quick to
control since the user can just apply a little force vs. signi�cantly
more force to alter the mode. If, however, more precise control is
needed, e.g., when force input is mapped to a menu with multi-
ple items to select from, then especially unexperienced users will
need more time to build up force compared to experienced users.
Referring back to Fitts’ Law, this corresponds to an increased dif-
�culty since the width, or tolerance, respectively, decreases with
the number of menu items. Furthermore, time-based pseudo-
force slows down experienced users since they must wait un-
til the corresponding time estimating a certain force magnitude
has elapsed although they would have reached this force level
much earlier, e.g., with an FSR. To address this problem, Arif et
al. [2013] combined time-based pseudo-force with pseudo-force
based on the movement of the touch contact point. Whatever
event occurs earlier triggers the next force level. This way, the
authors could reliably discriminate two levels of force without
the user having to perform one tap slower than the other. In an
improved version, Arif et al. [2014] were able to discriminate up
to seven force levels using this combined technique.

2.4.7 Vibration-Based Force Estimation

Goel et al. [2012] utilized the built-in vibration motor and gy-Force input dampens

the signal of a

constantly pulsing

vibration motor, as

roscope from a smartphone to detect pseudo-force. Hereto, the
authors pulsed the vibration motor while using the gyroscope
as feedback channel. When the user’s �nger touches the screen,

1https://pressurejs.com

https://pressurejs.com
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it partially dampens the vibration, which a�ects the signal cap- found in smartphones.

The more force is

applied, the more the

signal is dampened.

tured by the gyroscope: the harder the user presses against the
touchscreen, the more vibration is absorbed, and the weaker the
signal captured by the gyroscope is. Passing that signal through
high- and low-pass �lters to feed a decision tree algorithm, the
authors were able to discriminate a light press from a hard press
with 97% accuracy.

Hwang et al. [2013] used a similar approach but captured the vi-
bration feedback using the built-in accelerometer from a smart-
phone. They could discriminate four levels of pseudo-force with
92% accuracy.

Heo et al. [2011b] dispensed the pulsing of the vibration mo- Even the

accelerometer of a

smartphone can be

repurposed to

discriminate at least

two levels of force

input.

tor and only captured acceleration along the axis normal to a
handheld touchscreen. This is the axis along which the device
slightly moves when the user touches the screen. Depending on
how strongly the user taps, di�erent acceleration patterns occur.
Using this pseudo-force e�ect, the authors successfully discrimi-
nated gentle tapping from strong tapping above 90% of all times.

While these techniques utilize built-in technology to add Pulsing the vibration

motor is noisy and

consumes significant

ba�ery power.

pseudo-force to smartphones, the permanent pulsing of the vi-
bration motor not only makes constant noise but also consumes
signi�cant battery power. While this is not an issue for Heo et
al.’s implementation, their technique needs to be calibrated care-
fully based on the contexts the device is used in, such as stand-
ing, walking, or having the device resting on a table, since these
contexts a�ect the magnitude of acceleration di�erently.

2.4.8 Acoustics-Based Force Estimation

Hwang et al. [2012] used the built-in speakers and microphone A combination of

speaker and

microphone, as

typically found in

smartphones, can also

be used to detect force

input.

to detect pseudo-force on a smartphone. The speakers emit ul-
trasonic sound whose feedback is recorded by the microphone.
When the user puts her �nger on the microphone, the feedback
is interfered. The stronger the user presses her �nger against
the microphone opening, the more sound is blocked. Passing the
recorded signals on to a Fast Fourier Transformation algorithm,
the authors were able to classify four di�erent force levels with
94% accuracy.
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While speakers and a microphone are readily availably on smart-With pseudo-force

technique, force can

only be applied at the

microphone opening.

phones, the technique has a major shortcoming: force input can
only be performed at a single dedicated location: the microphone
opening. Also, ambient noise can interfere with the detection.

2.4.9 Pressure-Based Force Estimation

Another way to sense force input on handheld devices is byWhen pressing against

a smartphone

touchscreen, the

pressure of the air

inside the device

increases. This

pressure change can

then be captured by

the device’s internal

barometer sensor.

repurposing the device’s internal barometer sensor. When the
user presses with her �nger against the touchscreen, the display
slightly �exes inward. If the device is airtight, the air pressure in-
creases since the internal air cannot escape. This change in pres-
sure is detected by the internal barometer. Takada et al. [2019]
exploited this e�ect and studied the correlation between gravita-
tional force and the barometer readings using di�erent weights
placed on the touchscreen of a smartphone and a smartwatch.
Based on this data, the author’s technique can detect two to six
levels of force with 96% accuracy.

Quinn [2019] also exploited this e�ect to add force to a variety
of smartphones. They built a linear calibration model that re-
lates pressure to force and that can be tuned to individual users
and devices. The technique can continuously track force input
within a range of 1–5 N with a sensitivity of less than 1 N.

While this technique can be used to add force input to handheldDue to the low

sampling rate of the

barometric sensor, too

slow and too quick

changes of pressure,

and thus force, cannot

be detected.

devices without hardware modi�cations, it has two major limi-
tations: First, due to the low sampling rate of the barometer and
equalization of pressure, the technique cannot detect too quick
or too slow changes in force, i.e., pressure. Second, the tech-
nology is not compatible with multi-touch. Hence, the model
always assumes that the changes in pressure are only caused by
a single �nger.

2.4.10 Light-Based Force Estimation

Watanabe et al. [2012] used light transmitted through the user’sForce can also be

detected visually. �nger to detect pseudo-force on a handheld capacitive touch-
screen. When light, e.g., the touchscreen’s display backlight,
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is pointed from beneath the user’s �nger, the red light compo-
nent passes through �esh and �ngernail. The passed-through
light intensity increases nonlinearly with the magnitude of force
when the �nger presses against the light source. When the user
touches the screen, the display shows a bright white spot be-
neath the user’s �nger, while the rest of the display is darkened.
A camera with a �lter attached on top of the �ngernail captures
the light transmitted through the �nger. While this is an inter-
esting approach, it is, however, not practical, especially for the
mobile context since the user is required to wear a camera on her
�nger. Furthermore, the display beneath the touchscreen cannot
be used for showing the graphical UI and content anymore.

Having understood what force is, how well humans can control Subsequently, we will

present existing

force-based interaction

techniques. We will

look at two device

classes: stationary and

handheld devices.

it, what factors in�uence force control to the worse and better,
and how it can be sensed and digitized, we will now look into
existing interaction techniques that use force as input method.
In particular, we will look at force-based interaction techniques
for the use in stationary environments, such as the desktop, and
for mobile, handheld use.
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3 |

Related Work
Force-Based Interaction

This chapter presents a variety of interaction techniques from This chapter presents

related work about

force-based interaction

techniques. In

particular, we focus at

such interaction

techniques used in

stationary and mobile

contexts.

HCI literature that use force as input method. We classify the
techniques regarding their context of use, i.e., either in a station-
ary or a mobile environment and discuss its application of use.
To begin with, we present a basic interaction technique, called
Pressure-Based Linear Targeting (PBLT), that is typically found
in both, the stationary and mobile context. Furthermore, we
discuss important design parameters that fundamentally char-
acterize each force-based interaction technique. Based on these
design parameters, we close the chapter with a tabular overview
of almost 80 research papers that present studies and interaction
techniques about force input. The overview aims at simplifying
comparisons across the related work. hat lay the foundation for
each force-based interaction technique.

3.1 Pressure-Based Linear Targeting—
A Basic Force Input Technique

A basic input technique based on force input is Pressure-Based A basic force-based

interaction technique

is Pressure-Based

Linear Targeting

(PBLT) that maps the

Linear Targeting (PBLT). In summary, PBLT lets a user select a
discrete item or value from a one-dimensional space, like a menu
or list, based on how much force she applies. Subsequently, we
will explain how PBLT is designed. For this, we assume the fol-
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lowing characteristics from the force sensor, e.g., an FSR: Thecontinuous, digitized

force values to

equally-sized discrete

bins. This technique is

typically used to

control linear menus

via force.

sensor continuously delivers digitized force readings with a res-
olution of 10 bit, i.e., values from 0 to 1,023, and shows a linear
behavior, which means that a doubling in force results in a dou-
bling of the mapped digital value. Furthermore, we assume the
sensor to capture forces from 0 to 4 N until it is driven into sat-
uration. This sensing range is also know as the pressure space
of a force sensor. Based on our naming convention (cf. Force
vs. Pressure), we will refer to this as force space throughout the
thesis.

PBLT uses an absolute mapping from force space to value space.PBLT uses an absolute

mapping: it maps the

entire force space to

the entire value space.

The value space is a one-dimensional space of discrete values or
items that the user wants to select from. An apt example is a list
with seven items, say, weekdays, that are sorted from Monday to
Sunday. Since the force sensor usually delivers more values than
both, list items to select from and what the human can reliably
control, the force space is binned into equally-sized levels, each
of which is then naturally mapped to a di�erent item form the
list. In our case, the 1,024 values are split into seven bins, which
yields about 146 force values per bin, such that we map force
values 0–145 to the �rst item, i.e., Monday, force values 146–291
to Tuesday, and so on. Figure 3.1 shows the complete mapping.
This mapping is a natural mapping [Norman, 2002]: The more
force is applied, the further the selection moves towards the end
of the week. A visual highlight typically feedbacks to the user
which item is currently matching the exerted force. The blue
color in Figure 3.1 illustrates this for both, discrete and continu-
ous visual feedback.

3.1.1 Hysteresis

In order to prevent jumping back and forth between two adjacentA hysteresis prevents

fluctuation of

preselecting two

adjacent PBLT levels

when the user’s force

is ji�ering.

levels when the user’s magnitude of force is close to the border
of the two items, a hysteresis is used. A hysteresis de�nes a tol-
erance range around the exact border of the two adjacent levels
to prevent �uctuation: When the user reduces force, the lower
level is not preselected until the lower bound of the tolerance
range has been undershot. Likewise, the upper level is not pres-
elected until the upper bound of the hysteresis has been crossed.
Hence, the hysteresis stretches the exact border between two ad-
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729

875

Figure 3.1: Binning example for selecting a weekday via
Pressure-Based Linear Targeting (PBLT). The continuous sensor
force space of 4 N is linearly mapped to digital values from 0–
1,023 (10 bit). This value space is equidistantly split into seven
bins, with each bin representing a di�erent weekday. To select
a weekday via PBLT, e.g., Thursday, the user must exert force
in the range of (1.7 N; 2.3 N], which is equivalent to a digitized
value in the range of [438; 583]. The blue color indicates which
item (here: Thursday) is currently selected.

jacent levels by adding some bu�er space and takes the direction
of force, i.e, whether is is currently being increased or decreased
into account.

3.1.2 Selection and Con�rmation

In general, force input is transient, i.e., the magnitude can only Force input is transient,

i.e., the magnitude can

only be maintained by

the user actively

maintaining the force.

be maintained by the user actively maintaining the force. This
is di�erent, e.g., from mouse input in desktop systems. Here, the
user can place the mouse cursor over a menu item and remove
the hand from the input device without the cursor being reset
to the position where the user started from. Furthermore, to se-
lect an item from the menu via force, the user must pass through
all items listed before the target item. This is because the target
force cannot be achieved instantly since force is based on accel-
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eration that needs to be built up, i.e., grow over time. Likewise,
while releasing force, all items listed before the current item are
traversed in reversed order until force is completely zero. This
mechanism is also known as natural inverse [Ghazali et al., 2005].
Hence, a direct selection, like tapping on an item on a touch-
screen, is not possible via force input.

Since an item can only be navigated to indirectly, i.e., by pass-Selection of an item

via force input is

ambiguous. To solve

this problem,

dedicated confirmation

techniques have been

designed.

ing intermediate items, this makes actual selection of an item
ambiguous: How does the system know that the user �nally
reached the target item without mistakenly interpreting an inter-
mediately passed item as the target item? To solve this selection
problem, di�erent con�rmation techniques have been designed.
Subsequently, we present the three most common con�rmation
techniques: Thresholding, Dwell Time, and Quick Release.

Thresholding

Thresholding sets an item as preselected once its lowest forceThresholding sets an

item as preselected

once its lowest force

value has been

crossed.

value has been crossed. The preselected item is updated as soon
as the next highest force boundary has been passed. This means
that thresholding only allows to change the preselection in one
direction, namely only upwards along the force space. Conse-
quently, once the preselection moves from one item to the next,
the previously preselected item cannot be reached again unless
the entire selection process is restarted. When force is removed
from the sensor, the currently preselected item is con�rmed.
Hence, force and value are decoupled as soon as the force drops
below the last crossed boundary.

A bene�t of this con�rmation technique is that the user doesThresholding only

allows for navigating

in one direction along

the selectable items.

This means that

accidental overshoots

cannot be corrected

unless the entire

selection process is

restarted.

not need to maintain exact force to stay within an item. Further-
more, from a technical point of view, the con�rmation procedure
is clearly de�ned and therefore easy to implement. However,
the user cannot easily correct for accidental overshoots since
Thresholding only allows for a unidirectional navigation. If the
user applied too much force, she will have preselected an un-
wanted item, unless the menu provides a cancellation option that
is, e.g., mapped to the upper force space. In any case, correcting
for overshoots takes signi�cant time.
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Dwell Time

Unlike Thresholding, Dwell Time features bidirectional naviga- Dwell Time requires

the user to maintain

force within the

boundaries of the

target item for about

1 s.

tion and thus enables the user to easily correct for over- and un-
dershoots. To �nally select an item, the user maintains force
within the boundaries of the corresponding level for a speci�c
time, called dwell time. Most interaction techniques using this
selection mechanism set the dwell time to be about 1 s (e.g.,
Brewster et al. [2009], Cechanowicz et al. [2007], Shi et al. [2008],
Stewart et al., 2010, and Wilson et al. [2011]). As soon as the
dwell time has expired, force and value are decoupled such that
the user can lift o� her �nger from the sensor without the force
drop a�ecting the selection.

Like Thresholding, the Dwell Time con�rmation technique is Confirmation via

Dwell Time leads to

high success rates, but

it artificially slows

down the selection

process.

clearly de�ned and therefore easy to implement: When the user
exerts force, a countdown timer is started for the speci�ed dwell
time and the current item is preselected. If the user changes force
signi�cantly such that the preselection changes to a di�erent
item, the timer is reset. Otherwise, if the timer expires, the pres-
elected item is con�rmed. Studies around interaction techniques
that use Dwell Time for con�rmation of force input have shown
that users achieve high success rates of about 97% in PBLT tasks
(e.g., Brewster et al. [2009], G. Ramos et al. [2004], Stewart et al.
[2010], and Wilson et al. [2011]). A typical drawback of this con-
�rmation technique is the increased selection time: Compared
to Thresholding, Dwell Time will take longer since the user has
to wait for until the dwell time is exceeded before the selection
is �nally con�rmed. Another disadvantage is that Dwell Time
does not support exploration very well: Imagine force is used to
navigate a menu with each menu item representing a di�erent
option or mode in the UI. If the user wanted to explore all options
and see their e�ect, she could simply press to navigate and dis-
play the e�ect and inspect it. However, if that inspection takes
longer than the dwell time, this option will then be automatically
selected and exit the menu.

Quick Release

Like Dwell Time, Quick Release features bidirectional navigation To confirm force input

via �ick Release, theand makes it easy for users to correct for over- and undershoots.
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To select an item, the user applies force until the intended itemuser simply quickly

li�s her finger o� the

force sensor. However,

reliably interpreting

the user’s intended

selection is di�icult.

is preselected and then she quickly lifts her �nger o� the sen-
sor. Compared to Dwell Time, Quick Release makes the con�r-
mation of force input very e�cient because the user does not
need to wait for the dwell time to expire (Fig. 3.2). Furthermore,
Quick Release bene�ts exploration of modes: even when the user
lingers longer on an item, it will not con�rm selection automat-
ically, as would happed for Dwell Time. However, compared to
Dwell Time and Thresholding, reliably detecting the Quick Re-
lease event is challenging: “[...] Designing an accurate Quick Re-
lease mechanism is troublesome because it is di�cult to identify
a common and clear sensor behaviour from which user intent can
be unambiguously retrieved.” [Wilson et al., 2010]. In fact, error
rates range between 5–40% (e.g., Brewster et al. [2009], G. Ramos
et al., 2004, Stewart et al., 2010, and Wilson et al., 2011).

A quick drop in force can be caused by two di�erent events: OnThe force pa�ern used

to detect a �ick

Release event is

ambiguous.

the one hand, the user might have quickly lifted the �nger o�
the sensor to con�rm input. On the other hand, the user might
have reduced force quickly to correct for an overshoot. In any
case, the force sensor registers a quick drop in force. A reliable
statement for the Quick Release event can only be made when
the sensor measures zero force afterwards. Only then, the user
must have completely lifted her �nger o� the sensor, which is
not the case during the correction process for an overshoot.

More detailed information about Quick Release and how we
challenged the low reliability of it is presented in Chapter 5.

3.1.3 Transfer Function

So far, we have assumed that the mapping from force to digi-The transfer function

determines how

exactly each

magnitude of force is

mapped to a digital

value.

tized values is linear, i.e., doubling the force results in a doubling
of the digitized value. However, this is must not necessarily be
the case. Hereto, the so-called transfer function determines how
exactly force is mapped to the digitized values. While for PBLT,
linear transfer functions are recommended [Stewart et al., 2010],
researchers have also experimented with alternatives, such as
quadratic- [Cechanowicz et al., 2007], logarithmic- [Corsten et
al., 2019], �sheye- [Shi et al., 2008], or sigmoid functions [Ren et
al., 2007]. The latter has an “S”-shaped curve, which means the
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Figure 3.2: Force curves for con�rmation of force input via (a)
Dwell Time and (b) Quick Release. The user wants to select a
target force level via PBLT. To con�rm her input via the Dwell
Time mechanism, she needs to maintain the force for about 1 s
within the target level. To con�rm her input via the Quick Re-
lease mechanism, the user quickly lifts her �nger o� the force
sensor, once the target level is reached. Consequently the force
drops quickly to zero. Selecting values via Quick Release is faster
since the user does not need to wait for 1 s until input is con-
�rmed. Graphic (slightly modi�ed) taken from G. Ramos et al.
[2004].

lower end and the higher end of the force space have a plateau,
meaning that the exerting of force does not change the digitized
value. However, a plateau at the higher end of the force space
is typically given automatically, since when the force sensor is
driven into saturation, any any increase in the magnitude of ap-
plied force cannot be registered by the sensor, and hence, will
not change the digitized value.

In general, most transfer functions have in common that an in-
crease in force also results in an increase in the digitized value—
this is considered a natural mapping [Norman, 2002].

3.1.4 Control Mechanisms

A more basic design decision is the control mechanism that de-
termines how force controls navigation through the values and
preselection of them. Two common control mechanisms are
Position-Based Control and Rate-Based Control.
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Position-Based Control

Position-Based Control, or Positional Control establishes an abso-With Position-Based

Control, the same force

value always maps to

the same position in

the force space.

lute mapping from the (binned) force space to the value range,
with each level being associated with a di�erent value. This is
the mapping used in PBLT. It is called positional because it has a
consistent force-to-value mapping: The same force always maps
to the same value, or position, in the force space.

Next to its consistent mapping, positional control has the bene-Position-Based

Control allows the

user to quickly correct

for over- and

undershoots, but using

this mechanism, it is

not feasible to control

more than six items

reliably via force.

�t that the user can quickly correct for over- and undershoots.
In case of an overshoot, the user simply reduces force, whereas
in case of an undershoot, she can simply increase the applied
force. However, a signi�cant drawback of Position-Based Con-
trol is that humans can typically not control more than six items
reliably (e.g., Mizobuchi et al. [2005] and G. Ramos et al. [2004]).
Already at ten items, success rate drop below 90% (e.g., Corsten
et al. [2017a], [McLachlan et al., 2014], and Wilson et al. [2010]).

Of course, the limit of controllable items also depends on theTo control more than

six items via force

input, Rate-Based

Control should be

used.

force space used. However, as described in Section 2.3.1, users
start to feel discomfort and fatigue when exerting forces more
than 9 N with their �ngers [McLachlan et al., 2013]. More infor-
mation about force-based techniques using Positional Control is
presented in Section 7.2.1. To control a larger number of items
via force, a di�erent control mechanism is recommended: Rate-
Based Control.

Rate-Based Control

Rate-Based Control, also often referred to as Velocity-Based Con-Rate-Based Control

maps force to the

velocity of iterating

through the list of

selectable items.

trol maps the (binned) force to the speed at which the items are it-
erated. Hence, Rate-Based Control uses a relative force-to-value
mapping. Imagine setting a countdown timer to a value between
1 and 60 minutes. Initially the timer is set to zero minutes. Since
the amount of items, 60, is way larger than what can be reliably
controlled using PBLT, force input via Rate-Based Control could
be used: If no force or only very low force is applied (level 1),
the speed is zero, i.e., the countdown timer stays at zero min-
utes. When the user applies a little more force, the speed could
be set to 1 item per second, i.e., as long as the user maintains
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that force, the timer value increases by 1 minute every second.
If the user applies signi�cantly more force (level 2), the iteration
speed could be set to 2 items per second, i.e., every second, the
timer value increases by two minutes, which is equivalent to in-
crementing the timer value every 500 ms. Finally, at level 10, the
speed could be set to 20 items per second, to signi�cantly speed
up iteration through the value range.

Since it is not important that the user exactly controls or selects Instead of binning the

digitized values,

Rate-Based Control

typically uses a

continuous

transmission between

force input and value

output.

a particular velocity, a binning of force to velocity is not compul-
sory. In fact, rate-based techniques rather use continuous force
input to ensure a �uent change in velocity. To speed up the ve-
locity at higher magnitudes of force, exponential transfer func-
tions are often used (e.g., Antoine et al. [2017]). This means that,
unlike PBLT’s binning, event the slightest change in force will
directly a�ect the velocity1.

By design, Rate-Based Control requires no particular con�rma- By default, Rate-Based

control only supports

unidirectional value

navigation.

tion technique. When no force is applied, the velocity is zero,
i.e., iteration through the values just stops. A signi�cant draw-
back of this control mechanism, however, is that it only sup-
ports unidirectional navigation: The user can only increment
the value (i.e., the minutes in the countdown timer example).
To decrease the current value, e.g., because the user acciden-
tally overshot the target value, a second force sensor could be
used. Alternatively, after having reached the maximum value,
the iteration through the values could start again at the low-
est value. This wrap-around technique, however, is tedious and
time-consuming. More detailed information about interaction
techniques using Rate-Based Control and how to tackle bidirec-
tional navigation is presented in Section 7.2.2.

Having explained basic design considerations for force input, we Next, we will take a

look at HCI research

about input devices

and interaction

techniques that utilize

force input.

will now take a look at more speci�c interaction techniques that
have been researched in HCI. This will help understanding the
bene�ts of using force input throughout the interaction. Since
the �rst force-based input devices and interaction techniques
were designed for the use in stationary environments, such as
the desktop environment, we will �rst highlight papers from this
area. Subsequently, we will focus at force input for handheld de-
vice use.

1Of course, this also depends on the transfer function used.
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3.2 Force-Based Interaction Techniques

In this section, we present on overview of relevant interaction
techniques that use force input on handheld devices. However,
since the �rst force-based interaction techniques and input de-
vices we designed for the stationary context, we will highlight
these works �rst. As we will see, many interaction principles of
these works are also found in the handheld techniques.

3.2.1 Stationary Force Input Techniques

This section highlights research about input devices that use
force to augment stationary desktop interaction. The force-
based interaction techniques are presented by device category:
mice, joysticks, styli, and touch pads. As an excursus, the sec-
tion closes with force input in a similar, yet di�erent stationary
environment: car cockpits.

Computer Mice

The computer mouse is the ultimate pointing device to inter-HCI researchers have

experimented with

force input on

computer mice.

act with desktop user interfaces. Originally invented in the
1960s by Engelbart and English [English et al., 1967], today’s
mice are usually equipped with two or more physical buttons
and a scroll wheel for point-and-click interaction with Windows,
Icons, Menus, and Pointers (WIMP) interfaces and to easily scroll
through documents, such as web pages. To make desktop inter-
action even more e�cient and expressive, HCI researchers have
experimented with adding force input to computer mice.

Omata et al. [2007] added a force-sensing physical button on topOmata et al. [2007]

added a force sensor

on top of the le�

mouse bu�on to let

the user control the

level of detail required

in navigation tasks.

of the left mouse button to make navigation tasks more e�cient:
The authors mapped the button force to the level of detail shown
in media, such as maps and websites. The more force is applied,
the more details, like minor streets on the map, are displayed.
Clicking softly on a link on a web page opens up the associated
web page only showing its text, whereas a strong press displays
the full content, including style layout and images. However, in
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a controlled experiment subjects were still faster using a con-
ventional mouse with and without a scroll wheel for navigating
such tasks.

Cechanowicz et al. [2007] added two FSRs to the sides of a mouse By adding two FSR to

a mouse, Cechanowicz

et al. [2007] enabled

two-finger navigation

of menus with up to 64

items.

chassis to enable the thumb and the middle �nger of the steering
hand to navigate a menu with up to 64 items. This is done in
a two-step approach, called Tap-and-Re�ne: First the user taps
multiple times with the thumb on the FSR to specify a coarse
level and then she applies force to re�ne, i.e., doing a �ne-grained
selection within that level via PBLT. To con�rm, the user clicks
with the index �nger on the left mouse button. For e�ciency,
the middle �nger and the second FSR are used to navigate the
menu in reversed order.

Instead of using two FSRs and a two-step navigation approach, Shi et al. [2008]

designed a fisheye

transfer function for

force input via the

mouse that that

dynamically increases

the force boundaries

around the level of

interest.

Shi et al. [2008] used a single FSR. The authors investigated dif-
ferent discretization functions to both increase the number of
controllable items in PBLT tasks and to reduce the time to select
an item via the mouse. Among other discretization function de-
signs and a baseline condition that equidistantly splits the force
space into the desired number of discrete levels, a �sheye map-
ping that dynamically increases the force tolerance around the
level of interest, was tested. Compared to the baseline condition,
Shi et al. found that the �sheye mapping improved users’ force
control performance without compromising speed when navi-
gating more than 10 levels.

In a follow-up work, Shi et al. [2009] used the same hardware Using rate-based

control, Shi et al.

[2009] designed a

technique that lets

users rotate objects by

pressing the mouse

bu�on.

to investigate force mapping functions that enable dragging of
virtual objects and simultaneous rotation of them. They tested
a rate-based mapping that increases angular speed based on the
intensity of force against absolute force-to-angle mappings and
classic dragging and rotation via the mouse. Users were signi�-
cantly faster with the rate-based force mapping and could con-
trol it better than the absolute force-based alternatives.

Instead of adding force sensors to the mouse, Kuribara et al. A force-sensitive

mousepad by Kuribara

et al. [2015] lets users

control the stack of

overlapping windows

in a desktop

[2015] added an 8×8 FSR matrix beneath a malleable mousepad.
The device senses when the user pushes the mouse into the
mousepad or when she tilts the mouse by pushing its end into
the pad. These gestures are coupled to navigate a stack of over-
lapping desktop windows: Tilting lets the user quickly browse
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stepwise through the window stack and pushing immediatelyenvironment by

pushing the mouse

into the pad.

pops the background window to the front.

Touchscreens, Tablets, and Pads

Touchscreens combine touch input via a digitizer and output viaTouchscreens, tablets,

and pads all sense a

user’s finger touch

input.

a screen in one device. Since the digitizer and the screen share
the same dimensions and are co-located, touchscreens provide
the illusion of direct manipulation [Shneiderman, 1997]: the user
directly interacts with the virtual object underneath her �nger.
By contrast, a tablet—not to be mistaken with modern tablet
computers, such as iPad—is merely a digitizer that controls a UI
displayed on an external screen via indirect but usually absolute
touch input. Trackpads are similar, but are signi�cantly smaller
than tablets and use a relative mapping to control a cursor on an
external screen. All three input devices are also used for input
via gestures, e.g., swipes.

In 1977, Herot et al. [1978] presented the �rst force-sensitiveThe first

force-sensitive

touchscreen was

presented in the late

1970s and could sense

eight di�erent

properties for a single

touch point.

touchscreen that senses eight properties for a single touch: po-
sition in x and y, tangential force, i.e., shear, in x and y, normal
force, and torque around the x-, y-, and z-axis. The system con-
sists of a CRT screen with a touch digitizer based on acoustic
wave sensing (Fig. 3.3): Two piezoelectric transducers mounted
to the horizontal and vertical axis of the CRT induce acoustic
waves into the screen glass that are re�ected back upon �nger
contact, such that the touch location can be inferred. Between
the glass and the digitizer, nine strain gauges are mounted to
detect shear, force, and torque with a resolution of 12 bit per di-
mension. Herot et al. showed how these dimensions could be
used for drawing vectors and paths with single �nger contact:
To orient the vector, the user shears her �nger in the corre-
sponding direction, whereas normal force determines the vec-
tor length. Similarly, shearing determines the current orienta-
tion of the path tail, whereas normal force controls the drawing
speed. This metaphor also allows to displace virtual objects. Us-
ing torque around the z-axis, the user can rotate a virtual knob
using a single �nger.

Minsky [1984] used a similar technique as Herot et al. [1978] toMinsky [1984]

demonstrated a sense force input on a CRT with just four strain gauges mounted
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Force-sensitive CRT touchscreen by Herot et al.,
1978. (a) Side view of the touchscreen that senses touch, torque,
tangential- and normal force via nine strain gauges. (b,c) The
user is drawing a line using a single �nger: pressing against the
screen determines the length of the path, whereas shear force
controls the orientation of the line while it is being drawn on
the CRT screen. Image (slightly modi�ed) taken from Herot et
al., 1978.

behind the corners of the screen glass. Her system demonstrated force-sensitive screen

for a finger painting

application that

enables users to

control the blob size

via force.

several interactions that utilized force input, e.g., to enable the
user to increase the blob size for �nger painting by pressing
harder against the screen. Force is also used to discriminate en-
gagement with a virtual object or button from displacing it: A
hard press triggers the button’s event, whereas a light press acti-
vates a dragging mode that allows the user to let the object follow
her �nger. Minsky’s Force Screen is also the �rst force-sensitive
input device plotted at Card et al.’s Design Space of Input Devices
[S. K. Card et al., 1990].

→ Excursus: The Design Space of Input Devices

S. K. Card et al. [1990]’s Design Space of Input Devices
provides a seminal overview of input devices for classi-
fying and comparing them. Since the design space also
allows to predict (currently) inexistent input devices, it
is more powerful than toolkits or taxonomies.

The design space consists of di�erent dimensions along
which the input devices are classi�ed. Each dimension
speci�es what physical manipulations from the user are
sensed by the device. Furthermore, the design space
classi�es the transmission of the input as absolute
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or relative and it also captures the resolution of that
input, i.e., the number of di�erent input states that
can be sensed in that dimension. The following �gure
taken from Mackinlay et al. [1990] shows the layout of
the design space and plots a few exemplary input devices.

An input device is depicted as a set of connected
dots. Each dot represents a manipulation characteristic
that is sensed by the device. A manipulation is classi�ed
as pointing (P), rotation (R), force (F), or torque (T).
Relative input of these manipulations is de�ned by a ’d’
(for ’delta’). The further a dot is positioned to the right,
the more continuous the sensing of this manipulation is.
The design space also determines along which dimension
the manipulation can be captured (i.e., in x-, y-, and z).

As an example, we take a look at Minsky’s Force Screen
[Minsky, 1984]. The input device consists of �ve con-
nected dots. Two of them (P–X and P–Y) indicate that
the screen can sense absolute pointing input in x and y—
the user’s touch input on the screen. The remaining three
points (F–X, F–Y, and F–Z) indicate that Minsky’s Force
Screen also senses force input along these three dimen-
sions, i.e., shear force in x and y, and normal force along
the z dimension. All points are located to the right within
each cell (towards ’Inf inite’), meaning that for along each
dimension input is sensed at �ne granularity.
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In 1981, Sasaki et al. [1981] presented the �rst capacitive touch Sasaki et al. [1981]

built a capacitive

touch tablet that

estimates the user’s

force input via contact

size between the finger

and the device.

tablet. The tablet measures the capacitance at the �nger’s con-
tact point and serves as input device to a co-located screen. Fur-
thermore, the tablet can determine the �nger’s applied force in-
directly through the �nger’s contact size on the tablet surface:
with force, the contact size grows as does the capacitance. As
an example, the authors presented a synthesizer application for
generating FM sounds via touch and force: the �nger location
determines timbre and pitch, whereas the force intensity con-
trols the volume of the sound.

Lee et al. [1985] added multi-touch support to the capacitive Buxton et al. [1985]

utilized force to

discriminate between

a hover- and a click

state when using a

tablet to control virtual

bu�ons. A light press

triggers the hover

state, whereas a firm

press actually triggers

the bu�on event.

tablet, and Buxton et al. [1985] presented further interactions uti-
lizing the touches’ z-dimension on this device: While for touch
input, a system cannot discriminate between hover and click as
known from mouse-based interactions, force can actually help
discriminating these two states: Dragging the �nger with light
force across virtual objects on the touch surface is equal to a
hover mode that then transitions into a “click mode” as soon as
the user increases her force. Buxton et al. also enhanced vir-
tual painting on the capacitive tablet: a light press positions and
moves the drawing cursor, whereas pressing �rmly and mov-
ing the �nger across the tablet actually draws the path. Utilizing
continuous force, the user can alter the stroke width while draw-
ing. However, Buxton et al. found the increased friction between
�nger and surface to be problematic for such drawing tasks.

Blaskó et al. [2004] investigated one-handed force input tech- Blaskó et al. [2004]

used a force-sensitive

trackpad to enable the

user to navigate

through di�erent

layers of overlapping

widgets that are used

for scrolling.

niques for a capacitive trackpad. They divided the trackpad sur-
face into four same-sized strips. Similar to a chording keyboard,
each strip is controlled by one �nger of the hand except the
thumb. Within each strip, a �nger can tap or drag vertically
to control virtual widgets, such as a set of buttons or a spring-
loaded wheel. By applying force, the user pops through di�er-
ent widget types within each strip. Pressing two adjacent strips
simultaneously gives access to a third strip lying virtually in be-
tween the two physical ones.

Rekimoto et al. [2006] looked into how bidirectional continuous Rekimoto et al. [2006]

added bidirectional

zooming and scrolling

via force to a trackpad.

force input could bene�t desktop interaction, such as zooming
and scrolling. Hereto, they added an FSR to a trackpad to sense
both touch and force of the user’s index �nger. A piezo-ceramic
actuator provided tactile feedback to the user’s force input. As
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application examples, Rekimoto et al. showcased zooming a map
or scrolling a menu list. The more force the user applies, the
further the user scrolls or the more she zooms. The �nger pose is
used to determine the direction: When the �nger lies �at on the
trackpad while applying force, its contact size increases, which
is interpreted as positive force, e.g., to zoom in. Pressing with the
�nger normally to the trackpad surface results in a small contact
area and is interpreted as negative force, e.g., to zoom out.

Styli on Tablets

Graphic tablets with styli are often used for drawing and sketch-Graphic tablets are

touch-sensitive tablets

that are typically used

in combination with a

force-sensitive stylus.

ing. In addition, they are also used as generic absolute pointing
device. The tablet, which usually does not have a built-in screen,
serves as a giant trackpad that can sense the stylus’ touch loca-
tion in 2D, e.g., to control a mouse cursor. While the tablet itself
is usually not force-sensitive, the stylus has a force-sensitive tip
that delivers force readings with a typical resolution of about
10 bit. Meanwhile, styli have also become popular for writing
and drawing on multi-touch tablets, such as Apple iPad. HCI re-
searchers have looked into the combination of pen strokes and
force input as interaction technique for the desktop environ-
ment.

G. Ramos et al. [2004] studied PBLT with a stylus on a tablet con-G. Ramos et al. [2004]

investigated di�erent

confirmation

techniques for PBLT

menu control with a

force-sensitive stylus.

nected to a screen and found that users can reliably control up to
six levels when continuous visual feedback is given. Hiding the
visual cursor updates signi�cantly increases error and selection
time. Despite the use of a linear transfer function, users found
that the system was very sensitive to low force, which indicates
that humans underestimate their force input at the lower end of
the force space (cf. Section 2.3). The authors also tested di�erent
con�rmation techniques for force input via the stylus. Although
the subjects preferred Quick Release as con�rmation technique
most, they performed signi�cantly better in selecting items with
the force-sensitive pen using a 1 s Dwell Time technique. Draw-
ing a stroke or pressing a button on the stylus to con�rm the
input instead lead to high selection errors since both techniques
interfered with the acquired force. Ramos et al. also showcased
a set of widgets, in which force controls the position, angle, or
scale of the widget’s cursor or target (cf. Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Pressure Widgets by G. Ramos et al. [2004]. (a)
PBLT-controlled linear menu. (b) PBLT-controlled circular
menu. (c) PBLT-controlled concentric circular menu. (d) Hori-
zontal �sheye menu with force controlling the scale of each tar-
get. (e) Wire frame widget that becomes pointier the more force
is applied to it. (f) Marking menu that allows to map multiple
items per stroke depending on how much force is applied. Im-
age taken from G. Ramos et al. [2004].

Forlines et al. [2005] suggested utilizing binary force input to Forlines et al. [2005]

exploited the transient

nature of force input to

let the user peek into a

preview state before

commi�ing an action.

show the user a transient preview mode to actions before com-
mitting them. By pressing softly with a stylus on a tablet or with
a �nger on a force-sensitive touchscreen, the user peeks the ef-
fect of an action, such as changing the text color in a document.
If not satis�ed, the user simply releases force and the previewed
e�ect is discarded. To con�rm instead, the user presses stronger,
which commits the action and puts it onto the undo stack. Two
examples were showcased: (1) To reposition the camera view in
a map, the user drags the pen with slight force and then presses
harder to �x the position. Alternatively, the view can be reset
when force is released. (2) To preview the magni�cation of a
map, the user applies light pressure to the pen tip. To con�rm,
a strong press is applied. To restore the magni�cation level in-
stead, the user simply lifts the pen o� the tablet to reduce force.

Y. Li et al. [2005] investigated mode switching techniques for Y. Li et al. [2005] used

force input from a

stylus as modifier for

fast switching between

drawing and gesturing.

quick alternation between drawing and gesturing modes for styli
on tablets. One of the techniques utilizes force readings from the
stylus and divides the force space into three levels. Following G.
Ramos et al. [2004], the �rst level is ignored since humans �nd
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it di�cult to control force at the lower end of the force space.
When the applied force matches the middle level, the stylus en-
ters the drawing mode, and when it matches the upper level, the
UI switches to gesturing mode. While a study showed that this
interaction technique enabled fast switching between drawing
and gesturing, it led to a higher number of mode errors compared
to pressing a button with the non-dominant hand. As a conclu-
sion, the authors suggested adjusting the threshold between the
two mode-switching levels based on user-individual calibration.

G. Ramos et al. [2005] presented a stylus-controlled slider withG. Ramos et al. [2005]

utilized force input to

let users control the

granularity of a slider

widget. The more force

is applied with the

stylus, the finer the

slider granularity

becomes.

adjustable granularity that is controlled via force input: When
the user drags the stylus across the tablet surface while applying
slight force at the pen tip, the slider cursor moves at coarse gran-
ularity. With increasing force the granularity is set to a �ner level
such that the same dragging distance moves the cursor in smaller
steps. Based on this interaction, the authors tested a unimanual
pan-and-zoom technique with users. The subjects were not only
faster but also preferred this technique over having slider and
granularity control split across two hands.

To speed up the task of selecting virtual objects and immediatelyPressure Marks

combine pen strokes

with commands that

are determined via the

force applied to the

stylus. This enables

quick simultaneous

selection and

application of

commands to multiple

objects.

applying a command to them, G. A. Ramos et al. [2007] merged
both steps into a single pen stroke, called a Pressure Mark: While
the stroke enclosure determines which objects to select, the ap-
plied force pattern (constantly low, low-to-high, high-to-low,
and constantly high) determines one out of four commands. For
example, for the low-to-high pattern, the user draws the enclo-
sure starting at low force and increases the force to the high level
before the stroke is �nished. In their study, the authors found
that users were signi�cantly faster with Pressure Marks com-
pared to the classic sequential approach of selecting objects and
applying commands to them. An apt example for Pressure Marks
is dragging a set of icons from the desktop screen by enclosing
them with a circle stroke drawn with a low-to-high force pattern
(Fig. 3.5).

Ren et al. [2007] used force for e�cient target selection with aRen et al. [2007] used

force from a stylus to

make the selection of

small targets that are

surrounded by many

other small targets

stylus on a tablet for both, large targets in a low density environ-
ment, and small targets in a high density environment. In a low
density environment, the cursor area grows with force. When it
reaches a target, the user lifts the pen to select the target. For
a high density environment, force is applied to enable a zoom-
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Figure 3.5: Example of a Pressure Mark. The user wants to se-
lect multiple folders at the same time and drag them to a new
location on the desktop. Hereto, the user draws a stroke around
the desired folders that starts with low force and ends with high
force. This force pattern encodes the command of selecting all
enclosed folders and moving them to the stroke destination. Im-
age based on G. A. Ramos et al. [2007].

ing mode that enlarges targets and spreads them apart to obtain more e�icient. The

more force is applied,

the further the targets

are spread away from

each other.

a low density environment. This way, force enables selection
of targets without signi�cant movement of the stylus. In their
study, the authors found that their technique was especially ef-
fective for small targets in high density environments compared
to direct selection of targets via the stylus.

Büring et al. [2008] designed an interaction technique for simul- Büring et al. [2008]

used force input from

a stylus for constant

rate-based zooming of

a digital map.

taneous panning and zooming in maps with a stylus. The stylus’
force space is divided into three levels: The lower level is mapped
to zooming out of the map at a constant speed, whereas the upper
level zooms in. When the stylus force matches the middle level,
the current zooming level is maintained. To pan the map, the
user simply drags the stylus across the tablet’s built-in screen.
Although this technique was designed to speed up navigation in
maps, a controlled experiment showed that users still performed
zooming and panning sequentially.
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Isometric Joysticks

Isometric joysticks provide relative coordinates, usually in 2D,An isometric joysticks

is a small knob that

covers four strain

gauges. Such input

device is o�en used to

steer a cursor in 2D via

force.

for controlling a cursor in pointing tasks. They are usually made
of strain gauges that sense lateral force applied by the user’s �n-
ger. The magnitude of force determines the rate, i.e., the veloc-
ity, at which the cursor moves, whereas the direction of force
controls the cursor direction. Each direction requires a separate
strain gauge, hence, for a two-dimensional control, an isomet-
ric joystick consists of four strain gauges to steer the cursor ei-
ther left, right, up, or down. Like all isometric devices, isometric
joysticks do not provide kinesthetic feedback because the device
cannot be perceptibly moved: the users’ �ngers and limbs do not
move while exerting force on the device [Buxton, 2016].

S. K. Card et al. [1978] evaluated speed and error rate for textS. K. Card et al. [1978]

investigated text

selection via an

isometric joystick and

compared users’

performance against

that from mouse input.

selection via a mouse, keyboard keys, and an isometric joy-
stick. Their isometric joystick consisted of a small rubber knob
mounted to strain gauges that allowed cursor control in all four
directions across the text. The device was directly placed next to
the keyboard, whose keys were used for con�rming input. The
joystick mapped 4–45 N of force to steer the cursor at linearly
increasing velocity. While both, the joystick and the mouse fol-
lowed Fitts’ Law for the positioning time of the cursor, the mouse
was clearly superior to all tested techniques as users were both
faster and more accurate in selecting text with the mouse.

To minimize the time needed to switch back and forth betweenRutledge et al. [1990]

added an isometric

joystick as pointing

device between the

keys of a computer

keyboard to reduce the

time otherwise needed

to switch between

mouse and keyboard.

mouse and keyboard, Rutledge et al. [1990] designed an isomet-
ric joystick that �ts on a keyboard. The isometric joystick con-
sists of a tiny steel rod mounted on an acrylic plate and sticks out
between the central ’G’ and ’H’ keys on the keyboard. This Point-
ing Stick enables the user to control a mouse cursor via force in
all four directions. The more force is applied, the faster the cur-
sor moves. The authors speci�cally cared about the design of the
transfer function that maps force to the velocity with which the
cursor moves across the screen. They found that a linear transfer
function with a plateau at the beginning of the force space and
a plateau with a speed bump at the very end of the force space
worked best for users: the plateaus made controlling the high
sensitivity of the strain gauges easier, provided more comfort,
and reduced fatigue. For sole pointing tasks users needed 55%
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more time with the Pointing Stick than with the mouse. How-
ever, users were faster with the Pointing Stick for intermixed
pointing and homing to the keyboard. The study data also re-
vealed that further training could increase the speed bene�t for
the Pointing Stick.

In a more detailed follow-up study, Selker et al. [1991] investi- When using an

isometric joystick as

pointing device, users

are more accurate in

controlling the

direction of force

compared to the

magnitude of force.

gated users’ accuracy and precision of controlling the Pointing
Stick with an added 3×5 mm �nger rest at the top. The authors
found that users could control 16–64 di�erent positions per axis
when visual feedback was given. Controlling both, the x- and
y-axis simultaneously yielded the same performance as control-
ling each axis individually. Furthermore, there was no di�erence
in user performance regarding whether the Pointing Stick was
controlled with a single �nger vs. when using a precision grip
with the index �nger and the thumb. In general, users tended to
be more accurate and precise in controlling the direction of force
rather than the magnitude of force.

Mithal et al. [1996] found a possible explanation for this: They Mithal et al. [1996]

observed that the

user’s finger shows

signs of a tremor while

applying force on an

isometric joystick.

This leads to a

decrease in accuracy

of control compared to

when using a mouse

for pointing tasks.

compared users’ movement microstructure for the isometric joy-
stick to the mouse and measured a tremor in users’ �ngers while
they were controlling the joystick. Tremor is a series of ran-
dom variation of force in the user’s �nger and the rest of the
human body that tends to increase the more force the user ap-
plies [Stein et al., 2011]. This tremor causes unwanted changes in
cursor velocity, which makes it di�cult for the user to position
a cursor with �ne-grained control using an isometric input de-
vice. In particular, users had di�culties in placing the cursor in
small targets. While it is also likely that users develop a tremor
when steering a mouse, the authors concluded that the mouse
can dampen tremor very well because of the sliding friction be-
tween the mouse and its underlying surface. Furthermore, the
user’s arm resting on the table also helps absorbing variation
in force. For the isometric joystick, damping is very little, if at
all. The authors concluded that making the joystick slightly de-
formable or �ltering the tremor out of the captured signal could
improve �ne-grained cursor control.

While Rutledge et al. [1990] initially added an isometric joystick By adding an isometric

joystick between the

bu�ons of a computer

mouse, the user can

to a keyboard to minimize the homing time between the point-
ing and the typing device, Zhai et al. [1997] added an isometric
joystick, called TrackPoint, between the two buttons of a mouse
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to make scrolling, zooming, and command selection more ef-control two individual

mouse cursors to

speed up selection of

commands: one cursor

is used for generic

pointing while the

other cursor resides at

a menu bar, giving the

user direct access to

the menu without

having to move the

cursor explicitly

beforehand.

�cient [Ehrlich, 1997]: Whereas the mouse acts as the actual
pointing device, the joystick can give quick access to scrolling
functionality, e.g., for documents and windows. The direction of
force determines the scrolling direction, whereas the magnitude
of force determines the scrolling speed. For e�cient zooming,
the mouse cursor location determines the position of a zoom-
ing window, while the isometric joystick enables the user to pan
within that window. To speed up the switching time between
pointing and picking a command from a menu, the joystick con-
trols a second cursor that is located at menus and toolbars. Rut-
ledge et al. [1990] also demonstrated how two TrackPoints on a
keyboard (Fig. 1.5) bene�t drawing and text selection [Ehrlich,
1997]: To draw, the user controls the TrackPoint located at the
dominant hand, whereas the other hand’s TrackPoint is used to
pick a drawing tool. For text selection, the user controls the caret
with the TrackPoint located near the dominant hand and uses the
second TrackPoint to select across di�erent style options with
the other hand.

→ Excursus: In-Car Menu Control via Force Input

Another stationary environment, yet di�erent from desktop
spaces, is the car cockpit. Similar to the desktop environ-
ment, the user is sitting in a chair, with eyes predominantly
focused at the frontal windshield. Over the years, car
cockpits have been equipped with an increasing amount
of electronic devices, such as navigation systems, air
conditioning, or digital music players [Horrell, 2014]. Car
manufacturers try to unify and centralize their control in
multi-purpose rotary knobs, touch pads, and touchscreens
[Niedermaier et al., 2009]. Touch interaction, however, can
be problematic while driving because the shaking motion
of a car on bumpy road makes it di�cult to accurately
move the �nger, e.g., across a virtual slider for temperature
control. Compared to touch input, force input has the
bene�t that the �nger does not need to be moved for
one-dimensional input and that the increased friction
between �nger and touch surface keeps the �nger better in
place. This is why research has looked into force input as a
promising candidate for in-car control.
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Ng et al. [2016] compared in-car menu control with
a physical dial against direct touch input and force-
sensitive buttons while users were driving in a car. The
buttons allowed users to navigate stepwise through the
menu items with every press that exceeds an activation
threshold of 3 N. One button moves the cursor up, the
other button moves it down. The user con�rms her input
by pressing both buttons simultaneously. Overall, users
were fastest in navigating the menu with direct touch.
Using the force-sensitive buttons made them glance
more frequently at the display that showed the ten menu
items and the cursor. The authors conclude that this
interferes with relevant safety issues while driving and
that a rate-based mapping for force input might tackle
this.

Hence, in a follow-up work, Ng et al. [2017] tested
positional vs. rate-based PBLT for a menu with eleven
items. While users had problems with positional
control, their performance for rate-based control with
vibrotactile feedback was as good as using a physical dial.

Sheik-Nainar et al. [2016] compared absolute direct
touch input with absolute indirect touch input and
relative indirect touch input for two-dimensional menu
control in a car simulator. For both indirect methods,
a force-sensitive trackpad was used: pressing on the
trackpad selects the preselected item. The authors found
that absolute indirect touch had comparable e�ciency,
e�ectiveness, distraction, and user preference as absolute
touch input. However, for this technique, force input is
only of minor matter.

Huber et al. [2017] added two force-sensitive trackpads to
the left and right of a steering wheel for drivers to access
common in-car commands. The authors conducted an
elicitation study to reveal the drivers’ envisioned gestures
for commands like up-/down navigation of a list menu,
in-/decreasing climate fan speed, or play/stop music. In
general, they found that users consistently used force as
initiation for continuous gestures, such as panning and
zooming a map and for con�rming their input.
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Next, we will present interaction techniques for handheld de-
vices that utilize force input.

3.2.2 Handheld Force Input Techniques

In this section, we highlight how force input augments interac-Subsequently, we

present force-based

interaction techniques

for handheld device

use.

tion with handheld devices, such as Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs) with a stylus, smartphones, and tablets, using the dom-
inant hand (DH) and the non-dominant hand (NDH). We group
and summarize relevant related work regarding the main ben-
e�ts that these force-based interaction techniques for handheld
devices provide.

Note that we intentionally do not include force-based interaction
techniques for wearable devices, like smartwatches, since they are
out of the scope of this thesis. For the same reason, force-related
manipulations, such as squeeze and deformation, are not discussed.

Secondary “Click”

The secondary click is a common action used in desktop inter-Unlike touch input,

force input enables the

user to express

multiple, di�erent

commands for the

same touch location.

action with the mouse. A computer mouse typically has two
buttons. The left button executes a primary command at the lo-
cation of the mouse cursor, while the right button can be used
to execute a secondary command at the same location. A typi-
cal example is accessing a context menu. When the user clicks
with the left mouse button on the calendar icon in the macOS
Dock (Fig. 3.6), e.g., the calendar app is launched. Clicking with
the right mouse button on that icon, however, opens up a con-
text menu that enables the user, e.g., to create an new calendar
event. On handheld devices, which are typically equipped with
a touchscreen for input, this e�cient trick is not available. Yet,
force input can be used to tackle this problem: A light touch can
be used to execute the primary command, whereas a force touch
is used to trigger the secondary command.

Roudaut et al. [2008] utilized this technique on a PDA to let theRoudaut et al. [2008]

used force input to

trigger a mode for

easing the selection of

user activate an indirect touch selection mode, called MagStick,
without sacri�cing direct touch input. Touching softly directly
selects an underlying target, while a force touch lets the user
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Figure 3.6: Example for a secondary click action used in desktop
window systems. The bottom shows the macOS Dock, a bar that
gives quick access to applications. Clicking with the left mouse
button, e.g., on the calendar icon opens the calendar app. How-
ever, when clicking on the same icon with the right mouse but-
ton, a context menu is displayed. This context menu enables the
user to access shortcuts, such as creating a new calender event.

drag a virtual stick from that position in the opposite direction distant targets on a

handheld device.to another target. Hence, this technique enables the user to pre-
select a target without occluding it with the �nger. Upon �nger
lift-o�, the target closest to the stick is automatically selected
and the MagStick mode is exited.

Brewster et al. [2009] used touch vs. force touch to discriminate Force input can also be

used to discriminate

typing small vs. capital

le�ers on a handheld

device.

typing with small vs. capital letters on a smartphone with a re-
sistive touchscreen. The authors showed that this technique can
lead to faster text input compared to using a second �nger that
holds a virtual shift key to type capital letters.

Rendl et al. [2016] suggested the same strategy for their FlexCase
prototype, a force-sensitive display cover that acts as secondary
input space for smartphones.

Arif et al. [2013] utilized the secondary force “click” to enable Arif et al. [2013] used

force to bypass

inaccurate word

predictions within the

flow of typing on a

smartphone.

bypassing inaccurate word predictions within the �ow of typing
on a smartphone. While typical smartphone keyboards provide
word predictions based on the previously typed characters, the
user has to actively withdraw them when they do not match be-
cause otherwise, when hitting the space bar, the predicted word
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automatically replaces the user’s entered characters. To not in-
terrupt the user and make her typing more e�cient, the authors’
technique allows the user to bypass an inadequate word predic-
tion by force-touching on the next character key that she enters.

Instead of merely distinguishing a touch from a force touch, HeoHeo et al. [2012]

divided the force space

of an FSR a�ached to a

smartphone into four

di�erent levels, each

representing a

di�erent mode trigger.

et al. [2012] investigated multiple di�erent “click” types. They
divided the force space of an FSR attached to a smartphone into
four di�erent levels. The �rst level is mapped to light touch in-
put, whereas the other levels are mapped to stronger force in-
put. This technique saves both display space and time for reach-
ing back and forth between alternative on-screen buttons. Such
multi-force button can be used, e.g., to make 3D object interac-
tion on handheld devices more e�cient: touch input moves the
object in 2D, whereas the force modes move the object along the
z-axis, rotate it, or pan the scene.

Goguey et al. [2018] used a force-based mode gauge for control-Goguey et al. [2018]

mapped force to

di�erent levels of

granularity for text

selection. For example,

a light press selects a

single word, whereas a

strong press selects an

entire sentence.

ling text selection at �ve di�erent levels of granularity with a
single �nger on a smartphone. Like Heo et al. [2012], the force
space was divided into di�erent zones. To select some text, the
user �rst places the carat with her �nger and then drags it at low
force. Force sets the granularity, ranging from character level
over word, sentence, or paragraph level to whole text selection,
via the mode gauge. To enlarge the selection, the user maintains
the force level and drags her �nger. Lifting the �nger exits the
selection mode. Users signi�cantly preferred this technique over
the standard multi-tap and force text selection techniques found
in Apple iPhone.

Heo et al. [2011a] utilized shear force in x- and y-direction to en-Heo et al. [2011a] used

tangential force to

extend already used

touch gestures with

further commands.

able the user to use similar gestures for similar navigation tasks,
like navigating a website. For example, to scroll the website to
the left and right, the user drags with her �nger in the oppo-
site direction. To navigate to the previous or next site in the
browser’s history stack, the user also sets out to drag to the left
or right but this time with added force. Hence, while using a sim-
ilar gesture for both navigation tasks, the system discriminates
the user’s intention through the intensity of force.

C. Harrison et al. [2012] exploited shear in a similar fashionC. Harrison et al.

[2012] extended

free-finger drawing

for drawing and interaction with documents. To draw free-
hand strokes on a handheld device, the user drags with light
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force across the touchscreen, whereas force-dragging changes with a mode to draw

straight lines when the

user applies shear

force while drawing.

to drawing straight lines. To move a document, the user drags it,
but when adding force to the dragging motion, the �le is copied
to the dragging destination.

3.2.3 Text Input

As already seen by Brewster et al. [2009] and Rendl et al. [2016],
force input also bene�ts text input on handheld devices. It not
only bene�ts e�cient input of small and capital letters or bypass-
ing wrong predictions, but also enables entering words faster, or
typing on a touchscreen while looking at a distant screen.

McCallum et al. [2009] suggested a force-based alternative to McCallum et al. [2009]

presented a

force-based alternative

to multi-tap text input

on a handheld device

that are equipped with

a numeric keypad for

typing.

multi-tap text input via the numpad on mobile phones. Clas-
sic multi-tap maps three to four characters to a single button on
the numpad, with each character being discriminated by a dif-
ferent number of sequential taps. To overcome this tedious and
repeated tapping, the authors added an FSR to the device and
divided the force space by the number of characters mapped to
a key. Instead of multi-tapping on a key, a character is entered
depending on how much force the user exerts on the physical
button. Using this technique, trained users were about 5% faster
compared to typing with multi-tap.

Zhong et al. [2018] turned the touchscreen of a smartphone into Zhong et al. [2018]

used a force-sensitive

smartphone to enable

users to type at a

distant screen without

looking at the input

device.

a single, large force-sensitive button that enables the user to type
on a distant screen without looking at her smartphone. The dis-
tant screen displays the alphabet in a horizontal row, from which
the user can select a subset of adjacent characters based on how
strongly she presses against the handheld screen. The harder
she presses, the further the selection moves towards the end of
the alphabet. To enter a word, the user preselects a subset that
contains the word’s �rst letter and releases her force to con�rm.
Using multi-tap, the user can then iterate through the letters of
the subset. This procedure is continued until all characters have
been entered. To speed this up, the technique can also switch to
direct word-level input and let the user multi-tap though a list
of predicted words. With this technique, users reached a typing
speed of 11 WPM after ten minutes of training.
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Authentication

Force input can also be used as an “invisible” input layer that
adds additional security to entering passcodes on a touchscreen.

Arif et al. [2014] presented this technique to let the user de�ne aArif et al. [2014] uses

force input as

additional security

layer for entering

passcodes on a

smartphone. To unlock

the device, the code

must be entered with a

specific force pa�ern.

passcode for her device while simultaneously capturing the mag-
nitude of force that she applied to each key. This way, not only
the correct sequence of digits must be entered to unlock the de-
vice, but also the appropriate force pattern must match. In a
study, the authors showed that the technique was more resistant
to unauthorized persons guessing the correct PIN code by look-
ing at display smudges. However, users required more tries to
unlock their device compared to when only using a passcode.

Rendl et al. [2016] adapted the same idea as application example
for their force-sensitive FlexCase smartphone cover.

3D Object Manipulation

While the location of touch input on a touchscreen is two dimen-
sional, force can add a virtual third dimension to it that describes
how far the touch point is “pushed” into the two dimensional
touchscreen plane.

Qiu et al. [2016] utilized this third dimension of touch for ob-Qiu et al. [2016]

presented a

force-based interaction

concept for handheld

devices that enables

users to move virtual

3D objects along the

z-dimension.

ject manipulation along the x-, y-, and z-axis on force-sensitive
handheld touchscreens. Hereto, they divided the force space into
three sections: light touch, normal touch, and strong touch. To
move the virtual object along the x- and y-axis, the user drags
it with light touch intensity across the touchscreen. When the
user taps the object with light touch intensity, it is attracted to-
wards the user, whereas a hard touch pushes the object away
along the z-axis. Despite the natural mapping, users were sig-
ni�cantly slower with this technique and preferred it less than
splitting the control across two hands, where one hand would
control the translation of the object along the x- and y-axis, and
the other hand the z-axis.
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Grip Maintenance

Using touch to input a one-dimensional value usually requires Unlike touch input,

entering a value via

force input requires no

finger displacement.

�nger displacement, like dragging a slider knob, or a multi-tap
strategy that alters the value incrementally via repeated �nger
taps. The latter, however, is tedious and time-consuming, and
�nger displacement is only feasible using the thumb on a hand-
held device, because all other �ngers are statically grasping the
device, holding it in place. Force input, however, requires no �n-
ger displacement and therefore enables these grasping �ngers to
be additionally used for input.

B. L. Harrison et al. [1998] added an FSR to the chassis of a PDA
that is held with two hands in landscape orientation. The device
uses tilt for input, but to prevent accidental input, the user must
�rst press against the chassis to active the tilt sensor.

Hoggan et al. [2012] equipped the side of a mobile phone with
an FSR and enabled the caller to convey information to the callee
by squeezing the device without losing the grip. Depending on
how much force the caller applies, up to four di�erent pressure
messages, called Pressages, are supported that the callee receives
as di�erent vibration patterns during the call.

Wilson et al. [2013] added an FSR for each �nger involved in Wilson et al. [2013]

used PBLT to let

fingers that are usually

just used for holding

the handheld device in

place also control

menus and gestures.

grasping a smartphone held in portrait orientation. Using PBLT,
these force buttons could be used to control linear on-screen
menus for each �nger while maintaining a �rm device grip. The
authors also showcased how the technique makes navigating a
website more convenient: Pressing softly, e.g., with the middle
�nger, scrolls a website upwards, but when pressing harder with
that �nger, the browser immediately scrolls to the top.

McLachlan et al. [2013] investigated bimanual scrolling tech- McLachlan et al.

[2014] used force input

on a tablet device for

velocity-based

scrolling with the

NDH that otherwise

would only be used for

holding the device.

niques on a tablet device that is held in landscape orientation.
While the DH is used to determine the scrolling direction, the
hand holding the tablet controls the speed by pressing an FSR
mounted to the tablet bezel. The authors found that their tech-
nique enables the user to scroll and select targets signi�cantly
faster compared to unimanual techniques, where the user con-
trols the scrolling speed through �icking gestures.
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Similarly, McLachlan et al. [2014] utilized force input via theIn a follow-up work,

McLachlan et al.

[2014] used force input

from the NDH to also

control linear menus

via PBLT together

with touch input.

tablet bezel to let the user access transient modes—or quasi-
modes [Raskin, 2000]—that are only active as long as a certain
amount of force is maintained. As examples, the authors illus-
trate a weather forecast application that lets the user peek into
each of the upcoming days’ forecast via force. Releasing the force
automatically �ips back to the current day. Another example is
a map application that allows the user to temporarily toggle be-
tween map-, street-, and satellite view depending on how much
force the NDH’s thumb applies. In these examples, the DH can
then interact with the transient UI via tapping or continuous ges-
tures [McLachlan et al., 2015].

Scrolling and Zooming

Interacting with content, such as websites, documents, images,Scrolling and zooming

via touch is tedious

since the gestures

must be performed

repeatedly. Rate-based

force input can tackle

this problem.

or maps, often requires scrolling and zooming since the touch-
screen real estate, especially smartphones, is relatively small. To
scroll or zoom, the user typically performs repeated gestures,
such as �icking with a �nger or pinching with two �ngers. This
can be tedious and time-consuming when navigating large con-
tent. Using force input with rate-based control can signi�cantly
speed up the interaction without having to perform repeated
gestures.

Quinn et al. [2009] used rate-based force input for zooming into�inn et al. [2009]

used force-based for

e�icient zooming into

alphabetically ordered

lists on a handheld

device.

alphabetically ordered lists via a stylus on a PDA. By pressing
with the pen on a letter from the alphabetic overview, the user
zooms into the list starting with that letter. The more force is
applied, the faster the zooming speed. For �ne-grained naviga-
tion within the zoomed state, the user performs �icking gestures
with the pen to scroll up or down. Using this technique, users
were 15% faster in browsing a list of 1,500 items compared to
scrolling by dragging and �icking.

Miyaki et al. [2009] presented a bidirectional technique forMiyaki et al. [2009]

presented a

bidirectional

rate-based technique

for zooming maps on a

smartphone.

zooming with a single �nger on a force-sensitive handheld
touchscreen. To zoom in, the user touches the screen at the
region of interest and presses. As long as force is maintained,
zooming continues. To zoom out instead, the user performs a
tiny sliding gesture prior to applying force.
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C. Harrison et al. [2012] experimented with tangential force in- C. Harrison et al.

[2012] utilized shear

force for rate-based 2D

scrolling of content

displayed on a

handheld touchscreen.

put to enable scrolling and zooming with a single �nger via
shearing. To scroll two-dimensionally, the user presses the �n-
ger and pushed it to the desired direction. The magnitude of the
applied force controls the scrolling speed. Zooming works simi-
larly. The direction of force determines whether the user wants
to zoom in or out, and, again, the magnitude of force controls
the zooming speed.

Spelmezan et al. [2013a] added a force- and proximity-sensing Spelmezan et al.

[2013a] combined an

FSR with a proximity

sensor to enable

rate-based scrolling by

pressing with the

thumb against the side

of a smartphone.

button to the side of a smartphone for bidirectional rate-based
scrolling. Pressing the thumb on the button scrolls down,
whereas putting the thumb away from the button scrolls up. In
a follow-up work, Spelmezan et al. [2013b] replaced the proxim-
ity sensor with a second FSR. For small scrolling distances, users
were still faster using touch gestures, but for large distances they
became signi�cantly faster with rate-based force input.

Holman et al. [2013] used a similar scrolling technique. In addi-
tion, they also enabled the user to actively slow down scrolling
through force via squeezing the side of the phone.

To enable all grasping �nger to interact with the smartphone Wilson et al. [2013]

used side-mounted

FSRs for scrolling

websites: a so� press

incrementally scrolls

the website upwards,

but a strong press

immediately scrolls to

the beginning of the

site.

while it is being held with one hand, Wilson et al. [2013] added
an FSR for each �nger to the side of the smartphone. They il-
lustrated how this setup can be used to scroll websites: Press-
ing softly, e.g., with the middle �nger, scrolls a website upwards,
but when pressing harder with that �nger, the browser immedi-
ately scrolls to the beginning of the site. Bidirectional rate-based
zooming is also illustrated: One �nger presses to zoom in, and
the other �nger presses to zoom out while the magnitude of force
controls the zooming speed.

Antoine et al. [2017] targeted repositioning of list items with Antoine et al. [2017]

used rate-based force

input for e�icient

repositioning of items

in long lists.

simultaneous scrolling for smartphones with force-sensitive
touchscreens. Hereto, the user �rst drags the list item that she
wants to replace to the bottom of the screen and then presses
to start scrolling through the list. The more force is applied, the
faster the list is being scrolled down. When force is released,
scrolling slows down and the user can drag the list item to the
desired location in the list. Users performed faster and commit-
ted fewer errors using this technique compared to touch-based
solutions, e.g., with �icking.
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For fast scrolling through content that is laid out horizontally,Pelurson et al. [2016]

presented n e�icient

bimanual rate-based

scrolling technique for

large data sets that are

visualized along a

horizontal axis.

Pelurson et al. [2016] presented a force-based technique that uses
both hands to interact with the touchscreen of smartphone that
is held in landscape orientation. First, the user sets the scrolling
direction by performing a swipe gesture to the left or right with
the thumb from the DH. To start scrolling in continuous mode,
the user then presses with the NHD’s thumb on an FSR that is
mounted to the screen bezel. The more force is applied, the faster
the scrolling speed. Alternatively, force taps scroll the content
in discrete steps: A light tap results in short jumps, whereas
a strong tap leads to longer jumps. When the target area has
been reached, the user �ne-tunes the navigation via drag-�ick
gestures. Using the continuous mode, users navigated as fast as
with direct touch input via repeated �icking gestures. Further-
more, the force-based technique signi�cantly reduced screen oc-
clusion during interaction.

Gain Factor Control

To give the user the illusion of directly interacting with a vir-Due to the fat finger

problem [Siek et al.,

2005], fine-grained

manipulations on

touchscreens are

di�icult to perform.

tual object when touching it, the control-gain ratio is usually
1:1. However, this 1:1 ratio makes �ne-grained manipulations of
the virtual object di�cult since humans are limited in control-
ling their �ngers in tiny movements and the fat �nger problem
[Siek et al., 2005] makes it di�cult for the system to interpret the
user’s touch point accurately.

To solve this problem for handheld touch input, C. Harrison etChanging the

control-gain ratio via

force input can solve

this problem.

al. [2012] built a prototype that changes the gain factor to 1:10
when the user exerts force against the touchscreen. Using shear,
the user can displace the virtual object in x- and y-direction with
�ne-grained control without actually moving the �nger.

Besançon et al. [2017] presented an interaction technique thatBesançon et al. [2017]

used a force-coupled

control-gain ratio for

coarse vs. precise

displacements of

virtual objects

displayed on a tablet

device.

allows to reposition virtual objects on a tablet device by moving
the tablet in space (Fig. 3.7). For example, to move the object
horizontally, the user moves the tablet horizontally in front of
her. To adjust the gain factor that a�ects the granularity of the
mapping between the physical tablet displacement and the vir-
tual object displacement, the authors added force sensors to the
back of the device. To avoid clutching, the user presses at the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: Gain factor control via force input at the back of a
tablet device. The user wants to reposition a virtual object from
left to right. (a) When the user moves the tablet device horizon-
tally in space, the object is only slightly moved to the right. (b)
Applying force at the back of the device changes the gain factor:
moving the tablet horizontally for the same distance as used in
(a) moves the object further to the right. (c) The more force is ap-
plied, the more the gain factor is a�ected: now, the virtual object
completely moves to the right when the user moves the tablet
horizontally. Image (slightly modi�ed) taken from Besançon et
al. [2017].

back of the device. This enables the user to alter the gain factor
while displacing the tablet in space. Users associated stronger
force with a higher gain. Using this technique, users were more
precise compared to using a touch slider to adjust the gain factor.

3.3 Overview: Force Input in HCI

We close this chapter with an overview about force-based in- Finally, we provide an

overview of 77 papers

about force-based

teraction techniques from HCI literature. The tabular overview
contains 77 papers and aims at making easy comparisons across
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the researched techniques. We decided on eleven di�erent crite-interaction techniques

from HCI literature. ria that characterize force-based techniques and we also present
application examples given by the authors of each paper. We use
the following legend:

• Paper: First author name and year of publication.
• Control: Control mechanism used.
P: Position-Based Control
R: Rate-Based Control

• Levels: How many force levels the user can input.
cont.: continuous (see ‘Res.’ for max. number of values.)

• Funct.: Transfer function used.
lin.: linear
log.: logarithmic
exp.: exponential

• Direction: In which direction force navigates the values.
uni: Unidirectional (only for value increase)
bi: Bidirectional (value increase and decrease)
bi (x, y): Bidirectional in x and y dimension (shear force)

• Con�rm.: Con�rmation technique used.
DT: Dwell Time in seconds
QR: Quick Release
Thresh.: Thresholding
Other techniques are mentioned in the table.

• Force: Type of input force.
N: Normal force (perpendicular to the sensor surface)
S: Shear force (tangential force)

• Feedb.: Feedback modality used.
A: Auditory feedback
H: Haptic feedback
V: Visual feedback

• Sensor: Force sensor used.
• Space: Available force space from the sensor (in N).
• Res.: Sensor resp. controller resolution (in bits).
• Device: For what device the technique has been designed.
• Application: For what applications the technique is used.
• A star ‘*’ behind the �rst author’s name marks that the tech-

nique uses pseudo-force, i.e., force input is estimated without
using a dedicated force sensor.
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• A dash ‘–’ indicates that the corresponding feature is not avail-
able for the technique.

• A question mark ‘?’ symbolizes that it was not evident from
the paper how the feature was implemented.

Please �nd the tabular overview on the subsequent pages.

Having looked at and classi�ed existing interaction techniques Next, we will present

novel handheld

interaction techniques

that exploit the

reduced finger

displacement from

force input.

that utilize force input, we will now present new techniques that
contribute to this space. All techniques exploit the higher ex-
pressiveness from force input for a single touch point compared
to classic touch input. We will start with a technique that makes
two-handed handheld use more e�cient by exploiting force in-
put from the �ngers that usually rest at the back of the device.
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4 |

Adding Expressiveness to
Handheld Touch Input with
Back-of-Device Finger Force

→ Summary

When people hold their smartphone in landscape orientation, they use their thumbs
for input on the frontal touchscreen, while their remaining �ngers rest on the back
of the device (BoD) to stabilize the grip. We designed BackXPress, a new interac-
tion technique that lets users create BoD force input with these remaining �ngers
to augment their interaction with the touchscreen on the front: Users can apply
various force levels with each of these �ngers to enter di�erent temporary “quasi-
modes”. Both thumbs can then interact with the frontal screen in these modes. We
illustrate the practicality of BackXPress with several sample applications, and re-
port our results from three user studies: Study 1 found that index, middle, and ring
�nger from both hands are practical to exert BoD force. Study 2 revealed how force
touches from these �ngers are distributed across the BoD. Study 3 found that users
achieved up to 92% accuracy for three separate force levels.

Publications: The work presented in this chapter has been done in collaboration with Bjoern
Daehlmann, Simon Voelker, and Jan Borchers. The author of this thesis developed the research
idea and relevant research questions, including the motivation of the work. Furthermore, he has
designed all experiments and analyzed their data. Most of this work has been published in the
Proceedings of ACM CHI 2017 [Corsten et al., 2017a]. The author of this thesis is the main author
of the paper; most sections in this chapter are taken from this publication. Part of this work has
been published as Bachelor’s Thesis [Daehlmann, 2016].
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4.1 Motivation

Interaction on handheld devices, such as smartphones andBesides touch

interaction at the front

of handheld devices,

HCI research has also

looked into touch

interaction at the back

of the device (BoD).

tablets, is usually done by touching the frontal screen that serves
both for input and output. In recent years, research has not
only looked into input at the front, but also at the back of such
mobile devices. This back-of-device interaction (BoDI) comple-
ments classic touch interaction at the front in two ways: First, it
mitigates the occlusion problem, since the �nger touching from
behind does not occlude the visual output at the front [Baud-
isch et al., 2009; Wigdor et al., 2007]. Second, it enables the use
of more �ngers for interaction, since when holding the device
in portrait orientation, usually only thumb and/or index �nger
interact at the front, and in two-handed landscape orientation,
only the thumb(s) can interact at the front. In contrast, more
�ngers are available to touch at the back, e.g., for text input
[Buschek et al., 2014; Schoenleben et al., 2013].

So far, most BoDI research has only used the location informa-BoD interaction is

typically based on the

location of touch

points, while the

intensity of each touch

point, i.e., the force,

has not been exploited

for input so far.

tion of touches at the back [Baudisch et al., 2009; Shen et al.,
2009; Wigdor et al., 2007]. However, touch input has more prop-
erties than its location [Wang et al., 2009b]. One of these prop-
erties is force. Force input on touchscreens has been studied
since the 1980s [Buxton et al., 1985]. Even commercial products,
such as Apple’s iPhone Xs, embed force input into the UI, e.g.,
by letting the user peek into content while pressing against the
touchscreen. In both examples, the user exerts force transiently
to enter di�erent “quasi-modes” that revert upon force release—
hence, no need for displaying a back button. While transient
force has been investigated for input at the front [McLachlan et
al., 2014], it has not been explored for BoDI.

We designed a new interaction technique called BackXPress thatWe designed

BackXPress, an

interaction technique

that lets users apply

force with their fingers

resting at the BoD to

augment the

interaction with the

frontal touchscreen.

For example, finger

utilizes transient force at the back of landscape-oriented smart-
phones to complement touch input at the front. Landscape ori-
entation is convenient, e.g., for gaming, interaction with media,
such as photos and videos, or two-thumb typing. Compared
to BoDI in portrait orientation, landscape orientation provides
more stability in holding the device—especially important when
exerting force—and has the advantage of having up to eight �n-
gers available for force input at the BoD and two thumbs for
touching at the front. An application example for BackXPress
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Figure 4.1: Emoji insertion with BackXPress: (a) The user is typing a message on a smart-
phone keyboard using both thumbs. (b) By exerting back-of-device force, the keyboard
switches to emoji layout. Maintaining the force and tapping an emoji appends it to the
message. Releasing force reverts to the text keyboard, and the user can continue typing
immediately.

is insertion of emoji characters during text entry on a smart- force at the BoD can

be used to let the user

conveniently flip

trough di�erent

on-screen keyboard

layouts.

phone (Fig. 4.1): When BoD force is applied, the keyboard could
switch to show emojis, with each combination of �nger and force
level showing a di�erent category, e.g., smileys or animals. Tap-
ping an emoji with the thumb would insert it, and subsequent
force release could automatically �ip back to the regular key-
board to continue typing immediately. With BackXPress, select-
ing a mode does not occlude the content, since the user’s �ngers
interact at the back. In addition, there is no need for moving the
�nger to a back button since quasi modes are exited upon force
release. Furthermore, the display of controls or menus to access
the quasi modes could be omitted for users who are familiar with
the �nger-to-menu mappings.

We investigated this new interaction technique with two stud- We conducted three

user studies to inform

the design of

BackXPress and

evaluate the technique

ies on device grip and �nger placement for BoD force control,
and an experiment on users’ performance using BackXPress for
two use cases: Applying BoD force during single touches at the
front, and for up to 20 seconds while touching multiple consecu-
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tive frontal targets. Using a correction model, force control accu-with users, who

achieved more than

92% selection

accuracy.

racy lay above 92% for three separate force levels above normal
resting force. We conclude with design guidelines for this new
interaction technique.

4.2 Related Work

BackXPress combines (1) BoDI on handheld touchscreens such
as smartphones and tablets, and (2) force input on such devices.
We review the related work for both �elds below.

4.2.1 Back-of-Device Interaction (BoDI)

BoDI improves interaction with handheld devices in variousFirst BoD interaction

(BoDI) addressed

typical occlusion of

touch targets by the

user’s finger.

ways. Initial BoDI addressed target occlusion by the �nger while
touching the screen at the front. For example, LucidTouch [Wig-
dor et al., 2007] video-captured �nger input at the BoD to dis-
play the �nger silhouette behind the target on the frontal screen.
NanoTouch [Baudisch et al., 2009] solved the occlusion problem
for screens as small as 0.3".

BoDI also solves reachability issues, i.e., when not all areas atBoDI also

compensates target

reachability issues on

smartphones by

spli�ing touch input

across front and BoD.

the front can be touched easily, by sensing �nger positions at the
BoD. For one-handed smartphone usage, Bergstrom-Lehtovirta
et al. [2014] predicted the area on the touchscreen that the thumb
can reach by—among other parameters—locating the index �n-
ger at the back. Löchtefeld et al. [2013] proposed to use the
thumb to interact with the lower part of the touchscreen at the
front, whereas the index is used to interact at the back as it can
reach the upper part of the device easier. Yang et al. [2009] used a
similar separation of input but added BoD cursor control to avoid
the fat �nger problem [Siek et al., 2005]. Hakoda et al. [2015] at-
tached a small photo re�ector to the back of a smartphone that,
when tapped by the index �nger, moved the content shown on
the touchscreen towards the area reachable by the thumb. Mohd
Noor et al. [2014] improved touch input accuracy by predicting
where a touch will land on the screen based on how �ngers are
grasping the BoD. BoDI also helps to reduce shoulder sur�ng for
passwords entered on smartphones [De Luca et al., 2014].
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The examples above address one-handed BoDI in portrait ori- When holding the

handheld device with

two hands in

landscape orientation,

up to eight fingers can

be used for BoDI.

entation. In contrast, holding the device with two hands pro-
vides a more stable grip and has the bene�t that up to eight
�ngers can be used for interacting with the BoD. BrailleTouch
[Southern et al., 2012] enabled blind users to type braille char-
acters with six �ngers on a �ipped smartphone, and Buschek et
al. [2014] and Schoenleben et al. [2013] combined a sandwiched
tablet with �nger pose estimation for typing with eight �ngers
at the back and two thumbs at the front. BeyondTouch [Zhang
et al., 2015] detected up to four di�erent tap locations at the
back of a landscape-held smartphone, e.g., to watch and navigate
videos. HaptiCase [Corsten et al., 2015] added tactile landmarks
to the back of a smartphone that users sense with their �ngers
for more accurate eyes-free touch input. Shen et al. [2009] used
BoD multi-touch on a sandwiched smartphone to control virtual
3D objects.

BackXPress also exploits the expressiveness of being able to use BackXPress captures

force input from

multiple fingers at the

BoD.

multiple �ngers at the BoD in two-handed landscape orientation.
Unlike the examples presented above, our technique allows each
�nger to express multiple states per �nger by force, thus without
moving them.

4.2.2 Force Input

Force input makes interaction with handheld devices more ef- Force input makes

handheld interaction

more e�icient.

�cient. Brewster et al. [2009] used binary force on a resistive
touchscreen as modi�er to type lowercase and uppercase letters
without having to reach for a shift key. Forcetap [Heo et al.,
2011b] distinguished gentle taps from strong taps with 90% ac-
curacy based on accelerometer data. The simulated force was
used to quickly pop up context menus or enable magni�cation
for more accurate acquisition of small touch targets. ForceDrag
[Heo et al., 2012] used pressure to toggle a dragging mode on
smartphones.

Force also adds richer expressiveness to gestures on touch- Force lets users modify

touch gestures to

increase their

expressiveness.

screens. Davidson et al. [2008] and Qiu et al. [2016] used the
force property of a touch to push virtual objects along the z-
dimension, and Force Gestures [Heo et al., 2011a] combined nor-
mal and tangential force with existing touchscreen input to ob-
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tain a richer gesture set. Force also enables expressive input
even when the �ngers are in a static pose, e.g., when holding
the device. Spelmezan et al. [2013a] attached a continuous force-
sensitive button to the side of a smartphone to control interface
widgets by the thumb. Two buttons at the side enabled bidirec-
tional gesturing, such as scrolling and pinching, without �nger
movement, so that device grip was maintained [Spelmezan et al.,
2013b]. Wilson et al. [2013] investigated multi-digit force perfor-
mance on a smartphone using multiple force sensing resistors
(FSR) around the device. Index �nger, ring �nger, and the com-
bined use of ring and little �nger as well as index and middle
�nger handled force input most accurately, with errors rates as
low as 3.2%. For tablets, one hand usually just holds the device.
To allow bimanual interaction, McLachlan et al. [2014] added an
FSR to the bezel that is covered by the thumb of the hand hold-
ing the tablet. Force selected di�erent entries from a menu, while
the index �nger of the dominant hand touched the screen to in-
teract in that mode. Maintaining force while tapping with the
dominant hand reached 96% accuracy, but dropped by 10% when
executing sliding gestures.

To our knowledge, only Stewart et al. [2010] have previouslySo far, force input at

the BoD has rarely

been explored.

looked into BoD force input. They showed that users could con-
trol nine di�erent force levels with the index �nger by push-
ing against the BoD to move a cursor along a horizontal line.
BackXPress is the �rst technique that combines BoD force in-
put with frontal touch on handheld touchscreens to allow multi-
digit, multi-level input in a static �nger pose.

Transfer Function and Selection

Force-based interaction techniques range in the mapping fromInteraction techniques

that use force input

are determined by

various parameters.

sensor values to input values, called transfer function, as well as
force space and number of targets within that space, selection of
force, feedback modality, and context of use.

Transfer functions vary from linear [G. Ramos et al., 2004], toThe design and choice

of these parameters

significantly

influences users’

performance for the

quadratic [Cechanowicz et al., 2007], to sigmoid [Ren et al.,
2007]. Stewart et al. [2010] compared these and stated that a
linear mapping worked best. This way, users can control eight
to ten levels on a 3–10 N force range in a stationary context
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with visual feedback [Cechanowicz et al., 2007; McLachlan et force-based interaction

technique.al., 2014; Mizobuchi et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et
al., 2010]. Walking, however, signi�cantly increases error, se-
lection time, and subjective workload of force input [Wilson et
al., 2011]. Target force is typically selected either upon crossing
a threshold [Brewster et al., 2009; Heo et al., 2011b], maintain-
ing force for a particular dwell time (usually 1 second), or upon
quick release of force [G. Ramos et al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2010;
Wilson et al., 2011]. Each of these techniques has certain draw-
backs [McLachlan et al., 2014]: Thresholding is limited to two
states, dwell time slows down the interaction and does not allow
the user to linger on a state longer than the dwell time [Brew-
ster et al., 2009; McLachlan et al., 2014], and quick release causes
selection errors [Wilson et al., 2011].

Transient Force

An alternative is to decouple force selection from its control, e.g., Force is transient, i.e.,

the user must actively

exert and maintain it;

when force is released,

the system reverts to

the state before force

was applied.

by spitting the two across both hands [McLachlan et al., 2014;
McLachlan et al., 2015]. Force can then be modeled as transient
[McLachlan et al., 2014]: The user applies force to traverse di�er-
ent force targets. Upon release, targets are revisited in reversed
order until the original state is returned. This combination of
natural inverse and bounce back [Ghazali et al., 2005] “encour-
ages the exploration of unfamiliar options and assures the user
that errors can be undone” [McLachlan et al., 2014]. When the
desired force value is found, the user can then explicitly perform
its selection, e.g., with the other hand.

BackXPress also decouples force selection from its control by let- With BackXPress, the

user confirms the

transient force by

tapping the frontal

touchscreen.

ting the user control transient force at the back and selecting the
current force target by tapping at the front. Hence, BackXPress
also does natural inverse and bounce back, thus enabling users
to easily explore and undo force control.

4.3 The BackXPress Interaction Technique

When the user is holding her smartphone with two hands in
landscape orientation, up to eight �ngers are in contact with the
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BoD, whereas both thumbs can interact with the touchscreen atBackXPress splits the

BoD into rough

areas—each for one

finger—that allow the

user to exert force

while maintaining a

stable device grip.

the front (Fig. 4.2). Unlike existing BoDI, BackXPress does not use
�ne-grained location information of input at the back. Techni-
cally, BackXPress divides the BoD into di�erent force-sensitive
areas, one for each �nger. This way, the user does not need to
move the �nger and can maintain a stable grip and still com-
municate rich input: Each �nger can apply individual transient
force, resulting in a large number of input states, depending on
how many di�erent force levels each �nger can control. Each
�nger and force level combination enters a “quasi-mode” as long
as force is maintained. The user then interacts in that mode using
both thumbs at the front. Upon force release, the mode is exited,
and according to natural inverse, previously passed modes are
quickly traversed in reversed order.

BackXPress targets at two di�erent use cases: (1) 1-Tap and (2)BackXPress targets

BoD force maintained

for a single tap (1-Tap)

or for multiple taps

(N-Tap) at the front to

confirm input.

N-Tap. In 1-Tap, the user maintains force shortly to tap a single
item on the touchscreen in the currently active mode, whereas
in N-Tap, the user maintains force over a longer duration to tap
multiple consecutive targets at the front. Below, we present three
application examples for 1-Tap and N-Tap.

4.3.1 Application Examples

Text Input

(1-Tap): During text entry, the user may want to insert an emoji.An example for 1-Tap

is the insertion of an

emoji from the emoji

keyboard that is

activated by BoD

force.

Each �nger could control a di�erent emoji category, e.g., press-
ing the left ring �nger would display animals. Usually, not all
emojis from one category �t on the screen altogether. Di�erent
force levels could be used to �ip trough di�erent pages. Tap-
ping an emoji by thumb inserts it, and releasing force restores
the regular keyboard layout to continue text input.

(N-Tap): The user might need to enter a few word in a languageEntering a whole word

with an on-screen

keyboard that is

di�erent from the

default layout is an

example for N-Tap.

di�erent from the rest of the text. To activate the keyboard that
brings the right layout and auto-correction dictionary, the user
exerts BoD force to �ip through her installed keyboards that are
shown on top of the standard layout. When the right keyboard
appears, the user maintains force and types the word with both
thumbs. When force is released, the standard layout �ips back,
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and the user can continue typing immediately in her natural lan-
guage.

Gaming

(1-Tap): In mobile point-and-“click” adventure games, the user Point-and-“click”

adventure games are

also an apt example

for BackXPress’ 1-Tap

use case.

frequently engages with an on-screen menu to pick an action,
such as speak or walk, or select an object from the character’s
inventory. Once selected, the user then taps on the screen to
interact with the game context in that mode. With BackXPress,
the user could �ip through the di�erent actions using force from
one �nger, whereas another �nger presses to select an object.
E.g., to speak to a character in the game scene, the user would
apply force until speak is selected and then tap on the character
with the thumb to start the conversation.

Hotel Finding

(1-Tap): An application could show nearby hotels on a map of a Using 1-Tap, users can

e�iciently interact

with productivity

apps, such as quickly

finding nearby hotels

with certain star

ratings.

location at interest. BackXPress could enable the user to explore
hotels and experiment with star ratings and price ranges. Force
applied on the left side at the BoD controls the hotel ratings be-
tween one and �ve stars. More force pushes the rating down. On
the right hand side, the user could then press to control the price
range. Pressing harder shrinks the price. Tapping on a “show
results” button allows the user to release force and browse all
matching hotels in a list.

As all examples show, with BackXPress the user does not need to
move her �ngers back and forth between on-screen menus and a
back button. The user can maintain a stable grip and still access
multiple quasi-modes directly.

4.4 Study 1: BoD Force Finger Candidates

To �nd out with which �ngers users can comfortably apply force
at the BoD, we conducted a small user study. We asked 12 par-
ticipants (19–31 years, M = 22.92, SD = 3.34, two females, all
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right-handed) to press at ten di�erent locations on the back ofIn Study 1, we wanted

to understand which

handheld sizes and

orientations as well as

which fingers are

suitable for BoD force

input.

4.7" and 5.5" smartphone mockups that were made from acrylic
with rounded edges and an enclosing bumper (Fig. 4.2). Users
held the mockups in portrait and in landscape orientation. Since
the devices were transparent, users could see the targets from
the front but also check that their �nger position at the back ac-
tually landed on a target. Targets were read out by a computer
voice, and once a target had been pressed, the instructor initi-
ated the next target. Users were not limited in how to grasp the
device and which �ngers and hands to use to press the targets.
Targets were randomized and repeated once after all targets had
been pressed. In total, each user did 2 × 2 × 10 × 2 (Device Size
× Orientation × Target × Repetition) = 80 trials. Afterwards,
users were asked to state which hands and �ngers they consid-
ered feasible for BoD force input.

Results

In portrait orientation, almost all users used the right hand,Holding the handheld

device with one or two

hands in portrait

orientation is

impractical for

exerting BoD force.

whereas only half of the participants considered also the left
hand suitable for BoD force input. For the 4.7" mockup, the right
index �nger was chosen by eleven subjects, but only seven users
used the left index �nger. Other �ngers did not exceed a count of
four, with the little �nger just a count of one. These results were
almost similar for the 5.5" device (Fig. 4.3). During the study, we
observed that eight participants preferred to use just one hand
to both grasp the portrait mockups and apply force. Using this
grip, however, users had to frequently tilt and re-grasp the de-
vice to stabilize their grip for reaching lower targets. When two
hands were used, �ngers snagged. Therefore, we conclude that
portrait orientation is rather impractical for BoD force.

For both landscape form factors, users applied the typical handUsing a 4.7" form

factor held in

landscape orientation

was the most practical

to exert BoD force

with index, middle,

and ring fingers from

both hands.

posture that people use when interacting with a smartphone
in landscape orientation: Both hands hold the device, with the
thumbs resting above the front, and the remaining �ngers rest-
ing at the back to stabilize the device. When users exerted BoD
force for a target, they tended to gently push the hands against
the device side to obtain additional stabilization. For the 4.7"
device, nobody opted for the little �nger to apply BoD force;
index and middle �nger were most preferred (ten resp. eleven
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Figure 4.2: Exemplary hand and �nger pose for exerting BoD
force on the 4.7" prototype from Study 1. Unlike the little �n-
gers, index, middle, and ring �ngers are usually located behind
the device. Both thumbs can reach the entire frontal screen rep-
resented by a black rectangle.

counts), followed by the ring �nger (four counts). These results
were the same for both hands and similar for the 5.5" form factor.
When asked which device size users preferred for BoD force in-
put, eight out of twelve voted for the 4.7" landscape form factor.
Based on all these results, we decided to focus on a 4.7" land-
scape form factor for index, middle, and ring �nger BoD force
input for our next studies.

4.5 Study 2: BoD Force Finger Pose

We now wanted to understand at what areas users place their in- In Study 2, we wanted

to understand size and

locations of where

users place their index,

middle, and ring

fingers from both

hands to exert BoD

force when the device

is held in landscape

orientation.

dex, middle, and ring �nger at the BoD to exert force. We sand-
wiched two iPhones to the back of each other—a common tech-
nique to read input from both, back and front [Schoenleben et
al., 2013; Shen et al., 2009; Stewart et al., 2010; Wolf et al., 2012].
At the front, we used an Apple iPhone 6, whereas at the back a
force-sensitive iPhone 6s was used. Force sensitivity was set to
“�rm”, giving a range of pressure values from 0 to 480

72 ≈ 6.67 in
steps of 1

72 using a linear transfer function. Apple does not pro-
vide any information about how these values translate to New-
tons, but experiments [Nelson, 2015] hint at a maximum close to
4 N. Both devices share the same 138 × 67 mm2 width and height
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Figure 4.3: Frequency counts for the �ngers used for exerting BoD force. Users preferred
the small device held with two hands in landscape orientation (red box).

with a screen size of 104 × 58 mm2, resulting in a diagonal of
4.7" at a 16:9 aspect ratio. Users were asked to hold the device
in landscape orientation using the typical posture observed in
Study 1. The force-sensitive side was facing away from the user.

The touchscreen at the front was divided into six equally-sizedWe added a

force-sensitive iPhone

to the back of another

iPhone and instructed

participants to exert

di�erent intensities of

force with each of the

six fingers.

areas. Each area represented a target that was to be pressed from
behind using one of the six �ngers that were located roughly be-
hind the target. E.g., the target at the upper left area was to be
pressed with the left index �nger. We tested three di�erent force
levels: low (1.50–2.50), medium (3.84–4.84), and high (6.17–6.67).
We ignored force below the lowest level to disambiguate resting
�ngers from force input. According to Apple’s iOS SDK [Apple
Inc., 2019b], a value around 1.0 represents a normal tap, whereas
values beyond that level represent intentional force input. Al-
though the range for the highest force level was half as small as
for medium and low, it actually had in�nite target width: users
could always apply more force than the device could sense to
achieve the highest level. By default, a target had a light gray
color. Users had to exert force with the corresponding �nger at
the back until the target turned green. If users applied too much
force, they left the requested force range and the target turned
red; when force was too low, the target turned blue. As soon as
the user stayed within the correct force level for 1 s, the next trial
was shown.
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Each participant did 6 × 3 × 3 (Finger × Force Level × Repeti- Each participant

performed 54 force

touch trials.

tion) = 54 trials. Finger was randomized. Once all �ngers were
tested, a Repetition was done, and after three repetitions in to-
tal, the next Force Level was chosen. To get acquainted with
the system, users performed test trials beforehand.

Overall, 12 participants (22–57 years, M = 41.83, SD = 13.09, 12 participants took

part in Study 2.�ve females, two left-handed) participated. Users’ �nger lengths
were M = 58.33 mm (SD = 4.64) for the thumb, M = 75.42 mm
(SD = 4.34) for the index �nger, M = 81.75 mm (SD = 4.97) for the
middle �nger, and M = 76.00 mm (SD = 5.59) for the ring �nger.
Eight users regularly used a smartphone with a screen diagonal
of about 5", and four subjects used a smartphone with a screen
sized between 3.5" and 4".

Results

Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of force touches at the back. As Force touches form

both hands did not

cross the vertical

center, but there were

slight horizontal

overlaps between

adjacent fingers from

the same hand.

can be seen, touches from both hands almost never spread across
the center of the x-axis, thus both sides can be distinguished
in software by cutting that axis in half. One participant (aged
50, right-handed, female) tended to exert force by the left hand
closer to the center of the x-axis than all other users, such that
the touch ellipses for the left hand are wider than for the right
hand. Regarding the spread in y-direction, force touches of ad-
jacent �ngers of each hand showed some overlap. Touches from
the index �nger had the smallest y-spread, whereas middle �n-
ger touches spread equally up and down from the center of the
y-axis, and touches performed by the ring �nger did not usually
occur below 5 mm on that axis. We calculated the e�ective height
[Soukore� et al., 2004] for each �nger area by multiplying the
standard deviation of the force touches y-direction with a factor
of 4.133, such that 96% of the touches would be contained within
a �nger area. This height was similar for the same �nger types
of each hand. Still, these heights had a slight overlap between
adjacent �ngers, such that we took the center of these overlays
as separators between �ngers (Fig. 4.4, gray lines). These sepa-
rators serve as a heuristic to identify from which �nger force is
exerted at the back, which we used in our next study.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of BoD force touches from Study 2 split
across hands and �ngers. Ellipses denote 95% coverage. Gray
bars are heuristic divides to identify the �nger that performed a
force touch.

4.6 Study 3: Force Dynamics and Tapping
Accuracy

Our next goal was to understand the usability of BackXPress forIn Study 3, we wanted

to understand how

fast and accurately

participants can exert

BoD force while

tapping one (1-Tap) or

multiple (N-Tap) touch

targets at the frontal

touchscreen.

our two use cases 1-Tap and N-Tap: 1-Tap addressed the question
of “How accurately can users apply BoD force for a single tap at the
front of a smartphone while holding it with two hands in landscape
orientation?”. N-Tap addressed the question of “How accurately
can users maintain BoD force over time while tapping several tar-
gets in sequence?”. Both tasks are inspired by McLachlan et al.
[2014], who called them Targeting and Maintaining. We applied
some modi�cations to these tasks to match the particular fea-
tures of BackXPress. Upfront, we expected that BoD force would
increase upon tapping, since this pushes the device against the
�ngers at the back, that are in a static position and hence re-
pel that additional force. We also expected BoD force to a�ect
frontal tapping negatively. For N-Tap, we expected the number
of frontal taps to be smaller than for tapping without BoD ap-
plying force.
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4.6.1 Experimental Design

Apparatus

We reused the devices from Study 2. This time, however, we We reused the Study 2

apparatus but reduced

the perceived device

thickness at the sides.

improved on the perceived device thickness that our users from
Study 2 found unnaturally thick. We added a 3D-printed case
with stand-away sides that were just 7 mm thick (Fig. 4.5).

Participants

18 participants (19–35 years, M = 25.06, SD = 4.58, seven fe- 18 participants took

part in Study 3.males, three left-handed) participated in this study. Users’ �nger
lengths were similar to those from Study 2. Thumb: 57.61 mm
(SD = 5.53), index �nger: 75.72 mm (SD = 5.34), middle �nger:
81.06 mm (SD = 5.48), ring �nger: 76.78 mm (SD = 5.45). All sub-
jects regularly used a smartphone with a screen size of about 5".
Half of them started with 1-Tap.

4.6.2 Task 1: 1-Tap

In 1-Tap, users were asked to apply a certain force at the BoD and For the 1-Tap task,

users were asked to

exert certain BoD force

with a certain finger

and tap on on-screen

target with one of the

thumbs at the frontal

touchscreen.

then tap a touch target on the frontal touchscreen. When force
was applied, visual feedback was given: A cursor highlighted the
current force level on a menu visualized by a vertical color bar
(Fig. 4.5). Each color represented a certain force range. Applying
more force moved the cursor up, less moved it down. The color
bar was displayed at the left and right on the frontal touchscreen
such that it was visible even when it was hidden by the thumb
tapping.

A white vertical line next to the force menu indicated which of The frontal

touchscreen showed

all task instructions to

the participant.

the six �ngers to use for force navigation: The back was split into
3 × 2 regions, one for each �nger, based on the results from Study
2. If, e.g., the �nger indicator appeared on the left hand side next
to the the upper third of the menu, then the user had to use her
index �nger of the left hand. Touch targets were displayed on
the frontal screen one at a time as a crosshair. The crosshair
color matched the requested force range from the colored menu
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Figure 4.5: Top: Distribution of Touch Targets for Study 3. Targets were arranged on
an invisible 9 × 9 grid with a 12.5% o�set from the corners of a 1334 × 750 px area. White
crosses show targets for 1-Tap. Red crosses are mirrored along the y-axis and were used
for N-Tap. Bottom: Prototype with UI with 7 menu items for Study 3. The user has to exert
BoD force with the right index �nger, which indicated by the white vertical bar. Currently,
the 4th item (dark green) is selected, which is indicated by both a white rectangular cursor
around the item and a color-matching circle around the touch target. The touch target is
shown as a cross matching the target force (here: orange).

item. A circle around the crosshair visualized the currently ap-
plied BoD force by color: A color match between crosshair and
circle signaled the participant that the desired force range was
reached. Tapping the touch target completed the trial: As soon as
�nger contact with the frontal touchscreen was detected, force
sensing was locked, such that the color bar cursor would not
move anymore. This force lock was used to facilitate force main-
tenance upon tapping and to avoid that force changed during se-
lection. Upon �nger release, force lock was disabled again. Users
were asked to touch the crosshair as accurately as possible.
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Variables

1-Tap had four independent variables: Menu Size, Force Independent variables

were Menu Size, Force

Level, Finger, and

Touch Target.

Level, Finger, and Touch Target. Finger referred to the �n-
ger to be used to exert force at the back and had six levels: index,
middle, and ring �nger of each hand. Menu Size split the force
range between 1 and 6 equidistantly into 3, 5, or 7 discrete items.
We did not exploit the full force range up to ≈6.67, to avoid in-
�nite target width, that would make controlling force easier for
the last menu item by simply pressing as hard as possible. For
practical application, however, an in�nite target width should
be considered. We also added a baseline condition to contrast
the user’s pure touch performance with the in�uence of BoD
force. Hence, this condition only involved tapping at the front
and ignored force input completely. Force Level had three val-
ues: 1.83, 3.50, and 5.17—these were the centers of the items for
Menu Size 3. Users did not have to reach these exact values, but
they should just stay within the corresponding menu item. For
Menu Size 3, all three items were tested, for Menu Size 5 items
1, 3, and 5 were tested, and for Menu Size 7, items 2, 4, and 6
were tested. This way, not all items for a Menu Size were tested,
but it ensured that an equal number of measurements per Menu
Size was obtained—an approach that has also been applied by
McLachlan et al. [2014], G. A. Ramos et al. [2007], Wilson et al.
[2010], and Wilson et al. [2011]. Touch Target had eight levels.
These were the targets that users had to tap at the front using
their thumbs. The targets were positioned on an invisible 9 × 9
grid (Fig. 4.5, top). These locations were chosen such that users
had to touch at di�erent regions in proportion to the �nger ex-
erting BoD force, e.g., the thumb being close to that �nger or far
away, since such constellations could a�ect force maintenance
di�erently.

Menu Size was counterbalanced using a Latin Square. Finger, We ensured

counterbalancing and

randomization for the

presentation of the

trials to each

participant.

Force Level, and Touch Target were counterbalanced alto-
gether to ensure that the user had to release force after each trial,
which is typical for 1-Tap interactions. After all trials for a Menu
Size were tested, the participant was given a one minute break to
relax her arms and �ngers. A left Touch Target was always suc-
ceeded by a right one and vice versa to balance the usage of the
thumbs. Half of the participants started at the left. Users were
not forced to use a particular thumb for a Touch Target, but
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they usually tapped targets on each side with the corresponding
thumb.

The dependent variables were the Time (ms) between a tar-Dependent variables

were the task

completion Time, the

Success of tapping a

target with requested

BoD force, the Touch

Error as Euclidean

distance to the touch

target, and the Force

Range between

minimum and

maximum exerted

force in a trial.

get appeared and the user releasing her �nger from it; Success
(yes/no) whether the touch target was selected with the cor-
rect item from the force menu; Touch Error (mm) as Euclidean
distance between the center of a given touch target and the
user’s touch at the front; and Force Range (relative, on a nor-
malized scale from 0–1) between the minimum and maximum
BoD force values sensed between the user touching and releas-
ing the frontal touchscreen. Success and Force Range were not
measured for the baseline condition, since it did not involve any
force measurement. Likewise, Finger and Force Level were in-
existent in the baseline condition, since these variables referred
to BoD force execution.

1-Tap had 3 × 6 × 3 × 8 (Menu Size × Finger × Force Level ×Including baseline

trials that involved

tapping without BoD

force, each participant

performed 456 trials.

Touch Target) = 432 force trials. For comparison, users per-
formed 3 × 8 = 24 baseline trials, hence 1-Tap had 456 trials per
participant in total. A trial ended as soon as the user lifted the
thumb o� the touchscreen, independent from whether force was
within the correct range for Force Level or how accurately the
Touch Target was hit. Before data was recorded, users had 24
test trials.

4.6.3 Results – 1-Tap

We �rst present the results for data compatible with the baseline
condition, followed by data from BoD force conditions.

Baseline Data

Time. We conducted a two-way repeated measures ANOVA onAs to be expected,

Time increased with

Menu Size.

the log-transformed Time data. There was a signi�cant main ef-
fect for Menu Size (F3,8156 = 245.05, p < .0001). Tukey-HSD post
hoc pairwise comparisons revealed signi�cant di�erences across
all Menu Sizes (p < .01, each). Time increased with the number
of menu items (Fig. 4.6, left). There was no main e�ect for Touch
Target and there were no interaction e�ects.
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Figure 4.6: Time [ms] data for 1-Tap split by Menu Size, Force Level, and Finger. Menu
Size 0 was the baseline condition. Error bars denote 95% CI.

Touch Error. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA on On average, Touch

Error was 2.47 mm.Touch Error showed a signi�cant main e�ect for Touch Target
(F7,8156 = 70.45, p < .0001). Tukey-HSD post hoc pairwise com-
parisons revealed that Touch Error for targets 1, 17, 21, and 74
was signi�cantly lower compared to all other targets (p < .05,
each) (Fig. 4.7). However, the di�erence of up to 1.10 mm be-
tween these two target groups is relatively small and practically
negligible. There was no main e�ect for Menu Size and no in-
teraction e�ect, indicating that BoD force had no in�uence on
frontal tapping accuracy. On average, Touch Error was 2.47 mm
(95% CI: [2.44; 2.50] mm).

BoD Force Data

Time. We ran a four-way repeated measures ANOVA on the As to be expected,

Time increased with

Force Level.

log-transformed Time data. Apart from the signi�cant main ef-
fect for Menu Size (cf. baseline analysis), there was a signi�cant
main e�ect for Force Level (F2,7540 = 160.77, p < .0001). Tukey-
HSD post hoc pairwise comparisons showed signi�cant di�er-
ences across all levels (p < .0001, each), increasing from lowest
to highest (Fig. 4.6, middle). This was to be expected since users
navigated pressure upwards starting from zero, hence higher
force levels were further away and required more time. There
was also a signi�cant main e�ect for Finger F2,7540 = 6.57,
p < .01). Tukey-HSD post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed
that exerting BoD force with the ringer �ngers took signi�cantly
more time compared to index and middle �ngers (p < .05, both)
(Fig. 4.6, right). There was also a Menu Size × Finger interac-
tion e�ect (F4,7540 = 2.64, p < .05), that con�rmed that users con-
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MENU SIZE FORCE LEVEL FINGER

Baseline 3 5 7 Low Medium High Index Middle Ring

M 2.19 2.42 2.48 2.55 2.52 2.47 2.47 2.50 2.49 2.46

SD 1.15 1.24 1.23 1.31 1.27 1.27 1.24 1.31 1.24 1.24

M N/A 6.29 5.76 7.27 5.77 6.46 7.09 7.22 6.29 5.82

SD N/A 9.94 9.13 12.86 12.36 10.65 9.04 11.30 10.85 10.11

Touch
Error [mm]

Force
Range [%]

Figure 4.7: Touch Error [mm] and Force Range [%] data for 1-Tap
split by Menu Size, Force Level, Finger, and Time Block.

trolled BoD force signi�cantly faster for a combination of fewer
menu items with lower force values compared to more menu
items paired with higher force values.

Touch Error. We ran a four-way repeated measures ANOVA
on Touch Error. Apart from the signi�cant main e�ect for Touch
Target (cf. baseline analysis), there were no further main e�ects
or interaction e�ects.

Success. We ran Cochran’s Q tests on the dichotomous Suc-Using three menu

items, low force, and

the middle finger led

to the highest Success.

cess data. There was a signi�cant main e�ect for Menu Size
(Q(2) = 232.66, p < .0001), Force Level (Q(2) = 75.89, p < .0001),
Finger (Q(2) = 29.38, p < .0001), and Touch Target (Q(7) = 30.44,
p < .0001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons for Menu Size were
all signi�cant (p < .0001, each), with Menu Size 3 leading to the
highest Success (86.8%, Fig. 4.8, left). Post hoc pairwise compar-
isons for Force Level showed that the highest level led to signif-
icantly lower Success compared to the medium and lowest level
(p < .0001, both) (Fig. 4.8, middle). Post hoc pairwise comparisons
for Finger revealed that BoD force exertion by middle �nger led
to signi�cantly higher Success compared to index and ring �nger
(p < .0001, both) (Fig. 4.8, right). Post hoc pairwise comparisons
for Touch Target showed that outer targets 1, 72, and 74 led
to signi�cantly higher Success (79.9–82.3%) compared to center
target 34 (73.7%) (p < .0001, each). Interestingly, Success for cen-
ter target 50 (76.9%), was not signi�cantly di�erent from outer
targets.

Force Range. A four-way repeated measures ANOVA on theOn average, Force

Range was 6.44%. normalized Force Range data showed a signi�cant main e�ect for
Finger (F2,7540 = 7.48, p < .001) and Touch Target (F7,7540 = 3.99,
p < .001). Tukey-HSD post hoc pairwise comparisons between
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Figure 4.8: Success [%] for 1-Tap split by Menu Size, Force Level, and Finger.

di�erent Fingers showed that Force Range for the index �n-
ger was signi�cantly higher compared to middle and ring �n-
ger (p < .05, both) (Fig. 4.7). However, the di�erence of ≈1.00% is
practically negligible. For Touch Target, Tukey-HSD post hoc
tests revealed that Force Range for targets 21 and 72 was signif-
icantly higher compared to targets 74 and 1 (p < .05, each), but,
again, at a di�erence of ≈1.00% practically negligible. On aver-
age, Force Range was 6.44% (95% CI: [6.20; 6.68]%).

4.6.4 Discussion – 1-Tap

Not surprisingly, Success decreased with Menu Size. BoD force Success decreased with

Menu Size and was

almost 90% when the

middle fingers were

used to select from

three menu items.

control with selection at the front worked best for three menu
items (86.6%). When only the middle �nger was used, a success
rate of 89.5% was achieved. We believe that the middle �ngers
performed best, because they are located at the horizontal cen-
ter of the device, where applying force hardly tilts the device to-
wards the user. Furthermore, users were more successful when
controlling low force. Overall, Success was fairly acceptable, but
bimanual touch input and force control at the front of a tablet
reached the same Success for 10 menu items [McLachlan et al.,
2014]. We are con�dent, however, that potential learning e�ects
and using an in�nite target width for the last item of each Menu
Size will lead to a higher Success since then the user could just
press as hard as possible to reliably reach the last menu item.

Time increased with Menu Size even though the same Force Exerting high forces

was considered

annoying by most

participants because

Levels had to be acquired. Some users stated that force control
for Menu Sizes 5 and 7 “[...] was a bit annoying” since the cursor
was jumping a lot. Consequently, participants needed more time
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to carefully control force. Reaching for highest Force Level wasthis takes significant

time. also considered negatively: ”It takes longer to reach high force.".
Not surprisingly, BackXPress was slower than plain touching at
the front (baseline condition), since the timings for BackXPress
included navigation time for the menu. Still, BackXPress was
slower than McLachlan et al. [2014], where users controlled force
for seven to ten items at the front of a tablet within the same
time. Hence, we conclude that force navigation at the BoD is
more demanding than at the front.

Upon tapping, BoD force increased, but it dropped back to al-Tapping at the front

led to an involuntary

increase in maintained

BoD force.

most the same value as soon as the thumb was lifted o� the front.
Overall, this change in force was small (6.29% for Menu Size 3,
cf. Fig. 4.7), which is about half the force applied during a nor-
mal tap on a touchscreen. Still, it makes sense to apply the force
lock technique, because when force is applied near a force range
boundary, the cursor might still jump to the adjacent bar, confus-
ing the user. Touch Error was not a�ected by BoD force, which
is good and in-line with previous �ndings from McLachlan et al.
[2014].

Overall, for interactions like 1-Tap, we recommend a Menu Size
of three items and using the force lock technique. If only up to
six di�erent modes are needed, let users use their middle �ngers
to enter those modes.

4.6.5 Task 2: N-Tap

N-Tap was similar to 1-Tap, but users had to maintain ForceFor the N-Tap task,

participants had to

maintain certain BoD

force for 20 s while

tapping as many

targets as possible at

the frontal

touchscreen.

Level for 20 seconds while tapping Touch Targets. Users were
instructed to tap as many Touch Targets as possible, but not
at the cost of maintaining the correct Force Level or tapping
accuracy. As in 1-Tap, force lock was only active per tap and
not the entire 20 seconds, since, in reality, the device would not
know whether the user intends to tap only once or a sequence
of Touch Targets for a �xed Force Level. We used the same
UI as for 1-Tap to visualize the task. Each trial ended after 20
seconds.
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Variables

The independent variables Menu Size, Force Level, and Fin- In addition to the

independent variables

used for the 1-Tap

task, we added Time

Block to split analysis

of the 20 s of tapping

into four equal time

chunks of five seconds.

ger were the same as for 1-Tap. Again, we added a baseline con-
dition that involved just tapping at the front for 20 seconds. In
addition, Time Block assigned users’ taps on touch targets to
one of the four equally-sized time ranges: 0–5, 5–10, 10–15, and
15–20 seconds, based on the time when the device registered �rst
contact with the touchscreen. This was done to analyze how
users’ performance developed over time. In contrast to 1-Tap,
Touch Targets were mirrored along the vertical axis (Fig. 4.5,
top) to avoid learning e�ects. Menu Size was counterbalanced
and Finger and Force Level were counterbalanced together us-
ing a Latin Square. The participant was given a one minute break
to relax her arms and �ngers until the next Menu Size was cho-
sen. Touch Target was completely randomized, but left and
right targets always alternated. Half of the participants started
at the left.

Dependent variables were Touch Error and Force Range as de- Tap Count counted

how many frontal taps

the participant

achieved within the

20 s of maintaining

BoD force.

�ned for 1-Tap. In addition, Tap Count measured how many
touch targets users tapped within the 20 seconds. We did not
investigate Time, as each trial lasted exactly 20 seconds. Again,
Success and Force Range were not measured for the baseline con-
dition, and Finger and Force Level did not exist for this condi-
tion.

In total, N-Tap had 3 × 6 × 3 (Menu Size × Finger × Force Level) Each participant

performed 57 trials.= 54 force trials. For comparison, users performed three baseline
trials, resulting in 57 trials per participant in total, each lasting
20 seconds. Users had three test trials to get familiar with the
task before data recording started.

4.6.6 Results – N-Tap

Again, we �rst present the results for baseline condition com-
patible data, followed by data from BoD force conditions.
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Baseline

Touch Error. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA revealedTouch Error was 2.24

mm, thus similar to

results from the 1-Tap

task.

a signi�cant main e�ect for Touch Target (F7,11602 = 14.00,
p < .0001). Post hoc Tukey-HSD pairwise comparisons showed
that upper targets 2, 19 and 73 led to a signi�cant lower Touch
Error compared to center targets 52, 32, and 57 (p < .01, each).
However, the di�erence between these two target groups of up
to 1.00 mm is relatively small and practically negligible. There
were no signi�cant main e�ects for Menu Size and Time Block
and there were no interaction e�ects. On average, Touch Error
was 2.24 mm (95% CI: [2.22; 2.26] mm) (Fig. 4.9).

TapCount. A Friedman test showed a signi�cant main e�ect forTap Count decreased

with increasing Menu

Size and was lowest

within the last five

seconds of

maintaining BoD

force.

Menu Size (� 2(3) = 157.92, p < .0001). Tap Count decreased with
increasing Menu Size (Fig. 4.10, left). Post hoc pairwise compar-
isons were all signi�cant (p < .0001, each) except between Menu
Sizes 5 and 7. There was also a signi�cant main e�ect for Time
Block (� 2(3) = 1376.47, p < .0001). Post hoc pairwise compar-
isons were all signi�cant except between Time Blocks 5–10 s
and 10–15 s. Tap Count was lowest within the �rst �ve sec-
onds, then increased and stabilized from �ve to 15 seconds, but
slightly decreased afterwards, possible due to fatigue. There was
also a Menu Size × Time Block interaction e�ect (� 2(9) = 2.76,
p < .005). Any Time Block for Menu Size 0 was faster than any
Time Block from Menu Sizes 3, 5, and 7. Furthermore, for these
Menu Sizes, Tap Count was similar and lowest within the �rst
�ve seconds (Fig. 4.10, right).

BoD Force Data

Touch Error. We ran a �ve-way repeated measures ANOVA
on Touch Error. Apart from the signi�cant main e�ect for Touch
Target (cf. baseline analysis), there were no further main e�ects
or interaction e�ects.

Tap Count. In addition to the signi�cant main ef-Tap Count decreased

with increasing Force

Level.

fects for Menu Size and Time Block (cf. baseline analy-
sis), a Friedman test showed a signi�cant main e�ect for
Force Level (� 2(2) = 618.06, p < .0001). Tap Count de-
creased with increasing Force Level (Fig. 4.10, middle).
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MENU SIZE FORCE LEVEL FINGER TIME BLOCK [s]

Baseline 3 5 7 Low Medium High Index Middle Ring 0–5 5–10 10–15 15–20

M 2.26 2.20 2.24 2.28 2.23 2.26 2.22 2.26 2.22 2.23 2.18 2.27 2.28 2.19

SD 1.99 1.19 1.14 1.19 1.18 1.12 1.22 1.19 1.21 1.12 1.11 1.26 1.17 1.10

M N/A 2.04 1.76 2.36 1.50 2.16 2.70 2.24 1.86 2.04 2.60 1.89 1.85 2.10

SD N/A 4.15 3.60 5.20 4.03 4.59 4.29 4.14 4.22 4.58 5.25 4.07 3.92 4.39

Touch
Error [mm]

Force
Range [%]

Figure 4.9: Touch Error [mm] and Force Range [%] data for N-Tap split by Menu Size,
Force Level, Finger, and Time Block.
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Figure 4.10: Tap Count for N-Tap split by Menu Size, Force
Level, Finger, and Menu Size × Time Block. Error bars denote
95% CI.

Post hoc pairwise comparisons were all signi�cant (p < .0001,
each).

Success. We ran a Cochran’s Q test on the dichotomous
Success data. There was a signi�cant main e�ect for Menu
Size (Q(2) = 181.81), Force Level (Q(2) = 117.03), Finger
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(Q(2) = 17.33), and Time Block (Q(3) = 64.47), p < .0001, each.Success was lowest

withing the first five

seconds, indicating

that participants

needed to get familiar

with the task.

Success decreased with increasing Menu Size (Fig. 4.11, left).
Post hoc pairwise comparisons for Menu Size were signi�cant
between Menu Sizes 3 and 5 and between 3 and 7 (p < .0001,
each), as well as between 5 and 7 (p < .05). Pairwise compar-
isons for Force Level were all signi�cant (p < .05, each). Success
decreased with increasing Force Level (Fig. 4.11, middle) indi-
cating that higher BoD force was more di�cult to maintain. Pair-
wise comparisons for Finger showed that BoD force exerted by
the middle �nger led to signi�cantly higher Success compared
to ring and index �nger (p < .05, each) (Fig. 4.11, middle). Re-
garding Time Block, Success was signi�cantly lower within the
�rst �ve seconds compared to the remaining time slots (p < .0001,
each), indicating that users needed some time to get familiar with
pressure navigation (Fig. 4.11, right). There was also a signi�cant
main e�ect for Touch Target (Q(7) = 45.51, p < .0001), but with-
out a clear pattern.

Force Range. A �ve-way repeated measures ANOVA on theOn average, Force

Range was 2.04%. normalized Force Range data showed a signi�cant main e�ect
for Force Level (F2,10305 = 27.72, p < .0001) and Time Block
(F3,10380 = 21.04, p < .0001). Tukey-HSD pairwise comparisons
revealed that Force Range for the highest Force Level was sig-
ni�cantly higher compared to the medium and low levels (p <
.0001, both) (Fig. 4.9). However, the di�erence was only 1–2% and
therefore practically negligible. Tukey-HSD pairwise compar-
isons between di�erent Time Blocks were signi�cant between
0–5 seconds and all other blocks (p < .005, each), but the di�er-
ence was below 1% (Fig. 4.9). There was also an interaction e�ect
for Menu Size × Finger (F4,10305 = 2.53, p < .05), but post hoc
pairwise comparisons were not signi�cant. On average, Force
Range was 2.04% (95% CI: [1.96; 2.13]%).

4.6.7 Discussion – N-Tap

Like for 1-Tap, Success dropped with Menu Size, and reached upWhile overall, the

results were similar to

those from the 1-Tap

task, participants

needed relatively more

time to complete the

to 89.1% for Menu Size 3 (Fig.4.11, left). Success was about 5%
lower within the �rst �ve seconds compared to the remaining
15 seconds, suggesting that users were getting familiar with the
task and that with regular use, results would be the same across
the entire interaction time of 20 seconds. As for 1-Tap, BoD force
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Figure 4.11: Success [%] for N-Tap split by Menu Size, Force
Level, Finger, and Time Block.

had no impact on Touch Error. Maintaining BoD force, however, trials, potentially due

to a required

correction of the BoD

force that could drop

during the 20 s

because of fatigue or

the influence of frontal

tapping.

slowed down the interaction signi�cantly, far more than we ex-
pected. Ideally, the user would acquire the desired force level
once and then consecutively touch at the front, which users can
do quickly, as the baseline condition showed. This, however,
would not lead to a drop of about 50% in frontal taps for Menu
Size 3 compared to the baseline condition. This could mean that
users needed to re-adjust the cursor after tapping—especially
for the highest Force Level—or they were more careful to not
change their force, which would slow down the interaction for
both cases.

Basically, we could not compare our N-Tap results with those Maintaining force at

the BoD is more

di�icult than at the

front.

from McLachlan et al. [2014], since our measurements and Force
Levels were di�erent. Only our medium Force Level compares
to the 2 N level from McLachlan et al. [2014]. Here, users de-
viated by 0.15 N (SD = 0.12 N), whereas with BackXPress, users
deviated by 0.22 N (SD = 0.20 N) on average, hence, more. This
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indicates, again, that controlling and maintaining force at the
BoD is more di�cult than at the front.

Overall, performance for N-Tap was similar to the results fromUsing an infinite

target width for the

last item of each menu

is likely to increase

Success for both, 1-Tap

and N-Tap tasks.

1-Tap. Therefore, we give the same recommendations for both
tasks, i.e., using a Menu Size of three items, with preferring the
use of the middle �ngers. However, in both tasks, we intention-
ally did not use an in�nite target width for the last item of each
Menu Size. In practice, using an in�nitive target width, how-
ever, will likely increase Success for both 1-Tap and N-Tap and
also Tap Count, since the user could then press as hard as possi-
ble to quickly reach the last menu item.

4.7 Improving Dynamic Force Control

For both 1-Tap and N-Tap, force control and selection follow aInstead of confirming

BoD force via a single

time stamp from the

frontal tap event, using

an average of the BoD

force values captured

500 ms before the tap

event occurs

significantly improves

users’ Success.

clear sequential pattern: The user �rst applies BoD force to enter
the desired mode, then selects a target on the touchscreen. We
were interested in seeing how force changed between these two
events. Therefore, we looked into our data streams that con-
tinuously sampled BoD force. To compare force curves across
di�erent taps, we set the time at which the thumb started hit-
ting the touchscreen, denoted as Contact Event, as zero. Figure
4.12 shows an example. As can be seen, force stabilized up to
750 ms before a Contact Event, which we interpreted as that the
user had controlled to the desired menu item and was about to
touch the screen. Note that the force values were towards the
lower end on the correct force range. This is likely due to the
fact that users navigated force from below and were about to tap
as soon as the UI indicated that the correct item was reached.
For each Contact Event, we calculated the mean pressure from
t ms before the event until 0 ms, the time of contact. Although
in Figure 4.12 the force exceeded the force range about 100 ms
before the tap, averaging until 0 ms lead to better results because
it helped pushing the average force a little bit up, compared to
the values before 100 ms, which were, as stated above, at the
lower end of the force range. Figure 4.13 shows a typical force
curve for N-Tap. Using this averaged force upon touch target se-
lection, we could increase Success across all Menu Sizes, with a
value of t = −500 ms for 1-Tap and a value of t = −700 ms for
N-Tap leading to the best results. Pairwise McNemar tests be-
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Figure 4.12: Force curve for a single trial for 1-Tap from one user
using the ring Finger. The green area shows the force range for
the medium Force Level for Menu Size 7. At the time the user
tapped at the front (red line), she exceeded that range. Averag-
ing force over 500 ms (blue line) before the tap, led to a better
estimate (orange line) that lay within the force range.
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Figure 4.13: Typical 20 s force curve for N-Tap from one user using the middle Finger.
The green area shows the force range for the medium Force Level for Menu Size 3. Each
red cross indicates when the thumb hit the screen. Blue dots indicate that the �nger was
still in contact with the touchscreen. The user’s force �uctuated over time, but mostly
stayed withing the force range.

tween the same Menu Sizes for 1-Tap and N-Tap con�rmed that
averaged force lead to signi�cantly higher Success compared to
the original values from our study (p < .0001, each). This way,
Success reached 92.4% for N-Tap with Menu Size 3 and increased
by about 10% for Menu Sizes 5 and 7 (Fig. 4.14). Using a param-
eter of t = −500 ms for N-Tap showed no signi�cant di�erence
for Success compared to when choosing t = −700 ms. Hence, a
combined value of t = −500 ms will lead to a signi�cant increase
in success for both 1-Tap and N-Tap.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of original vs. improved Success [%] by
Menu Size for 1-Tap (top) and N-Tap (bottom).

4.8 Design Guidelines

Based on our results, we give the following design guidelines:

1. Use a landscape-oriented device that allows both thumbs
to reach the entire frontal touchscreen. Expect up to three
�ngers (index, middle, and ring �nger) from both hands
for BoD force control (Study 1). Use the force sensing area
for each �nger according to Figure 4.4 (Study 2).

2. Use Force Lock: When users touch at the front, BoD force
involuntarily increases. Since the user has controlled force
before selecting a touch target, stop force sensing while the
�nger is in contact with the screen. Release Force Lock as
soon as the thumb is lifted (Study 3).
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3. Use a 500 ms force history to increase success: Each time
when the user’s thumb hits the touchscreen to perform a
selection, use an averaged force value over the last 500 ms
instead of a single force value (Study 3).

4. Use three, or if absolutely necessary, �ve force levels above
normal resting force: We obtained a 92% success for three
menu items, and 87% for �ve items (Study 3).

5. Prefer middle �ngers: If only a few modes are needed, let
users control force with the middle �ngers since they do
this more accurately compared to the index or ring �ngers.
Do not consider using the little �ngers (Study 3).

4.9 Limitations and Future Work

We used a 4.7" sandwiched prototype to measure both touch in- Based on our study

results, we built a

custom hardware

prototype consisting of

six FSRs, a micro

controller, and a

Bluetooth Low Energy

chip that brings the

BackXPress

interaction technique

to any handheld

device as clip-on

protection case.

put at the front and force input at the back. While this is a com-
mon approach applied in HCI research, both device thickness
(19 mm) and weight (308 g) are higher than we would expect
from a future commercial device. We reduced the perceived de-
vice thickness using a 3D-printed case (Fig. 4.5), but this added
about 7 mm in width to each device side. Figure 4.15 shows
a hardware prototype that we speci�cally designed for sensing
BoD force for the six �ngers used in BackXPress. We added six
force sensing resistors (FSRs) to the back of a smartphone pro-
tection case that is wrapped around the device. A Bluetooth-
enabled microcontroller continuously senses all force readings
from each FSR and transmits the data to the smartphone ap-
plication that implements the BackXPress interaction technique.
Using this prototype, the overall device thickness is reduced to
about 12 mm. Furthermore, the force sensor of our prototype
was limited to a range of 0–4 N. However, most HCI studies
about force input used sensors with a similar range. Finally, we
only investigated frontal tapping but no thumb movement, e.g.,
for dragging, while maintaining BoD force. Using Force Lock,
however, we expect no di�erence to 1-Tap: As soon as the thumb
touches the screen, force changes are ignored. Only upon re-
lease, the current force likely mismatches the locked force. We
will investigate this in future work. In addition, we would like
to investigate simultaneous multi-�nger BoD force input to com-
bine two or more “quasi-modes”, as in our hotel �nding applica-
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Figure 4.15: A hardware prototype speci�cally designed for
BackXPress. Six force sensing resistors (FSRs) are glued to the
back of a smartphone protection case. All FSRs are connected
to a Bluetooth-enabled microcontroller that sends the individual
force readings wirelessly to the smartphone. Using this proto-
type, we can omit the sandwiched smartphone approach from
Study 3 such that the thickness of the device shrinks to 12 mm.

tion, and we would like to compare BackXPress to other existing
quasi-mode techniques.

4.10 Conclusion

We designed a new interaction technique, called BackXPress, thatWe designed an

investigated a new

interaction technique,

called BackXPress,

that lets users use

their fingers resting at

the back of their

handheld device to

augment the

interaction with the

frontal touchscreen.

lets users create back-of-device (BoD) force input to augment
their two-handed interaction on touchscreens of landscape-
oriented smartphones. In Study 1 and 2 we learned that in-
dex, middle, and ring �nger of both hands can reliably apply
force at the BoD. With BackXPress, users can apply various
force levels with each of these �ngers to enter di�erent “quasi-
modes” that are only active as long as that force is applied. The
thumbs of both hands then interact with the frontal touchscreen
in that mode. We provided application scenarios, such as multi-
language text entry, that bene�t from BackXPress. In Study 3
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we tested the practicability of applying BoD force during sin-
gle touches at the front and frontal touch input for 20 seconds.
Using a 500 ms history of averaged sampled force values before
the user touches the screen led to a signi�cant improvement in
users’ force selection. With three force levels above normal rest-
ing force, force accuracy was more than 92%. BoD force did not
a�ect tapping accuracy at the front. We concluded with design
guidelines for our interaction technique.

With BackXPress, we not only introduced a new interaction BackXPress splits force

control and

confirmation across

two fingers. Next, we

will look at a

confirmation

technique that allows

for force control and

confirmation with a

single finger, e.g., for

situations in which the

user wants to hold the

handheld device with

a single hand.

technique that augments touch input with force input, we also
presented a di�erent con�rmation technique for force input.
While one �nger applies force to preselect a menu item, another
�nger, i.e., the thumb, taps to con�rm the input. This con�r-
mation technique has also been used by McLachlan et al. [2014]
for force-augmented touch input on a tablet device. However, in
many cases, users want to interact with handheld devices using
a single hand, which leaves only the thumb available for touch
and force input. While the Quick Release mechanism (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.2), by design, is an e�cient con�rmation technique that
works with a single �nger, it is practically di�cult to detect reli-
ably. Therefore, we set out to challenge this con�rmation tech-
nique and present a reliable Quick Release mechanism based on
user data that correctly con�rms force input with 97% accuracy.
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Designing an E�cient
Con�rmation Technique for
Handheld Force Touch Input

→ Summary

Modern smartphones, like iPhone Xs, feature touchscreens with co-located force
sensing. This makes touch input more expressive, e.g., by enabling single-�nger
continuous zooming when coupling zoom levels to force intensity. Often, however,
the user wants to select and con�rm a particular force value, say, to lock a certain
zoom level. The most common con�rmation techniques are Dwell Time (DT) and
Quick Release (QR). While DT has shown to be reliable, it slows the interaction, as
the user must typically wait for 1 s before her selection is con�rmed. Conversely,
QR is fast but reported to be less reliable, although no reference reports how to
actually detect and implement it. We set out to challenge the low reliability of QR:
We collected user data to (1) report how it can be implemented and (2) show that it
is as reliable as DT (97.6% vs. 97.2% success). Since QR was also the faster technique
and more preferred by users, we recommend it over DT for force con�rmation on
modern smartphones.

Publications: The work presented in this chapter has been done in collaboration with Simon
Voelker and Jan Borchers. The author of this thesis developed the research idea and relevant re-
search questions, including the motivation of the work. Furthermore, he has designed and imple-
mented all experiments and analyzed their data. Most of this work has been published as paper
in the Proceedings of ACM ISS 2017 [Corsten et al., 2017b]. The author of this thesis is the main
author of the paper. Most sections in this chapter are taken from the paper publication.
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5.1 Motivation

In the previously presented interaction technique, BackXPress,Modern smartphones

are equipped with

touchscreens that can

capture the force

applied to each touch

point.

users con�rm force input exerted at the back of the device by
tapping with the thumb at the frontal touchscreen. This tech-
nique clearly separates the user’s control of force control from
its con�rmation by splitting the two across di�erent sensors and
�ngers. Modern smartphones like iPhone Xs nowadays feature a
touchscreen with co-located force sensors at the front to capture
the normal force applied to the frontal screen with each touch.
This can bene�t one-handed smartphone use, for example, to
enable single-�nger zooming in a map at the user’s �nger loca-
tion by coupling the continuously sampled force to the zooming
level: Pressing harder zooms in, releasing the force zooms out,
again. However, in many cases, force is used to select and con-
�rm one particular value out of a given range. A recurring exam-
ple from literature is menu control (e.g., Corsten et al. [2017a],
McLachlan et al. [2014], G. Ramos et al. [2004], and Wilson et al.
[2010]). Each discrete menu item is mapped to a di�erent range
of adjacent force values. Depending on how much force the user
applies, the appropriate item is selected.

The key problem, however, is to con�rm the selection of an item,Since force is transient,

selecting a particular

value via force touch

input requires the user

to explicitly perform a

confirmation gesture.

One convenient

confirmation

technique is �ick

Release (QR), for which

the user quickly li�s

o� her finger o� the

force sensor. However,

QR has typical error

rates ≥ 30%.

especially when only one �nger is available for both, exerting
the force and con�rming it. The most common techniques in
the literature are Dwell Time (DT) and Quick Release (QR) [G.
Ramos et al., 2004]. Using DT, the selection is con�rmed after
maintaining force for a short duration (usually 1 s) for the corre-
sponding item. Using QR, the selection is con�rmed by quickly
lifting the �nger when the item is selected (Fig. 5.1). Although
DT has shown to be a reliable force con�rmation technique with
≈ 97% success rates (e.g., G. Ramos et al. [2004], Stewart et al.
[2010], and Wilson et al. [2011]), it slows the interaction, as the
user must typically wait before her selection is con�rmed. In
contrast, QR is a fast force con�rmation technique, but it is less
reliable than DT (e.g., ≥ 30% error rates in [Cechanowicz et al.,
2007; Wilson et al., 2010]). Surprisingly, literature does not de-
scribe how QR is actually detected and implemented [G. Ramos
et al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2010].

Therefore, we challenged the low reliability of QR. We askedWe challenged the low

reliability of QR by users to selected menu items by applying force with the thumb
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Figure 5.1: Interaction stages of force con�rmation using Quick Release (QR) and Dwell
Time (DT): In force level 0 (a) the user can normally interact with the system. By entering
force level 1 (b), an on-screen menu is shown. Users can select a menu item by increasing
the force to force level 2 (c) and force level 3 (d). Using QR, the selection is con�rmed by
quickly lifting the �nger (e). Using DT, users have to maintain force (f) for a one second
to con�rm the selection (g).

and to con�rm each selection by quickly lifting the thumb o� collecting QR gesture

data from users to

inform how a reliable

detection algorithm

can be designed.

the handheld touchscreen. Based on this data we present how
to implement QR. In a second study, we showed that users per-
formed with this QR implementation as accurate as with DT
(97.6% vs. 97.2% success). Since QR was also the faster force
con�rmation technique and more preferred by users, we rec-
ommended it over DT for force input con�rmation on modern
smartphones.

5.2 Related Work

The �rst force-sensitive touchscreen was developed by Herot et Using force for

human-computer

interaction started on

stationary input

devices and lately has

been investigated on

handheld devices.

al. [1978] and enabled drawing with a single �nger via shear
force. Buxton et al. [1985] used continuous force sensing on a
touch tablet to control the width of strokes drawn by the �n-
ger. Pens for graphic tablets [Mizobuchi et al., 2005; G. Ramos
et al., 2004; G. A. Ramos et al., 2007] and force-sensitive mice
[Cechanowicz et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2008] have been explored
to control desktop applications more e�ciently. Force input
has also been investigated on resistive handheld touchscreens
[Brewster et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2010], e.g., to toggle small
and capital letters during text input. More recently, smartphones
and tablets with capacitive touchscreens have been equipped
with force-sensing resistors at the bezel [McLachlan et al., 2014;
McLachlan et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2011], sides [Spelmezan et
al., 2013b; Wilson et al., 2013], or back [Corsten et al., 2017a]
to let the �ngers, that hold the device in place, partake in in-
teractions, such as on-screen menu control. Arif et al. [2014]
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and Arif et al. [2013] exploited users’ di�erence in touch contact
time and touch radius when applying various levels of force to
the touchscreen to detect two levels of pseudo-force. However,
their approach requires the user to always navigate with con-
sistent timings, since longer touch contact time is interpreted as
higher force. Various studies investigated the e�ect of feedback
methods [G. Ramos et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et
al., 2010], transfer functions [Cechanowicz et al., 2007; Shi et al.,
2008; Stewart et al., 2010], and discrete force levels [McLachlan
et al., 2014; G. Ramos et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et
al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011] on users’ force input. In summary,
users showed good performance with eight to ten discrete force
levels on a 3–10 N range using a linear transfer function.

Another in�uencing factor is the force con�rmation techniqueDi�erent confirmation

techniques for force

input have been

designed and tested on

various input devices.

The most common

techniques are Dwell

Time (DT) and �ick

Release (QR).

to con�rm force input for a particular value. Most studies used
Dwell Time (DT) [Brewster et al., 2009; Cechanowicz et al., 2007;
Shi et al., 2008; Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011] and Quick
Release (QR) [Brewster et al., 2009; Cechanowicz et al., 2007; Wil-
son et al., 2010]. Both force con�rmation techniques were �rst
mentioned by G. Ramos et al. [2004], who tested them for force
input with a pen on a tablet. While DT has a low and consis-
tent error rate (≈ 3%) [Brewster et al., 2009; G. Ramos et al., 2004;
Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011], it slows the interaction,
as the user must typically wait for 1 s before her selection is
con�rmed, resulting in ≈ 2.5 s completion times. Another draw-
back is that, once force is applied, DT does not allow the user to
linger on an item longer than the dwell time. If she needs longer
to decide which item to pick, then this leads to unintended con-
�rmation [McLachlan et al., 2014]. In contrast, QR does allow for
lingering and is fast (≈ 1 s) [Brewster et al., 2009; G. Ramos et al.,
2004; Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011]. However, it has a
high and inconsistent error rate (≈ 5–40%) [Brewster et al., 2009;
G. Ramos et al., 2004; Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011], and
is therefore often ranked lower than DT by users, although they
prefer the faster completion time of QR [Brewster et al., 2009;
G. Ramos et al., 2004]. Current devices, like iPhone Xs, neither
use DT nor QR, but a simple thresholding technique: As soon
as the user crosses a particular force value, she reaches the next
menu state. This state is maintained as long as the user’s force
is lower than the next threshold. However, once a threshold is
crossed, the user cannot go back, until the threshold is reset, e.g.,
by tapping on a back button.
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Whereas the detection and implementation of DT for discrete So far, there is no clear

documentation and

understanding of how

a reliable QR

confirmation

technique is

implemented. We set

out to tackle this

unclarity by studying

QR gesture data from

users.

force input can be clearly derived from its description, this is
less clear for QR. Wilson et al. [2010] identi�ed that “Designing
an accurate Quick Release mechanism is troublesome because it is
di�cult to identify a common and clear pattern of sensor behaviour
from which user intent can be unambiguously retrieved.”. None of
the studies using QR explained how they actually detected and
implemented it. This might also explain the inconsistency in er-
ror rates, given di�erent implementations. Due to this unclarity,
we set out to investigate how to design a reliable QR mechanism
by studying data from users performing the QR gesture.

5.3 Detecting Quick Release

To get a rough estimate when a QR event happens, which is in Finding the value the

user wants to confirm

means finding the

exact time before the

user quickly li�ed o�

her finger. We studied

this timing in a user

study with six

participants.

line with �nding out how long it takes the user to lift her �n-
ger o� the touchscreen, we used the model human processor [S.
Card et al., 1986], also known as CMN model: According to this
model, a user’s action involves three steps, each of which takes
a certain time: (1) perception (100 ms), (2) cognition (70 ms), (3)
motion (70 ms). In the context of applying the QR gesture to
con�rm force input for a menu with discrete items, we obtain:
(1) the user perceives which item is currently selected, (2) she
then decides to con�rm this item, and (3) she then lifts the �nger
o� the touchscreen. Hence, a QR event should have happened ≈
240 ms before the �nger was lifted o� the screen. However, since
the CMN timings are only estimates and may di�er by user and
context, we conducted a controlled experiment to gather actual
data from six participants (aged 24–29, M = 25.83, SD = 2.14, all
male, all right-handed) performing the QR gesture. All partic-
ipants were smartphone users but not experienced with force
input.

5.3.1 Experimental Design

Users were asked to apply certain force on the touchscreen of We let our select

discrete values on a

force-sensitive iPhone

with their thumb and

a force-sensitive iPhone 6s to select a menu item and then con-
�rm that item by quickly lifting the thumb of the screen. iPhone
senses force values between 0 and 480

72 ≈ 6.67 in steps of 1
72 when
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force sensitivity is set to “�rm”. According to Apple’s API docu-asked them to quickly

li� o� their finger

immediately a�er.

Throughout, we

continuously logged

their force-time data.

mentation [Apple Inc., 2019b], a value close to 1.0 is equivalent
to an ordinary touch, whereas any higher value indicates inten-
tional force input. The documentation does not state how these
values translate to Newtons, but experiments [Nelson, 2015] hint
at a ≈ 0–4 N range and a linear transfer function.

Figure 5.2 shows the UI of the application that was used for dis-The UI showing task

instructions to the

participants is shown

in Figure 5.2.

playing the task to the user and collecting the data. On the left,
a vertical menu divided the device force range from 1.0–6.67
equidistantly into discrete segments. Force < 1.0 was not visu-
alized to let ordinary touch input coexist. The segments repre-
sented low to high force from bottom to top. When the force
applied matched the range of a segment, it was �lled with white
color. A “+” indicated the segment that the user had to reach
via pressing the thumb that should be placed at the location of
the circled crosshair. Once the marked segment was reached, it
turned green, and the user would immediately lift her thumb o�
the screen. Then, the next trial was shown.

Independent variables were Menu size (5, 10, and 15 seg-Independent variables

were Menu size,

thumb Location, and

force Level. Form each

participant, we

recorded data from

225 trials.

ments), thumb Location (Fig. 5.2), and force Level (1.189, 2.418,
3.930, 5.347, and 6.481). Users did not have to reach these val-
ues exactly, but stay within the corresponding segment. This
way, not all segments were tested, but it ensured that an equal
amount of measurements per Menu was obtained—an approach
also applied by Corsten et al. [2017a], McLachlan et al. [2014],
G. A. Ramos et al. [2007], Wilson et al. [2010], and Wilson et al.
[2011]. The choice of Levels guaranteed that for each Menu,
the lowest and the highest segment, a segment around the cen-
ter, a segment between the center and the lowest segment, and a
segment between the center and the highest segment were cho-
sen. Each combination from these variables was repeated three
times, resulting in 3 × 5 × 5 × 3 = 225 trials per user.

Menu was counterbalanced using a Latin Square. Level and Lo-To become familiar

with the task,

participants performed

some test trials first.

cation were combined and randomized. Once all three repeti-
tions of the Level × Location trials were done, the user took
a quick break and then continued with the next Menu. To be-
come familiar with the task, each user �rst performed �ve test
trials when Menu changed, resulting in 3 × 5 = 15 additional tri-
als. The user was sitting in a chair without arm rests and held
the phone in his right hand. A session took about 20 minutes.
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Figure 5.2: UI of the application used to collect data from users
performing the Quick Release gesture on a force-sensitive Phone
6s (667 × 375 pt screen).

Dependent variables were Force [0–6.67], Timestamp [ms], Dependent variables

were continuously

logged at 60 Hz, i.e.,

every 16 ms.

Frame [i, i ∈ ℕ≥1], and Success [0,1]. Frame denoted the itℎ frame
from the touch digitizer stream, which is sampled every ≈ 16 ms
on iPhone. Success denoted whether the Force of a Frame was
within the force range represented by the marked segment (1)
or not (0).

5.3.2 Results

Since a QR event happens right before the end of a trial, we re- We reversed the

sequence of the logged

force-time Frames to

obtain normalized

data.

versed our data, such that the Timestamp from the last Frame re-
ceived from the digitizer (touchesEnded call in iOS) was set to
0 ms. This way, we could align all trials to the same �nal Times-
tamp, independent of how long the user needed to complete a
trial. For convenience, we refer to discrete reversed Frames in
our analysis. Yet, multiplying Frame by ≈ 16 ms yields the equiv-
alent continuous Timestamp.

Figure 5.3 shows a typical plot of Force vs. reversed Frame for one Looking at the

force-time Frames in

reversed order, about

256 ms before the

thumb was completely

li�ed o� the

user for Menu 5. The green color indicates that the user’s Force
(y-axis) matched the requested segment at the time the Frame (x-
axis) was captured. The data shows that most matches are found
around reversed Frame 16. This was generally independent from
Level and Menu: Figure 5.4 shows the cumulated count of Suc-
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Figure 5.3: A typical plot showing reversed Frame vs. Force data
from the Quick Release gesture performed by one user for Menu
5. Around reversed Frame 16, the user’s force always matched
the requested Level. Green points from higher reversed Frames
indicate that the user reached the correct Level, but did not re-
lease yet, e.g., because she was jittering

cess per reversed Frame. For each Menu there is a clear peak,touchscreen, the users’

force matched the

requested Level

segment. This finding

was independent from

Menu and Level.

and all three peaks almost overlap. If we use a Frame-to-Force
lookup for the Frame at each peak and map the Force to the cor-
responding segment, we obtain promising success rates of 96%
for Menu 5, 98% for Menu 10, and 95% for Menu 15. However,
using just a single reversed Frame for the lookup might be prob-
lematic, especially when the user was jittering.

Therefore, we were interested in identifying a sequence ofWe implemented an

algorithm that

identifies a sequence

of adjacent reversed

Frames for which

overall Success is

highest taking all trial

data into

consideration.

Frames that lead to the highest Success rate for each Menu Size.
We applied the following optimization process: Assume that for
one trial, n ∈ ℕ>0 Frames were recorded. Then let Fi , i ≤ n be
the itℎ reversed Frame and let w ∈ W = {0...min(i − 1, n − i)}
denote a width. Then Fi(W ) = {Fi(w)} is a set of sequences
Fi−w ,… , Fi−1, Fi , Fi+1,… , Fi+w of 2w + 1 reversed Frames with Fi
at the center. For each Fj in Fi(w) (1 ≤ j ≤ i + w), we calcu-
lated the menu segment M(Fj) for the Force measured at that
Frame. Success(M(Fi(w))) ∈ {0, 1} denoted whether the seg-
ment in {M(Fi(w))} that occurred most frequently matched the
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Figure 5.4: The cumulated count of frames from trials that suc-
cessfully matched the requested Level for all three Menu sizes.
The Quick Release timing is likely to be independent from Level
and Menu since all three plots are almost identical.

requested segment for a trial. Figure 5.5 shows the success rates
for Menu for 5 ≤ i ≤ 30 and 0 ≤ w ≤ 30. Although wider
ranges for i and w could have been chosen, the peaks in Figure
5.4 indicated that the optimum should be located within those
ranges. As can be seen, there are multiple but few combinations
of parameters i and w at the peaks of the curves. Although each
Menu has a di�erent Fi that leads to the maximum success rate
(Menu 5: 96% for i =15, Menu 10: 98% for i =16, Menu 15: 97%
for i =17) they share an optimal width of w = 3. Converting
these sequences of Fi(3) into time ranges, we obtain 192–288 ms
for Menu 5, 208–304 ms for Menu 10, and 224–320 ms for Menu
15. As assumed, the 240 ms calculated from the CMN model are
always contained within these ranges. As a next step, we wanted
to see how users’ performance for force con�rmation with QR
using these optimal parameters compares to con�rmation with
DT.
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Figure 5.5: Plots of varying Success rates for di�erent combinations of reversed Frame and
width for the Quick Release gesture data. Circles indicate reversed Frames for Menu that
led to optimal Success with a width of w = 3.

5.4 Veri�cation Experiment

We extended our �rst experiment to include QR as force con-To test our QR

algorithm against

classic DT, we

conducted a

verification

experiment with fresh

participants.

�rmation technique using our previously determined parame-
ters. The segment that occurred most frequently inM(Fi(w))was
feedbacked to the user as soon as she lifted her thumb. Half a sec-
ond later, the next trial was shown. For baseline comparison, we
also added DT: If the user maintained force for a segment for at
least one second, it was con�rmed through orange color. Lift-
ing the thumb initiated the next trial. Twelve users (aged 23–53,
M = 32.33, SD = 8.17, four female, all right-handed) participated.
All participants were smartphone users but not experienced with
force input, and none of them had participated in our previous
experiment.

Independent variables from the �rst experiment were ex-The study design was

similar to the first

experiment, but for

testing against

tended by Techniqe, which denoted the two force con�rma-
tion techniques. Thumb Locations were slightly changed to test
robustness against thumb placement. We did not change Level
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since Menu 5 already included all �ve possible segments, and for robustness of our

algorithm, we slightly

changed the users’

placement of the

thumb Location for

each trial.

Menu 10 and 15 a change of Level would only have resulted in
segments adjacent to the original ones. Counterbalancing and
randomization were inherited; half of the users started with DT.
Each participant performed 2 Techniqe × 3 Menu × 5 Level ×
5 Location × 3 repetitions = 450 trials. Before the next Menu
was tested, the user performed �ve test trials, resulting in 2 × 3
× 5 = 30 additional trials.

Dependent variables were Success ∈ [0, 1] and Time [ms]. Suc- Dependent variables

were Success, i.e.,

whether the requested

Level was confirmed

by the QR and DT

algorithms, and the

task completion Time.

cess denoted whether the requested and the predicted segment
matched (1) or not (0), and Time was measured until a trial was
completed, i.e., until the dwell time expired or, for QR, when the
thumb was no longer in contact with the touch digitizer. At the
end, users were asked to vote for their preferred force con�rma-
tion technique, or whether they had no preference at all.

5.4.1 Results

Since we interested in a direct comparison between DT and QR, In our analysis, we

directly contrasted DT

vs. QR performance.

we always directly contrast both Techniqes for each variable.
Time was log-transformed for repeated-measures ANOVAs. For
Success, we conducted McNemar and Cochran’s Q tests, since the
data was dichotomous.

Techniqe had a signi�cant e�ect on Time (F1,5377 = 348.60, Using QR, participants

were twice as fast

compared to using DT.

p < .0001): Using DT, users needed 2,341 ms (95% CI: ±51 ms) to
complete a trial on average, which was twice as slow compared
to 1,125 ms (95% CI: ±26 ms) for QR.

Menu had a signi�cant e�ect on Time for both DT Time increased with

Menu size. For each

Menu size,

participants were

always faster with QR.

(F2,2686 = 159.02, p < .0001) and QR (F4,2686 = 179.80, p < .0001).
Tukey HSD post hoc pairwise comparisons for each Techniqe
were all signi�cant, i.e., Time increased with Menu for both, DT
and QR. Pairwise t-tests of Time between the same Menus across
both Techniqes were all three signi�cant (F4,1787 ≥ 1121.34,
adjusted p < .001, each), i.e., for each Menu, con�rmation with
QR was signi�cantly faster (Fig. 5.6).

Level had a signi�cant e�ect on Time for both DT Participants were

fastest for the lowest(F4,2684 = 160.78, p < .0001) and QR (F4,2684 = 158.84, p < .0001).
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LEVEL 1.189 2.4175 3.9295 5.347 6.481

Mean
DT 2,228 2,189 2,623 3,071 1,591
QR 956 973 1,288 1,540 869

95% CI ± DT 107 105 108 136 48

QR 49 42 64 74 37

TARGET 1 2 3 4 5

Mean
DT 2,663 2,248 2,325 2,189 2,279
QR 1,138 1,088 1,130 1,139 1,132

95% CI ± DT 140 97 113 93 109

QR 62 54 59 61 57
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Figure 5.6: Dwell Time vs. Quick Release results for Time in ms.
Error bars denote 95% CI.

For DT, Tukey HSD post hoc pairwise comparisons were notand the highest Level.

The lowest Level is

the first item, thus fast

to acquire. The last

Level is also quickly

acquired by applying

maximum detectable

force, i.e., the

participant does not

need to worry about

overshooting.

signi�cant between the two lowest Levels, but between all
other pairs (p < .0001, each). For QR, Tukey HSD post hoc
pairwise comparisons were also not signi�cant between the
two lowest Levels and between the lowest and the highest
Level—for these, users were fastest—, but between all other
pairs (p < .0001, each) (Fig. 5.6). Being faster at lower Levels is
plausible since applying more force takes more time, and for
the highest Level, users could quickly apply as many force as
they could to always land on the segment for the highest force
level. Pairwise t-tests for Time between the same Levels across
both Techniqes were all signi�cant (F1,1067 ≥ 626.80, adjusted
p < 0.001, each). For any Level, force con�rmation with QR was
always signi�cantly faster than with DT.

Location had a signi�cant e�ect on Time for DT (F4,2684 = 9.03,For both, QR and DT,

participants were

slowest when applying

force from the lower

le� corner of the

touchscreen.

p < .0001): Tukey HSD pairwise comparisons showed that con-
�rming force input with the thumb at the lower left corner of
the screen was signi�cantly slower than any other Location
(p < .001, each). For QR, however, Location had no e�ect on
Time (F4,2684 = .97, ns.). Pairwise t-tests for Time between the
same Locations across both Techniqes were all signi�cant
(F1,1067 ≥ 656.03, adjusted p < 0.001, each). For each Location,
con�rmation with QR was signi�cantly faster (Fig. 5.6).

Techniqe had no signi�cant e�ect on Success (� 2(1) = .35, ns.),Technique had no

significant e�ect on

Success.

i.e., we could not prove that any Techniqe performed better
than the other as regards Success.
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LEVEL 1.189 2.4175 3.9295 5.347 6.481

Mean
DT 97.41 97.59 96.85 94.63 99.81
QR 96.48 98.70 96.11 96.67 99.81

95% CI ± DT 1.35 1.29 1.48 1.91 .36

QR 1.56 .95 1.63 1.52 .35

TARGET 1 2 3 4 5

Mean
DT 98.33 97.96 96.67 96.49 96.85
QR 97.04 97.78 97.04 97.78 98.15

95% CI ± DT 1.08 1.19 1.52 1.57 1.48

QR 1.44 1.25 1.44 1.25 1.14
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Figure 5.7: Dwell Time vs. Quick Release results for Success in
%. Error bars denote 95% CI.

Menu had a signi�cant e�ect on Success for DT (Q(2) = 20.60, Only for QR, Menu

had no e�ect on

performance, i.e., with

an average Success rate

of 97%, our algorithm

performed equally well

for all Menu sizes.

p < .0001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that Success
for Menu 5 (99.2%) was signi�cantly higher compared to Menus
10 (96.6%) and 15 (96.0%) (p < .001, each). For QR, however,
Menu had no e�ect on Success (Q(2) = 2.49, ns.)—users performed
equally well independent from the Menu size. Pairwise com-
parisons of Success between the same Menus across both Tech-
niqes were signi�cant for Menu 5 (� 2(1) = 4.65, p < .05) and for
Menu 15 (� 2(1) = 4.66, p < .05): Whereas Success for Menu 5 was
signi�cantly higher for DT (99.2%) than for QR (97.9%), Success
for QR was signi�cantly higher for Menu 15 (97.9%) compared to
DT (96.0%). Yet, these di�erences were smaller than 2% (Fig. 5.7).

Level had a signi�cant e�ect on Success for DT (Q(4) = 28.23, Level had a significant

e�ect on Success for

both, DT and QR.

p < .0001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that Suc-
cess for Level 5.347 was signi�cantly lower compared to all
other Levels except for Level 3.925, for which, however, Suc-
cess was signi�cantly lower compared to Level 6.481 (p < .05,
each). Level also had a signi�cant e�ect on Success for QR
(Q(4) = 24.38, p < .0001). Pairwise McNemar tests showed that
Success for Level 6.481 was signi�cantly higher compared to all
other Levels except for Level 2.4175 (p < .001, each). Pairwise
comparisons of Success between the same Levels across both
Techniqes were all not signi�cant (Fig. 5.7).

Location neither had a signi�cant e�ect on Success for DT The thumb Location

has no e�ect on

Success for both, DT

and QR.

(Q(4) = 5.81, ns.) nor for QR (Q(4) = 2.25, ns.). Likewise, pairwise
comparisons of Success between the same Locations across both
Techniqes were also all not signi�cant (Fig. 5.7).
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Users’ preference for Techniqe was signi�cant (Q(2) = 9.50,Participants preferred

using QR over DT. p < .001): Nine users voted signi�cantly higher for QR compared
to two votes for DT and one for ’no preference’ (p < .05, each).

5.4.2 Discussion

Not surprisingly, users were faster with QR than with DT; re-Overall, QR is the

more advantageous

technique, since it is

faster and more

preferred by

participants, while

both, QR and DT share

the same 97% Success

rate.

sults for Time were in line to �ndings from related work. In-
terestingly, using DT took 1,216 ms longer—216 ms more than
the added DT. This could be explained by a strategy from users,
who increased or decreased force very slowly when they jittered
around a targeted segment. Also note that Time for DT stopped
right after the timer expired, but in practice, the user would still
need to lift her �nger to continue interaction. This would add
another 240 ms from the CMN model, which is, on the contrary,
already included in Time for QR. Although Location did not in-
�uence Success, users were slower with DT when their thumb
was placed at the lower right corner of the touchscreen. Main-
taining force at that location is di�cult, as the device is imbal-
anced and the thumb is folded. The QR gesture, however, did not
involve maintaining force, which might explain why users were
equally fast at any Location. Success for DT was in line with
�ndings from related work. Yet, we could not �nd an overall
di�erence between DT and our implementation of QR. What is
more, is that unlike DT, QR was not in�uenced by Menu, which
makes it more �exible as regards the choice of menu size. Com-
bined with users’ faster interaction time and higher preference
for QR, we can summarize it as the more advantageous force
con�rmation technique compared to DT. We envision QR to al-
low for e�ective control of context menus, e.g., to quickly access
shortcuts in smartphone applications.

5.5 Limitations and Future Work

We collected all data on iPhone 6s. However, we expect similarSince the confirmed

item is calculated a�er

complete thumb

li�-o�, the menu

cursor will rapidly

results for other devices, since we saw that the QR gesture is in
line with predictions from the device-independent CMN model
[S. Card et al., 1986]. We also plan to optimize feedback visu-
alization for QR: As of now, when the user lifts her thumb, the
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menu cursor will rapidly drop and then jump back to the con- drop and then jump

back to the confirmed

segment. We plan to

optimize this feedback

artifact by pausing

feedback updates.

�rmed segment. This is since we cannot start calculating which
segment the user wanted to con�rm before she completely lifted
her thumb. A solution could be pausing visualization updates
when a rapid decrease in force (�Force ≤ -0.3 units on the 0–6.67
scale) for QR is detected, but this would probably be dependent
from the sensor range and menu items.

5.6 Conclusion

We set out to challenge the low reliability of Quick Release (QR), We presented an

algorithm for reliably

detecting when the

user quickly li�s her

thumb o� a

force-sensitive

touchscreen to confirm

her force input. To

determine and verify

this QR algorithm, we

collected gesture data

from participants. In

contrast to DT, our QR

implementation

achieved the same

accuracy, but was

faster and more

preferred by our

participants.

a common technique to con�rm force input by quickly lifting
the �nger. We contrasted it with Dwell Time (DT), a technique
that requires the user to maintain pressure for 1 s to con�rm the
input, and that is reported as more reliable than QR. While de-
tecting and implementing DT is clear and straightforward, liter-
ature does not describe how to do so for QR. Inspired by the CMN
model [S. Card et al., 1986], we hypothesized that the force the
user intends to con�rm can be retrieved by looking ≈ 240 ms back
in time once the �nger has been lifted. To con�rm our hypothe-
sis, we collected data from users who controlled menu items on
a force-sensitive smartphone by pressing with the thumb. Based
on this data set, we implemented an algorithm to detect QR: Use
a force-to-menu item lookup between ≈ 200–300 ms before the
�nger is lift o� the screen and pick the item that occurred most
frequently within that time frame. In a veri�cation study, we
tested this implementation against DT: With a 97.6% success rate,
QR was as reliable as DT, that had a 97.2% success rate. Combined
with users’ faster performance and higher preference for QR, we
recommend it over DT as con�rmation technique for force input
on modern smartphones.

With this improved version of Quick Release, we now have an ef- Next, we will look at

an interaction

technique that uses

our �ick Release

technique to solve a

recurring issue for

�cient and reliable con�rmation technique for one-handed force
input on handheld devices. Next, we will present an interaction
technique that embeds our Quick Release implementation and
solves common issue for one-handed smartphone use: reacha-
bility. With growing screen sizes due to increasing device sizes
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and shrinking screen bezels, users cannot reach everywhere onone-handed device

use: limited

reachability of the

user’s thumb.

the touchscreen without stretching their thumb and re-grasping
the device. In the next chapter, we present ForceRay, an inter-
action technique, that tackles this reachability issue with force
input.
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6 |

Extending Thumb Reach on
Handheld Devices via Force
Touch Input

→ Summary

Smartphones are used predominantly one-handed, using the thumb for input.
Many smartphones, however, have grown beyond 5". Users cannot tap everywhere
on these screens without destabilizing their grip. We designed ForceRay (FR), an
interaction technique that lets users aim at an out-of-reach target by applying a
force touch at a comfortable thumb location, casting a virtual ray towards the tar-
get. Varying pressure moves a cursor along the ray. When reaching the target,
quickly lifting the thumb selects it. In a �rst study, FR was 195 ms slower and had a
3% higher selection error than the best existing technique, BezelCursor (BC), but FR
caused signi�cantly less device movement than all other techniques, letting users
maintain a steady grip and removing their concerns about device drops. A second
study showed that an hour of training speeds up both BC and FR, and that both are
equally fast for targets at the screen border.

Publications: The work presented in this chapter has been done in collaboration with Marcel
Lahaye, Simon Voelker and Jan Borchers. The author of this thesis developed the research idea and
relevant research questions, including the motivation of the work. Furthermore, he has designed all
experiments, partially implemented them, and analyzed all data from the conducted user studies.
Most of this work has been published as paper in the Proceedings of ACM CHI 2019 [Corsten et al.,
2019]. The author of this thesis is the main author of the paper. Most sections in this chapter are
taken from the paper publication.
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6.1 Motivation

Knowing now how input on force-sensitive handheld touch-Since force input

increases the

expressiveness for a

single touch at a fixed

location, we wondered

whether it can be

useful to solve

reachability issues on

modern smartphones.

screens can be reliably and e�ciently con�rmed, we can make
use of it as an additional dimension of touch input on handheld
devices with force-sensitive touchcreens. Since force input has
the bene�t of providing one-dimensional input without moving
the �nger, we wondered whether it can be used to solve a recur-
ring problem of users not being able to reach all touch targets on
a handheld device. This is typically the case for one-handed use
since then users can only use their thumb for touch input.

Over the years, smartphone touchscreens have been growing inUsing a single hand for

touch input, users

cannot reach the entire

touchscreen with their

thumb without

changing their grip.

With growing device

sizes, this reachability

issue becomes more

prevalent.

size [Fingas, 2012], from 3.5" in Apple’s original iPhone from
2007 to 6.5" in their current iPhone Xs Max, for example. While
larger screens can show more content at a time, they are a mixed
blessing for touch input: Users tend to interact with their smart-
phones using a single hand, whether due to user preference [Bor-
ing et al., 2012; Hirotaka, 2003] or because the other hand is hold-
ing a co�ee cup, carrying a bag, or holding on during a train
ride. This leaves the thumb as the only �nger to interact with
the touchscreen [Karlson et al., 2008b]. This way, however, the
user cannot comfortably reach all parts of the screen unless she
re-grasps the device, which is inconvenient and takes time. Most
critically, re-grasping destabilizes the device grip and causes in-
creased device motion. This makes users feel insecure in holding
their device [Eardley et al., 2017; Eardley et al., 2018b] and can
lead to accidental drops, breaking the screen or other compo-
nents. This out-of-reach area grows with screen size.

Industry and HCI research have proposed several ways to miti-Common solutions to

the reachability issue

require frequent mode

switching or reduce

screen content.

gate this reachability issue (cf. Section 6.2), but these approaches
require explicit mode switching, allow using only a small part of
the screen for interaction, or still cause signi�cant device motion
while selecting targets.

We designed ForceRay (FR), a reachability technique that ad-We designed an

interaction technique,

called ForceRay (FR)

that solve all these

issues. By applying a

force touch, a ray is

dresses these issues. It uses the force sensing touchscreen found
in recent smartphones: When the user applies a force touch with
her thumb on the touchscreen, a ray appears that points from the
lower screen corner under her palm through her thumb’s touch
position to the opposite edge of the screen (Fig. 6.1). If necessary,
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Figure 6.1: The user wants to tap the button in the top left corner of her smartphone screen
to select all images at once. Reaching this button, however, is hardly possible without
changing the device grip, which leads to increased device motion and thus is likely to
result in a device drop. The ForceRay interaction technique addresses this reachability
issue without destabilizing the device grip: (a) When the user applies a force touch on the
screen, a ray is displayed that extends the user’s thumb reach to the opposing screen edge.
(b) The user drags her thumb to reposition the ray until it crosses the desired target. (c)
To reach the button, the user increases her force to move the red cursor along the ray.
The cursor automatically highlights the �rst selectable target, an image, on the ray. The
more force is applied, the farther the cursor moves along the ray, always highlighting the
underlying target. (d) At maximum force, the ’Select All’ button is reached. (e) Lifting the
thumb triggers the button.

she can roll her thumb left or right to �ne-tune the direction of casted towards a

subset of targets. To

select a distant target

the user applies force

to move a cursor on

that ray towards the

desired target. QR

confirms the selection.

the ray so that it crosses the intended target. Along this virtual
thumb extension, she controls a cursor: The more force she ap-
plies, the further the cursor moves away from the thumb. If the
cursor exits a target, the next target along the ray is highlighted
automatically. To select it, the user quickly lifts her thumb o�
the screen. To cancel instead, she reduces her force below the
force touch activation threshold before lifting the �nger.

FR is a “quasi-mode” [Raskin, 2000]: It is active only while the FR is only active as

long as contact with

the touchscreen is

maintained. It also

supports the

ergonomic movement

of the thumb.

user is consciously maintaining her force touch, thus avoids con-
fusing and time-consuming mode switching through other ex-
plicit input gestures. Furthermore, it bene�ts natural, ergonomic
thumb movement that enables the user to maintain a stable de-
vice grip. FR’s design scales to di�erent screen sizes and form
factors, and makes it especially fast to select targets at screen
borders by simply applying maximum force.

Thus, the key contribution of this chapter is the FR interaction We evaluated FR

against other

reachability

technique that extends thumb reach via force input to enable se-
lection of out-of-reach targets with a steady device grip. We �rst
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review related work before describing the design and implemen-techniques in two user

studies. tation of FR. To validate FR, we present two user studies: Study
1 compared FR to standard direct touch input and three exist-
ing reachability techniques: the One-Handed Mode, found in An-
droid devices, that downscales and moves the screen towards the
user’s thumb, MagStick [Roudaut et al., 2008], and BezelCursor
(BC) [W. H. A. Li et al., 2013]. Among all, FR signi�cantly caused
the least device motion. Study 2 showed that an hour of training
sped up FR selection time and that users selected far targets at
the screen border as fast as the fastest candidate from Study 1,
BC, with 96% selection accuracy. We close with recommenda-
tions to address reachability issues for one-handed touchscreen
use.

6.2 Related Work

FR addresses reachability and force input techniques, both, on
handheld devices. We discuss the related work successively.

6.2.1 Reachability Techniques

Probably the most straightforward approach is to constrain theBergstrom-Lehtovirta

et al. [2014] modeled

up to where the thumb

can comfortably reach

on handheld

touchscreens.

UI layout to just the comfort region of the thumb. With this in
mind, Bergstrom-Lehtovirta et al. [2014] built a model that pre-
dicts where the user’s thumb can reach. However, this limits the
space for interactive elements to a constant area in one screen
corner, ignoring the extra available space beyond.

To survey solutions that address reachability for UIs laid out onChang et al. [2015]

constructed a design

space for reachability

techniques for

handheld device

interaction.

the entire screen, Chang et al. [2015] constructed a design space
that classi�es interactions by their trigger and targeting mech-
anisms. Trigger mechanisms look at how the technique is ac-
tivated, and targeting mechanisms address how a target is se-
lected. The latter distinguish between techniques that apply a
screen transform, provide a proxy region, and use a cursor to se-
lect a target. We follow this useful taxonomy.

Screen Transform Techniques. Smartphone manufacturersScreen Transform

Techniques displace or embed such techniques in their operating systems. In iOS,
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double-tapping the Home button or swiping down across the shrink the UI on the

handheld touchscreen

to move it closer to the

user’s thumb.

bottom screen edge slides the screen half down, but this leaves
targets on the far side opposite of the thumb unreachable. Sam-
sung’s One-Handed Mode shrinks the entire screen to be close to
the thumb when triple-tapping the Home button or sliding from
the corner. TiltReduction [Chang et al., 2015] shrinks the screen
likewise when tilting the device. Sliding Screen [Kim et al., 2012]
moves the screen diagonally towards the thumb, and is either
triggered by swiping or by generating a large touch footprint.
TiltSlide [Chang et al., 2015] works similarly, but is activated by
tilting the device. MovingScreen [Tsai et al., 2016] also moves
the screen to the thumb, depending on how far the user swipes
from the screen edge. Le et al. [2016] trigger the same e�ect by
sliding the index �nger across a touchpad at the back of the de-
vice (BoD). Löchtefeld et al. [2015] detect which hand unlocked
the device to shift the UI towards that hand. Eardley et al. [2017]
and Eardley et al. [2018a] present several adaptive UI concepts,
e.g., a keyboard that shifts to the user’s thumb when the device
is tilted sideways.

All these techniques, however, either omit parts of the UI and However, these

techniques hide

context information or

make targets too small

to read and hit.

thus hide context information, or shrink targets, making targets
more di�cult to hit, or need hardware modi�cations, or they use
tilt, which is prone to overshooting and makes reading the screen
di�cult at certain angles [Spelmezan et al., 2013b].

Proxy Region Techniques. TapTap [Roudaut et al., 2008] mag- Proxy Region

Techniques provide a

small proxy through

which the user can

interact with the

entire screen.

ni�es a part of the screen around the thumb’s touch location in
a pop-up view. ThumbSpace [Karlson et al., 2007; Karlson et al.,
2008a] uses a similar concept but here, the view represents the
entire screen, making targets very small and di�cult to hit. Both
techniques do not scale well to large form factors and their proxy
views occlude a part of the screen. Hasan et al. [2016] proposed
the mid-air space between thumb and touchscreen as proxy re-
gion. Löchtefeld et al. [2013] used a BoD touchpad to reach upper
targets with the index �nger from behind. Such proxy region ex-
tends the thumb’s reach by 15% [Yoo et al., 2015]. However, these
techniques require hardware modi�cations.

Cursor Techniques. TiltCursor [Chang et al., 2015] lets users Cursor Techniques let

the user select

out-of-reach targets

via a cursor.

drag an accelerated cursor with the thumb and is triggered by
tilting. BezelCursor [W. H. A. Li et al., 2013] is similar but acti-
vated by swiping from the bezel, which overwrites system-wide
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triggers, e.g., for opening the phone’s control panel. Extend-
edThumb [Lai et al., 2015] is triggered by a double tap and—
similar to BezelCursor [W. H. A. Li et al., 2013]—extends the
thumb with a cursor whose o�set increases with dragging speed.
Extendible Cursor [Kim et al., 2012] is similar but steers the
cursor opposite to where the user drags her thumb. MagStick
[Roudaut et al., 2008] also uses this opposite dragging mecha-
nism to avoid occluding the target with the thumb and is trig-
gered when pressing on the screen. However, the swiping that
these techniques require, can lead to grip instability when the
thumb is moved beyond its comfort region. 2D-Dragger [Su et
al., 2016] solves this problem by stepping through UI elements
by tiny swipe gestures, which, however, is tedious and time-
consuming. CornerSpace and BezelSpace [Yu et al., 2013] also
require only little thumb movement to reach targets at screen
corners and edges and are triggered by a bezel swipe: BezelSpace
lets the user control a cursor like an extended �ngertip though
a proxy region. CornerSpace initially places a remote cursor at
corners to access them quickly and allows for selecting nearby
targets through dragging with automatic snapping. However,
these techniques make selection of other targets less accurate.
Dual-Surface Input [Yang et al., 2009] uses a BoD touchpad with
an absolute mapping to select screen targets by tapping with the
index �nger at the BoD. Yet, like other BoD solutions, hardware
modi�cations are needed.

6.2.2 Force Input Techniques

Force adds a third dimension to touch. Davidson et al. [2008]While there exit

various interaction

techniques based on

force input, none of

them has used force as

opportunity to solve

the reachability issue

on handheld devices.

and Qiu et al. [2016] use force to move objects along the z-
dimension on the touchscreen. Apple’s 3D Touch [Apple Inc.,
2018] uses force as a modi�er to pop up context menus. Bor-
ing et al. [2012] use the thumb’s contact size as simulated force
to toggle panning and zooming on a smartphone. Goel et al.
[2012] discriminate three levels of simulated force from gyro-
scope readings when the user is pressing against the touchscreen
while the smartphone vibration motor is pulsed. Brewster et al.
[2009] use a force modi�er to conveniently type uppercase let-
ters, and ForceBoard [Zhong et al., 2018] maps force intensity
to character selection to type on a smartphone keyboard while
looking at a distant screen. ForceEdge [Antoine et al., 2017] maps
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force to the velocity of scrolling though long lists. For smaller
lists and menus, force is typically mapped directly to selectable
values. This way, users can control six to ten items on a 3–10
N pressure range with visual feedback in a stationary context
[Cechanowicz et al., 2007; McLachlan et al., 2014; Mizobuchi et
al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2010]. Other exam-
ples control such menus from the bezel [McLachlan et al., 2014;
Spelmezan et al., 2013a; Spelmezan et al., 2013b; Wilson et al.,
2013] or BoD [Corsten et al., 2017a] with the �ngers grasping
the device. Hence, force input keeps hand and �ngers in place to
enable a stable device grip.

None of these solutions exploited force input bene�ts to solve
reachability issued for one-handed smartphone use.

6.3 The ForceRay Interaction Technique

ForceRay (FR) follows a simple sequence of small interaction FR consists of a few

interaction steps: (1)

activation via force

touch, (2) placement of

the virtual ray on a

target subset, (3)

cursor control via force

until the desired target

is hit, and (4)

confirmation of the

selection by QR.

steps: When the user places her thumb on the touchscreen with-
out applying signi�cant force, FR is inactive. Once the user starts
applying force and crosses a resting threshold (this is known as
a force touch), FR is activated as long as the user maintains force
above that threshold. Upon activation, a ray is displayed that
virtually extends the user’s thumb to the opposing screen edge
(Fig. 6.1a). The ray’s placement is determined by the touch lo-
cation and a reference point that represents the thumb’s car-
pometacarpal (CMC) joint location. This is the joint around
which the user rotates her thumb to steer the ray, and is approx-
imately located in the lower right (left) screen corner for right
(left) handed users.

Usually, the user will initiate the ray at a point that makes the Targets at edges and

corners can be hit by

the cursor by applying

as much force as

possible once the

target is crossed by the

ray.

ray already go through the intended target. If she misses, she
can simply move her thumb to the left or right to reposition the
ray until it intersects with the target (Fig. 6.1b–c). With the ray
comes a cursor that the user controls via force input to highlight
any target that intersects with the ray. The more force is applied,
the farther the cursor moves upwards on the ray towards the
opposite screen edge (Fig. 6.1c–d); reducing the force makes the
cursor move downwards again. To make this mapping consis-
tent, i.e., have the same change in force always result in the same
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cursor travel distance, FR maps the available force range between
force threshold and maximum sensible force to the length of the
touchscreen diagonal, which is the longest possible ray length.
A mapping that always maps the same force to the same value,
known as Positional Control, is often applied to force input (e.g.,
Wilson et al. [2010]) and allows for instant corrections to over-
and undershoots by simply decreasing or increasing the force.

Mathematically, FR’s cursor position is a polar coordinate (r ,Φ):FR’s cursor position

can be expressed in

polar coordinates.

r is the distance to the CMC reference point, and Φ is the angle
between the lower screen edge and the ray.

To make target highlighting more e�cient, FR does not requireThe user does not need

to place the cursor

onto the desired

target. Once the

cursor exits a target,

the next target on the

ray is automatically

selected. To confirm,

the user performs the

QR gesture, i.e., she

quickly li�s her thumb

o� the touchscreen.

the user to move the cursor precisely onto the target: Since the
targets the ray crosses follow a de�ned sequence in which the
cursor will reach them, the next target can already be highlighted
before actually entering it (Fig. 6.1c–d). In addition, the seg-
ment to the �rst target on the ray is associated with the �rst
target, and the ray segment beyond the last target is associated
with the last target. Such virtual cursor enlargement is similar to
the idea behind techniques like Bubble Cursor [Grossman et al.,
2005] or DynaSpot [Chapuis et al., 2009]. Cursor enlargement
not only speeds up the highlighting process, but also avoids in-
valid selections. To �nally select the highlighted target, the user
quickly lifts her thumb (Fig. 6.1e). This selection mechanism,
also known as Quick Release, is a common technique to con�rm
a selection with force input (e.g., Brewster et al. [2009], Corsten
et al. [2017b], G. Ramos et al. [2004], and Wilson et al. [2010]).
If, however, the user wants to cancel without selecting a target,
she reduces force until it is below the force touch threshold and
then lifts her thumb.

FR has three key bene�ts:

1. Scalability. It scales to arbitrary handheld screen sizes
since all targets can be reached from within the functional
area of the thumb, given that the force sensor is strong
enough such that the user can select each target on the
ray.

2. E�ciency. Independent from the screen size, FR makes
selection of targets located at corners and edges e�cient:
applying maximum possible force immediately highlights
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the most distant target crossed by the ray. The iOS back
button located in the upper left screen corner is an apt
example illustrating this bene�t: it is notoriously hard to
reach with one-handed input otherwise, but becomes very
quick and easy to select with FR.

3. Visibility. With FR, the user does not occlude content of
interest with her thumb, since only the thumb’s functional
area is partially occluded.

6.4 Study 1: Reachability Techniques

To understand how FR compares to the state of the art, we con- We wanted to

understand how users

perform with FR

against classic Direct

Touch (DT) input and

other a few other

existing reachability

techniques:

One-Handed Mode

(OM), MagStick (MS),

and BezeCursor (BC).

ducted a user study with 15 participants (21–33 years, M = 25.73,
SD = 3.31; two female; all right-handed; thumb length: M = 75.87
mm, SD = 7.12 mm). They were all smartphone users (screen
size: M = 5.36", SD = .46"). We compared FR to One-Handed
Mode (OM, similar to Samsung’s), MagStick (MS) [Roudaut et
al., 2008], and BezelCursor (BC) [W. H. A. Li et al., 2013] to cover
a good variety of techniques: OM is a common commercial solu-
tion, MS is one of the �rst handheld reachability techniques and
often compared to by other papers, and BC is well scalable. We
added Direct Touch (DT) input as baseline. We asked users to
select targets with their thumb on a handheld touchscreen using
each of these techniques while holding the device in their right
hand in portrait orientation.

6.4.1 Apparatus, Techniques, and Task

We used an iPhone 6s Plus to present the task to our users and For the study task, we

used a force-sensitive

iPhone 6s as handheld

device with a

touchscreen size of

118 × 66 mm.

to capture data. For our implementation of FR, we used the force
readings provided by the force-sensitive touchscreen. According
to Apple’s documentation [Apple Inc., 2019b], the force sensor
API delivers unitless force values between 0 and 480

72 ≈ 6.67 in
steps of 1

72 , with force sensitivity set to “�rm”. Values around
1.0 should be interpreted as an ordinary touch; higher values as
intentional force input. Although Apple does not state how these
values translate to Newtons, experiments [Nelson, 2015] suggest
a 4 N range and a linear transfer function. Although FR combines
dragging while exerting force, friction is low due to the small 4 N
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force range and the smoothness of the touchscreen glass surface.
The iPhone screen measured 736 × 414 pt. For iPhone 6s/7/8 Plus,
1 pt is about .16 mm.

Techniques

• One-Handed Mode (OM) mimics Samsung’s reachabil-OM shrinks the entire

UI on the screen to 2/3

and moves the UI

towards the user’s

thumb.

ity technique: by default, it downscales the UI to 2/3 of
its original size and moves it to the lower right corner
(Fig. 6.2, center). Unlike Samsung’s trigger that is either
a swipe from the corner or a triple tap on the Home but-
ton, we chose iOS’ double tap activation gesture: Swiping
could have been confounding with BC’s trigger, and pi-
lot tests revealed that users found performing triple taps
confusing. Since the iOS SDK does not notify about touch
events on the Home button, users instead double-tapped
above it on a pink virtual button on the touchscreen. The
shrinking and movement animation duration was 265 ms.

• MagStick (MS) [Roudaut et al., 2008] is triggered by force-MS lets the user

control a stick that

moves away from the

user’s finger. The stick

automatically snaps to

the next selectable

target.

touching on the screen using the same threshold as used
for FR. To highlight a target, the user drags her thumb,
which displays a line that grows into the opposite direc-
tion of where the thumb is moved. The line has two com-
ponents of the same length, with the center located at
where the thumb was initially placed. When the upper
component gets within 5 mm of a target, it is highlighted,
and the line snaps to its center as if magnetized. Lifting o�
the thumb selects the target.

• BezelCursor (BC) [W. H. A. Li et al., 2013] is triggered byBC lets the user swipe

a virtual thumb

extension from the

bo�om or sides of the

smartphone screen.

swiping from the bezel towards the touchscreen. This dis-
plays a line that grows linearly by a factor of three in the
direction of the thumb. The end of the line has a circular
cursor that expands exponentially up to 7.3 mm depend-
ing on how fast the user swipes her thumb. This area cur-
sor is equivalent to DynaSpot [Chapuis et al., 2009], and
shrinks co-exponentially when swiping acceleration falls
below 2 mm

s . When a target is intersected by the cursor, it
is highlighted. When multiple targets are crossed, the tar-
get with the smallest distance from its center to the cursor
location is chosen. Lifting o� the thumb selects the target.
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• ForceRay (FR) implements the interaction design de- FR works as described

above. As anchor point

for the ray, we set the

lower right corner of

the smartphone that

mimics the location of

the thumb’s CMC

joint. We placed the

anchor point to the

right because all study

participants were

right-handed.

scribed earlier. We set the force touch threshold to 1.33
units, which is signi�cantly higher than an ordinary touch.
We implemented the Quick Release mechanism for con-
�rming the selection of a highlighted target as described
in Chapter 5 using the default parameters. Pilot testing,
however, revealed that these did not �t all users, lead-
ing to increased selection errors. We followed the ap-
proach presented in Chapter 5 to determine individual
timing parameters by calibration trials upfront (M = 48–
224 ms before complete thumb lift-o�, SD = 32–48 ms). Pi-
lot testing also optimized the CMC reference point place-
ment to 3.2 mm away from the right and bottom of the
screen; putting it exactly in the lower right corner would
not allow users to comfortable move the ray to the right
edge. For mapping the force input to the cursor position
(Cpos) on the ray, we �rst used a linear transfer function
as suggested by Stewart et al. [2010], but users tended to
overshoot targets. Therefore, we designed a logarithmic
transfer function whose slope decreased from 50% to 25%
from force touch threshold to maximum sensible force:
Cpos(Frel ) = ( 25 ln(Frel +

3
5 ) + .0893) ⋅ s + � , where Frel is the

relative force ranging from force touch threshold to max-
imum sensible force, s denotes a scaling factor for the
screen size, and � represents the distance from the ray
origin to where the cursor should start on the ray. For
our setup, we set s = 1,852 pt and � = 248 pt minus the
dynamic distance from the thumb’s touch location to the
CMC reference point. Furthermore, to reduce ray and cur-
sor jitter, we �ltered touch location and force using the 1€
Filter [Casiez et al., 2012] (� = .1).

Targets

Targets were arranged on an invisible 6 × 10 grid (Fig. 6.2) across The targets that

participants had to

acquire were arranged

on an invisible grid.

Within each cell, the

center points of the

targets were shi�ed.

an area of 414 × 730 pt; each cell measured 69 × 73 pt. The bot-
tom 414 × 6 pt of the screen was excluded to obtain cell sizes
with whole numbers. We centered targets at the cells and added
distractors to other cells. Like Karlson et al. [2007], distractors
were not centered to avoid a regular-looking arrangement. Since
reachability techniques are only meant to replace direct touch
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BC

Figure 6.2: Targets (numbered) and distractors arranged on an
invisible 6 × 10 grid. FR: layout for the large target Size condi-
tion. The user is aiming for the blue target that is crossed by
the ForceRay. Currently, the target with the green border is se-
lected since it is the next target on the ray beyond the cursor. OM
(miniaturized): Target layout for the small target Size condition.
Top: Full layout before double-tapping the virtual home button
(pink). Bottom: UI downscaled by 2/3 after double-tapping the
pink button. BC: The user is selecting the blue target with Bezel-
Cursor. The red dot visualizes the cursor position that is enlarged
by the concentric white circle (DynaSpot area cursor [Chapuis et
al., 2009]). Targets in the lower right area (brighter background)
were not selectable, since here, targets are directly accessible by
the thumb.

input for targets that are out of reach, distractors close to theTargets in the lower

right corner that were

always reachable

anyway, were not

selectable.

thumb (bottom right 4 × 5 cells) were not selectable. Participants
were informed about this and a slight brighter background sub-
tly visualized the exact area. For all techniques, lines were drawn
in white, the target to select in blue, the cursor in red, and the
border of a highlighted target in green. Hence, when the blue
target was highlighted by the green border, the user should lift
her thumb. After a target was selected, the next trial was shown
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automatically after 500 ms. For OM, the UI was automatically
shifted back right before showing the next trial.

Variables

Independent Variables were Techniqe (DT, OM, MS, BC, Independent variables

were Technique,

Target, and their Size.

and FR), Target, that split our twelve targets (Fig. 6.2) into two
groups: targets 1, 4, 6, 19, 37, and 55 located at the Border of the
screen vs. the remaining six targets rather located at the Center,
and their corresponding Size (small: 30 × 30 pt (4.8 × 4.8 mm)
and large: 60 × 60 pt (9.6 × 9.6 mm)). Size represented typical UI
widget sizes, like the height of a button (30 pt) or an app icon (60
pt) on the iOS Home Screen.

We recorded 5 Techniqe × 12 targets × 2 Size × 2 repetitions each participant

performed 280 trials,

i.e., target selections

using the five di�erent

Techniques.

= 240 trials per user. Techniqe was counter-balanced using a
Latin Square. Targets were randomized. Size was also random-
ized, but we ensured that each user started testing a new Tech-
niqe about 50% of the time with small vs. large targets �rst.
When users were presented a new Techniqe, they familiarized
themselves with the Techniqe before performing four test tri-
als for the given target Size. They then selected the twelve tar-
gets, repeated two times, followed by the remaining Size for the
current Techniqe, again starting with four test trials. After all
12 × 2 trials were performed, the next Techniqe was presented.
Including test trials, each user did 280 trials in approximately 45
minutes.

Dependent Variables were trial completion Time [ms], users’ Dependent variables

were the task

completion Time, the

Success, i.e., whether

the requested target

was selected or not,

the Gesture Footprint

of the touch

movements from the

thumb, and the

Rotation of the device

Success [0,1], i.e., whether they selected the correct target or not,
and the Gesture Footprint caused by the touches on the screen to
capture up to where users had to move their thumb. To quantify
device motion and grip stability as done by Eardley et al. [2017]
and Eardley et al. [2018b], Rotation captured device rotation [◦]
around x-, y-, and z-axis at 60 Hz. After each Techniqe, users
were asked how much they agreed to (i) that they had to regu-
larly change their device grip before acquiring a target, (ii) that
they maintained a stable grip while selecting a target, and (iii)
that the Techniqe was easy to apply on a 7-point Likert scale
(7 = totally agree). At the end, users were asked to rank all Tech- around the x-, y-, and

z-axis.niqes by preference from highest (1) to lowest (5).
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6.4.2 Results

Since we were interested in how users’ performance is di�er-For the analysis of

Rotation data, we

followed Eardley et al.

[2017] and Eardley

et al. [2018b] by

summing up the

absolute angles of

device motion change

around each axis.

ent depending on the Techniqe used, we will focus our anal-
ysis on this main e�ect and related interaction e�ects. We
conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA on the log-transformed
Time data. For the dichotomous Success data, we ran McNemar
and Cochran’s Q tests. For the analysis of Rotation data we fol-
lowed Eardley et al. [2017] and Eardley et al. [2018b] by summing
up the absolute angles of device motion change around each axis
and ran repeated-measures ANOVAs on the log-transformed
data. Likert scale data was compared using Friedman tests.

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on TimeAs to be expected, DT

was the fastest

Technique, followed

by BC and FR. Only

for FR, participants

were faster at selecting

targets at the Border

targets compared to

targets at the Center.

(F4,3565 = 348.95, p <.001). Tukey HSD post hoc pairwise
comparisons were all signi�cant (p <.001) except between
OM and MS (Fig. 6.3, left). As expected, users were fastest
with DT (1,153 ms), followed by BC, for which they needed
≈ 324 ms longer. FR was the third fastest Techniqe, yet
less than ≈ 200 ms slower than BC. OM and MS were close to
2,000 ms. There was also a Techniqe × Target interaction
e�ect (F4,3565 = 39.02, p <.001). Figure 6.4 (top) list the Tukey
HSD post hoc test results. For each Techniqe except FR,
users needed signi�cantly more time to select Border targets
compared to Center targets. For FR, on the contrary, this was
reversed.

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on SuccessSuccess was highest for

BC (99%) and FR (96%).

The small di�erence in

Success between the

two Techniques was

not significant.

(Q(4) = 81.02, p <.001, Fig. 6.3, right). Post hoc tests re-
vealed that Success for BC was signi�cantly higher compared
to all other Techniqes except FR. Furthermore, FR and DT
yielded signi�cantly higher Success than OM and MS. There
was also a Techniqe × Size interaction e�ect (Q(9) = 201.30, p
<.001). Figure 6.4 (bottom) shows the results from the post hoc
tests. For small targets, BC yielded signi�cantly higher Success
than DT, OM, and MS, and FR had signi�cantly higher Success
than OM and DT. For large targets, MS had signi�cantly lower
Success than all other Techniqes. Only for DT, there was a
signi�cant di�erence for Success comparing both Sizes: Small
targets had 11% lower Success than large targets.
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Figure 6.3: Study 1: Time [ms] (left) and Success [%] (right) by
Techniqe. For each variable, pairs of levels that do not share
a letter are signi�cantly di�erent (Time: all p <.001, Success: all
p <.05). Whiskers denote 95% CI.

DT OM MS BC FR
M CI M CI M CI M CI M CI

SIZE Small 1,222 ±65 A 2,074 ±98 A 2,049 ±93 A 1,574 ±96 A 1,790 ±61 A
Large 1,084 ±39 A 1,892 ±72 A 1,735 ±72 A 1,381 ±56 A 1,554 ±53 A

TARGET Border 1,266 ±67 A 2,148 ±94 B 2,070 ±91 B 1,552 ±96 C 1,520 ±44 C
Center 1,039 ±33 A 1,818 ±75 B 1,714 ±73 B 1,403 ±57 C 1,824 ±66 B

DT OM MS BC FR
M CI M CI M CI M CI M CI

SIZE Small 88.06 ±2.95 A 81.11 ±3.71 B,D 88.89 ±2.84 A,D,E 98.89 ±.68 A,C 94.72 ±1.87 C,E
Large 99.17 ±.55 A 97.78 ±1.09 B 90.28 ±2.65 B 99.17 ±.55 B 97.22 ±1.26 B

TARGET Border 93.06 ±2.20 A 86.11 ±3.19 B 86.67 ±3.13 B 98.89 ±.68 A 98.33 ±.90 A
Center 93.89 ±2.04 A,B 92.78 ±2.25 A 92.5 ±2.29 A 99.17 ±.55 B 93.61 ±2.09 A,B
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Figure 6.4: Study 1: Time [ms] (top) and Success [%] (bottom) by
Techniqe × Size and Techniqe × Target. Yellow cells denote
signi�cant di�erences within Techniqe (Time and Success: all
p <.001). Pairs of levels that do not share a letter are signi�cantly
di�erent across Techniqe (Time: all p <.001, Success: all p <.05).
CI denotes 95% CI.

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on Rotation around FR always causes the

smallest device

rotation around the x-,

y-, and z-axis,

indicating that users

held the device the

most stable compared

to all other

Techniques.

the x-axis (F4,3566 = 995.81, p <.001), the y-axis (F4,3566 = 778.61,
p <.001), and the z-axis (F4,3566 = 563.33, p <.001). For the y-axis
and the z-axis, Tukey HSD post hoc tests revealed that all Tech-
niqes were signi�cantly di�erent from each other (Fig. 6.5). For
the x-axis, post hoc tests revealed that di�erences between DT
and OM and between BC and MS were non-signi�cant. All other
pairwise comparisons were signi�cantly di�erent (all: p <.001).
In summary, for each angle, FR always caused the fewest device
movement. There were also Techniqe × Target interaction
e�ects for the x-axis (F4,3566 = 4.30, p = .002) and for the y-axis
(F4,3566 = 4.52, p = .001). Figure 6.6 lists the results from the Tukey
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Figure 6.5: Study 1: Rotation [◦] for the x-axis (left), the y-axis
(middle), and the z-axis (right) by Techniqe. For each variable,
pairs of levels that do not share a letter are signi�cantly di�erent
(all p <.001). Whiskers denote 95% CI. FR caused almost no device
movement.

DT OM MS BC FR
M CI M CI M CI M CI M CI

SIZE Small 39.30 ±2.82 A 38.52 ±2.83 A 24.40 ±1.87 A 23.64 ±2.07 A 8.93 ±0.61 A
Large 36.29 ±2.25 A 37.16 ±2.63 A 23.63 ±2.22 A 21.83 ±1.48 A 8.41 ±0.58 A

TARGET Border 44.12 ±2.94 A 41.73 ±2.90 A 28.36 ±2.34 B 25.54 ±2.02 B 9.47 ±0.61 C
Center 31.48 ±1.88 A 33.95 ±2.49 A 19.67 ±1.60 B 19.92 ±1.49 B 7.87 ±0.57 C

SIZE Small 49.20 ±5.22 A 30.81 ±2.16 A 23.44 ±1.74 A 27.62 ±2.30 A 8.39 ±0.56 A
Large 49.56 ±5.8 A 30.58 ±2.05 A 22.48 ±1.77 A 24.84 ±1.76 A 7.97 ±0.64 A

TARGET Border 57.84 ±6.40 A 33.80 ±2.46 B 26.60 ±1.90 C, 28.61 ±2.32 C 8.74 ±0.57 E
Center 40.92 ±4.29 A 27.58 ±1.60 B 19.33 ±1.50 C 23.85 ±1.71 D 7.62 ±0.63 E

SIZE Small 65.80 ±6.65 A 62.22 ±8.18 A 24.36 ±3.70 A 31.90 ±2.29 A 13.08 ±1.34 A
Large 54.38 ±5.63 A 55.68 ±6.56 A 22.91 ±2.91 A 30.96 ±2.97 A 12.93 ±1.62 A

TARGET Border 69.11 ±6.92 A 65.19 ±8.05 A 27.44 ±3.07 A 34.12 ±2.60 A 14.41 ±1.65 A
Center 51.07 ±5.20 A 52.71 ±6.67 A 19.83 ±3.53 A 28.74 ±2.68 A 11.60 ±1.28 A
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Figure 6.6: Study 1: Rotation [◦] for the x-axis (top), the y-axis
(middle), and the z-axis (bottom) by Techniqe × Size (top) and
Techniqe × Target (bottom). Yellow cells denote signi�cant
di�erences within Techniqe (all p <.001). Pairs of levels that
do not share a letter are signi�cantly di�erent across Techniqe
(all p <.01). No signi�cant di�erences were found for the z-axis.
CI denotes 95% CI. Size had no e�ect, but Border targets caused
more Rotation than Center targets.

HSD post hoc tests. In general, for each Techniqe, acquiring
targets at the Border resulted in more device movement around
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both, the x-axis and the y-axis, compared to targets located to-
wards the Center.

Figure 6.7 shows the Gesture Footprint generated by each FR caused the smallest

Gesture Footprint.Techniqe. FR caused the smallest and most coherent footprint,
and touches stayed within the thumb’s comfortable reach, fol-
lowing natural rotation around the CMC joint.

Figure 6.8 shows the mean and 95% CI for the questionnaire Participants stated

that DT required to

most grip changes

during the trials. They

preferred BC most and

FR second among the

tested Techniques to

solve this problem.

data. Grip change had a signi�cant e�ect on Techniqe
(� 2(4) = 36.19, p <.001). Regarding post hoc tests, users stated
signi�cantly more grip changes for DT compared to all other
Techniqes (all: p <.05) The same trend was found for grip sta-
bility (� 2(4) = 36.89, p <.001, post hoc tests: all: p < .05). For ease
of use (� 2(4) = 18.27, p = .001), users found BC signi�cantly eas-
ier to apply than MS (p = .001). Techniqe had also a signi�cant
e�ect on users’ ranking (� 2(4) = 21.55, p <.001). Overall, partic-
ipants preferred BC most, followed by FR, OM, MS, and DT, with
BC being signi�cantly preferred over all other Techniqes (all:
p <.05) except FR.

6.4.3 Discussion

Overall, DT was fastest but achieved low Success for small tar- As expected, DT was

fastest but had a fairly

low Success rate

because users had to

frequently change

their grip to be able to

reach all targets.

gets, matching previous �ndings (e.g., from Karlson et al. [2007]
and Karlson et al. [2008a]). DT also caused the strongest de-
vice motion, since especially at extremely far positions, like the
upper and lower left corner, users had to change their grip, for
which some participants almost accidentally dropped the phone,
matching �ndings from Eardley et al. [2017]. This was why users
preferred DT the least. Surprisingly, OM caused the second high-
est device motion.

Time for OM was highest, reaching almost 2,000 ms. This could OM’s animation

duration takes

significant time for

completing a trial and

small targets become

too small to hit

precisely.

be due to the double tap trigger, which, unlike BC and FR, does
not contribute to the target selection process, and due to the
265 ms animation time that helps the user understand how the UI
is transformed. Both take additional time. Success for OM was
also low, especially for small targets (Fig. 6.4, bottom: 81.11%):
Shrinking them makes them too hard to hit precisely due to the
thumb’s fat �nger problem [Siek et al., 2005]. A solution like
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Figure 6.7: Study 1: Gesture Footprint by Techniqe. Blue dots mark where users started
placing their thumb, red dots represent dragging, and green dots indicate where users
lifted their thumb. FR had the smallest coherent footprint and followed ergonomic thumb
movement.

AnglePose [Rogers et al., 2011] that captures the �nger’s orien-
tation, could help gaining touch precision.

MS had the highest task completion time and lowest Success. Par-With MS, participants

must carefully plan

where to place their

thumb because

otherwise they might

not be able to reach

the distant target.

ticipants found MS more demanding than other techniques, be-
cause it required good planning upfront: To reach the top left
corner, e.g., the user must place her thumb at least above the
center of the screen, so that dragging it to the lower right corner
will move the cursor far enough in the opposite direction. When
the thumb is placed improperly, it is not possible to correct this
within a trial, which explains MS’ low Success, for both, large
and small targets. Using the model from Bergstrom-Lehtovirta
et al. [2014], we found that for most of our users, the center of
the 5.5" screen is not reachable without uncomfortably stretch-
ing the thumb or changing the device grip.

Among the reachability techniques, BC was fastest, which wasBC is fastest, but for

targets in the upper

region of the screen,

participants started to

tilt the device to ease

swiping.

also independent from target Size. While users ranked BC best,
they remarked that targets at the top were more di�cult to reach
due to swiping long distances upwards. To ease this, users tilted
the device (Fig. 6.6) towards the thumb, for which they some-
times even had to reposition their grip.

Although non-signi�cant, Success for FR was 3% lower than forFR’s slightly lower

Success than BS could

be due to generic

BC. The Quick Release selection mechanism used in FR could be
one explanation, since a lift-o� based on force is a less de�nite
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“I had to change my
grip regularly.”

“I maintained a stable
grip while selecting.”

“The technique was
easy to apply.”

Rank
1: Highest, 5: Lowest

M CI M CI M CI M CI

DT 6.20 ±.87 A 2.13 ±.65 A 5.20 ±.92 A,B 4.00 ±.66 B
OM 3.27 ±1.08 B 4.53 ±1.00 B 5.33 ±.83 A,B 3.13 ±.65 B
MS 2.27 ±.80 B 5.60 ±.78 B 4.53 ±.91 A 3.47 ±.63 B
BC 2.73 ±.87 B 4.80 ±.92 B 6.47 ±.29 B 1.47 ±.47 A
FR 1.33 ±.27 B 6.40 ±.28 B 5.33 ±.80 A,B 2.93 ±.79 A,B

Figure 6.8: Study 1: Means and 95% CI for Likert scale responses
(1: totally disagree, 7: totally agree) and ranking data (right) from
the questionnaire. For each statement, pairs of levels that do not
share a letter are signi�cantly di�erent. BC was preferred over
FR, but not signi�cantly more.

event than a lift-o� only considering touch information, as used timings for the QR

mechanism and

unfamiliarity with

force control.

for BC. Unfamiliarity with force control could also explain the
lower Success: as we will see in Chapter 7, users’ performance
for force control signi�cantly increases with training. Our par-
ticipants reported that selecting close and far targets with FR was
fundamentally easier compared to other targets because then
they only had to apply minimum or maximum force. Some devel-
oped a strategy: Independent of the target location at the border,
they �rst applied maximum force to create a ray with the cur-
sor positioned at its end and then, while maintaining this force,
moved the ray onto the target.

Interestingly, some participants remarked that they found FR’s Some participants

found the continuous

visual updates of the

cursor position on the

ray disturbing.

continuous cursor rather a disadvantage and that the discrete
green indicator highlighting the preselected target was su�-
cient. Despite the 1€ Filter [Casiez et al., 2012], these users were
worried when the cursor would move along the ray with sub-
tle changes in force. Furthermore, they remarked that they were
concentrating too much on that cursor, trying to push it towards
the target’s center instead of stopping when the green highlight
matched the desired target.

Taking all data from Study 1 into account, we found BC as the We wondered whether

training could help

participants improve

Time and Success for

FR. We therefore

conducted a second

user study.

fastest and most accurate reachability technique. However, BC’s
Success was not signi�cantly better than FR’s, and FR caused the
least and almost no device motion that was signi�cantly di�erent
from all tested techniques, and it allowed users to select all tar-
gets without leaving the thumb’s comfortable region. Yet, users
found controlling their force the main challenge. We wondered
whether users could improve their performance by training. We
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therefore conducted a second user study with trained users test-
ing the two most promising and preferred techniques: BC and
FR.

6.5 Study 2: Trained User Performance

We asked six people (23–34 years, M = 25.50, SD = 3.33;Six participants

trained FR and BC for

three days, four 10-15

minutes sessions, per

day.

two female; all right-handed; thumb length: M = 68.33 mm,
SD = 4.37 mm; phone screen size: M = 5.33", SD = .51") to train
FR for three consecutive days, four sessions per day. To train in
the same consistent environment, users were asked to come to
our lab. For fair comparison, they also trained BC.

6.5.1 Apparatus and Task

We slightly modi�ed the application from Study 1: We used theThe task was the same

as in the first user

study, but this time,

participants had to

select all of the 40

available targets that

were randomly shi�ed

o� their cell’s center.

Before participants

started with their

training, we

determined their

individual QR timings.

same grid for laying out targets, but this time users selected all 40
targets in random order. Half of the targets were of small Size
(4.8 mm), the other half of large Size (9.6 mm). Targets were
shifted from the center of their grid cells at random. All targets
were repeated twice per Techniqe. Hence, in each training
session, a user performed 2 Techniqes × 40 Targets × 2 rep-
etitions = 160 trials. Based on the feedback from Study 1, we
disabled the continuous cursor for FR after 50% of the training
sessions. Otherwise, dependent and independent variables were
the same as in Study 1. Again, users performed a calibration task
to determine individual Quick Release timings for FR before the
�rst session. Sessions alternated between starting with BC and
FR.

Three days later, our users performed a �nal session, preceded byA�er three days of

training, participants

did a final session at

our lab, using a similar

setup as in the first

study. Prior to this

session, we again

determined their

individual QR timings.

one more training session as a warm-up exercise and a renewed
Quick Release calibration, since training could have a�ected the
individual timings. The �nal session followed the original design
from Study 1, but excluded DT, OM, and MS. Afterwards, users
�lled in the same questionnaire used in Study 1. In addition, we
asked them how much they agreed to that even further training
would allow them to (i) select targets faster, (ii) hit more cor-
rect targets, and (iii) maintain a more stable device grip. We also
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asked users how much they agreed to have felt fatigue in arm,
hand, or �ngers. All responses were based on a 7-point Likert
scale.

6.5.2 Results

Figure 6.9 (top) shows how participants’ Time decreased over the Over the twelve

training sessions, Time

decreased for both, BC

and FR, but BC was

still a 250 ms faster

than FR.

twelve training sessions for both BC and FR. After twelve ses-
sions, trained FR was as fast as untrained BC. Yet, after training,
BC was still 250 ms faster than FR. Success for BC yield a con-
stant 98–99% Success, but for FR the 96–97% Success decreased to
94–95% for the last four training sessions.

For analysis, we focus on the main e�ects from the �nal session
conducted after training.

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on Time (F1,563 = 13.24, BC was significantly

faster than FR.p <.001): BC (1,248 ms) was signi�cantly faster than FR
(1,372 ms), but the di�erence was small (Fig. 6.10, top).

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on Success (� 2(1) = 7.69, BC had significantly

higher Success than

FR.

p = .003, Fig. 6.10, bottom): Success for BC (99.65%) was signi�-
cantly higher than for FR (95.83%).

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on Rotation around Rotation for FR was for

each axis significantly

lower than for BC.

the x-axis (F1,563 = 1225.14), the y-axis (F1,563 = 1581.83), and the
z-axis (F1,563 = 871.92, all p <.001). For each axis, Rotation was
signi�cantly lower for FR than for BC (Fig. 6.11, left).

Figure 6.12 shows the results from the questionnaire: Users Participants reported

to have performed

more grip changes for

BC than for FR.

stated to have done signi�cantly more grip changes with BC
compared to FR (� 2(3) = 16.47, p = .001). Responses for grip sta-
bility and ease of use showed no signi�cances. Also, users dis-
agreed to have felt fatigue for both BC and FR. The Gesture
Footprint for BC and FR was similar to Study 1.

6.5.3 Discussion

Overall, training sped up both, BC and FR. Whereas in Study With training,

participants became1, users moved the ray and the cursor for FR sequentially, we
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Figure 6.9: Study 2: Time [ms] (top) and Success [%] (bottom)
for all training sessions. Users became faster over all sessions
for both, BC and FR. Success for BC was ≈ 99% for each session
and for FR ≈ 97% for sessions 1–8, but then decreased due to the
Quick Release calibration not �tting trained performance any-
more. The dashed line indicates when FR’s red cursor was turned
o�, showing no e�ect on FR performance.
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Figure 6.10: Study 2: Time [ms] (left) and Success [%] (right) by
Techniqe. Pairs of levels that do not share a letter are signi�-
cantly di�erent (Time: p <.01, Success: p <.05). Whiskers denote
95% CI. While BC was overall faster than FR, users were equally
fast for Border targets (cf. Discussion).

observed during training that they became con�dent in merg-confident in merging

ray and cursor control

for FR simultaneously

instead of sequentially.

ing both steps. Users were now 15.5% faster for BC and 18.0%
faster for FR after training. The signi�cant di�erence between
BC and FR could be explained by a Techniqe × Target in-
teraction e�ect (F1,563 = 32.76, p <.001): While for BC, Target
had no e�ect on Time, users selected Center targets signi�cantly
slower (1,508 ms) compared to Border targets (1,235 ms) when
using FR (post hoc p < .001). Compared to CornerSpace and
BezelSpace [Yu et al., 2013] (cf. Related Work) that target reach-
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Figure 6.11: Study 2: Rotation [◦] around the x-axis, the y-axis,
and the z-axis. Left: BC vs. FR. Right: Touching within the
thumb’s comfortable area vs. FR. For each axis, pairs of levels
that do not share a letter are signi�cantly di�erent (all p <.001).
Whiskers denote 95% CI. FR had the least device movement.

“I had to change my 
grip regularly.”

“I maintained a stable 
grip while selecting.”

“The technique was 
easy to apply.”

“I felt fatigue in my 
arm, hand, or fingers.”

M CI M CI M CI M CI

BC 3.83 ±1.40 A 6.50 ±.57 A 4.17 ±.1.92 A 2.33 ±.1.44 A
FR 1.17 ±.43 B 5.83 ±.79 A 6.67 ±..54 A 2.00 ±.1.63 A

Figure 6.12: Study 2: Means and 95% CI for Likert scale data
(1: totally disagree, 7: totally agree) from the questionnaire. For
each statement, pairs of levels that do not share a letter are sig-
ni�cantly di�erent. Unlike FR, BC required grip changes.

ability at smartphone bezel and corners FR was faster than both
techniques. While our study was not exactly the same, Yu et al.
[2013] also studied target selection on 5.5" devices.

Comparing the two FR sessions between which the red cur- Disabling the

continuous cursor

visualization did not

influence performance.

sor was turned o�, there was neither a di�erence for Time
(F1,953 = .29, p = .59, ns.), nor for Success (� 2(1) = .00, p = 1.00,
ns.), hence no in�uence on FR performance.

The Success rates for BC and FR were almost unchanged com- With training,

participants became

faster in performing

the QR gesture.

pared to Study 1, yet, this time, signi�cantly di�erent, which
could be explained by a Techniqe × Target interaction e�ect
(Q(3) = 15.00, p = .002): For Center targets, Success for FR was
signi�cantly lower (93.75%) compared to BC (99.31%) (post hoc
p <.05). The slightly decreased Success for FR towards the last
training sessions could be explained by the training e�ect: With
increasing con�dence, users tended to lift o� their thumb faster,
which a�ected the Quick Release mechanism. In fact, calibration
parameters shrunk from 32–240 ms to 32–192 ms.
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When users were asked regarding their agreement to that fur-Participants think that

further training could

help to master FR even

be�er.

ther training would help them becoming (a) faster and (b) more
accurate in selecting targets, users slightly agreed to this for FR
(a: M = 5.33, b: M = 5.17) , but were rather undecided regarding
BC (a: M = 3.33, b: M = 3.33).

Training did not reduce BC’s device motion, but for FR, z-axisParticipants still tilted

the device for reaching

targets in the upper

area of the screen

when using BC.

rotation decreased by 39% compared to Study 1. Although, in
theory, swiping from the sides could have helped to compensate
tilting the device to reach targets near the top edge when using
BC, users rarely made use of this. Three participants remarked
that swiping from the sides was more di�cult than from the bot-
tom since the sliding space at the side is smaller than at the bot-
tom due to the height of the Home button. This space, however,
will disappear on bezel-free devices, like iPhone Xs. Protection
cases with protruding edges make swiping from the side also
less comfortable. Furthermore, smartphone operating systems
usually reserve bezel-swipes to let the user navigate back, or ac-
cess noti�cations or settings. Although these mappings are in
�ux, e.g., iPhone X moved the control center shortcut to the top
right, it breaks user practice and makes shortcuts harder to ac-
cess since they are now out of one-handed reach. Accessing also
BC via these swipe gestures requires removing all established
shortcuts from the bottom and the sides to the top since BC de-
termines the ray direction based on the user’s initial swipe touch
points. This is likely to result in a gesture overload at the top.

To compare usual device motion caused by tapping within theFR causes even less

device rotation for

distant targets

compared to classic

direct touch input for

targets that are easily

reachable by the

thumb.

thumb’s comfort region vs. device motion caused by FR, we re-
recruited the six participants to let them tap targets in the lower
right corner of the touchscreen (highlighted area in Fig. 6.2).
A repeated-measures ANOVA on the log-transformed Rotation
data revealed no di�erence for the x-axis between the two tech-
niques (F1,573 = 1.86, p = .17, ns.), but for the y-axis (F1,573 = 28.04,
p <.001) and the z-axis (F1,573 = 32.44, p <.001) FR caused even
signi�cantly less motion (Fig. 6.11, right).

In summary, FR is especially bene�cial for selecting far targetsFR is beneficial for

quickly reaching

targets at edges and

corners and when

device and grip

stability are vital.

at screen edges and corners, like the iOS back button, naviga-
tion bars, or slide-out menus. FR has also shown to cause the
least device motion compared to BC and tapping in the thumb’s
comfort area, removing the need for re-grasping the device, and
likely reducing potential device drops.
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6.6 Guidelines

Based on what we have learned from Study 1 (S1) and Study 2 We present guidelines

for the tested

Techniques.

(S2), we give recommendations for the tested techniques for dif-
ferent criteria and contexts. Figure 6.13 visualizes a decision tree
for these recommendations.

When selection speed is ultimately critical, e.g., in games, DT is DT is still best when

selection speed is

ultimately critical.

the technique of choice, despite grip changes that users have to
perform for far targets (S1).

When direct touch input is important and targets are ≥ 60 pt, OM For large enough

targets, OM is a good

choice.

is a good compromise to also satisfy reachability for one-handed
touchscreen use.

For a good speed-accuracy trade-o�, BC is recommended (S1, BC provides a good

speed-accuracy

trade-o� for targets

that are out of reach.

S2). When the UI has many targets located at the center, yet be-
yond the thumb’s reach, BC is fast and accurate and causes mod-
erate device motion, likely without the need for a grip change.
However, for targets located near and at the upper edge, such as
menus or the iOS back button, users tend to tilt the device to-
wards them to reach the target and often re-grasp the device to
ease this.

For such targets, and, in general, when device and grip stability For top- and

side-located menu and

navigation bu�ons, FR

is a good choice and

also provides excellent

device and grip

stability, e.g., for

augmented reality

apps.

are important, FR is recommended (S1, S2). For example, apps
that use the smartphone camera, such as apps for taking photos
and videos, scanning documents, or augmented reality games, it
is important to keep the camera focused at a static viewpoint.
Also, when ergonomics are key, FR is most bene�cial, since the
user’s thumb stays within its comfort region and rotates natu-
rally around the CMC joint.

6.7 Limitations and Future Work

FR performance is a�ected by handedness: For targets located at FR is dependent on the

user’s handedness and

interferes with existing

force touch

interaction.

the right screen edge, right-handed users cannot exploit target
selection via maximum possible force, except for the upper right
corner target, since the ray will cross all of these targets. This is
why we did not consider target 24 a border target in the analysis.
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Direct Touch

Targets & labels
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One-Handed Mode

Ergonomics &
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ForceRayTargets only
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ForceRay

Figure 6.13: A decision tree for picking the appropriate reacha-
bility technique among the ones tested in this work. If targets are
easily reachable, Direct Touch is the best choice since users ac-
quire targets quickly with ease. If targets are out of reach but still
reasonably large, the One-Handed Mode is a good option. With
practice, the animation duration that shows the user where tar-
gets are moving could be reduced to speed up target selection. If
targets are mainly located at the borders of the handheld touch-
screen, such as menu buttons and navigation bars, ForceRay is
a good choice. Also, if targets are located elsewhere but er-
gonomics for the thumb and grip stability are vital, ForceRay is
the best technique for selecting targets. In all other cases, using
BezelCursor should be considered.

For left-handed users, targets at the left screen edge are a�ected.
Also, due to the polar coordinate system of the ray casting in FR,
distant targets require more precise movement the smaller such
targets are. In addition, FR sacri�ces the bene�t of direct manip-
ulation (like BC) that both DT and OM share. Moreover, FR in-
terferes with existing force input techniques within the thumb’s
comfortable region, such as force-touching an app icon in iOS.
Using a di�erent trigger, e.g., a subtle force touch that quickly
drops it without lifting the �nger o� the screen (’Force Pulse’, cf.
Chapter 7), could mitigate this problem.

Also, FR is only designed for targets responding to taps, but couldSo far, FR only

supports tapping of

distant targets. A

future extension of FR

could tackle distant

dragging and swiping.

be extended as follows: To discriminate taps from gestures, the
user could dwell for 1 s on the distant target, and then reset the
force by dropping it, yet without lifting the thumb o� the screen:
If the target responds to force, the user just presses. Swipes, in-
stead, could be issued by Force Pulses, and scroll gestures could
be issued by rolling the thumb left and right as discussed in
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Chapter 7. Apart from testing this, we also plan a longterm
study in which users control existing apps with FR while be-
ing in motion: On the one hand, walking negatively a�ects force
control [Wilson et al., 2011]; on the other hand, FR’s grip stabil-
ity could then �nally lead to a better performance compared to
other reachability techniques. Finally, we would like to investi-
gate whether a hybrid of BC and FR could combine the speed and
stability bene�ts of both techniques: BC would be used as trig-
ger and for generally aiming at out-of-reach targets. However, if
a target is not comfortably reachable by BC anymore or causes
signi�cant device motion, the user could continue to extend the
cursor using FR.

6.8 Summary and Conclusion

We designed a new interaction technique, called ForceRay (FR), We designed a new

interaction technique,

called ForceRay (FR)

that solves

reachability issues for

handheld devices via

force input with the

thumb. In two user

that extends thumb reach via force input to enable selection of
out-of-reach targets on handheld touchscreens with a steady de-
vice grip. To select a target that cannot be reached easily with
the thumb, the user applies a force touch to cast a virtual ray in
the direction of the target. By increasing her force, she moves
a cursor along the ray until reaching the target, then lifts her
thumb quickly to con�rm the selection. We conducted two user
studies to validate FR: Study 1 tested FR against existing reacha- studies we showed

that FR allows to reach

all targets while the

user can maintain a

steady device grip.

bility solutions. Among all, FR signi�cantly caused the least de-
vice motion, removing users’ concerns about device drops. Yet,
FR was 195 ms slower than the fastest reachability technique,
BezelCursor (BC). Study 2 showed that an hour of training sped
up both BC and FR, and that both are equally fast for targets at
the screen border.

With ForceRay, we enable users to make e�cient of the touch- When more than only

a few items need to be

selected via force

input, an absolute

force-to-value

mapping is ine�icient.

screen for input, since all targets are reachable with a single �n-
ger with ergonomic comfort. Besides making e�cient use of in-
put, force input can also contribute to making e�cient use of out-
put on the handheld touchscreen. Therefore, in the next chap-
ter, we present the Force Picker, an interaction technique that
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enables e�cient input of values from large range using a singleNext, we will look at

how rate-based force

control makes value

input faster.

�nger. We will show how this technique uses force to save both,
input and output space on the handheld touchscreen, such that
the limited screen size can be used more e�ciently.
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Making Value Selection on
Handheld Devices E�cient via
Force Touch Input

→ Summary

Picking values from long ordered lists, such as when setting a date or time, is a com-
mon task on smartphones. However, the system pickers and tables used for this
require signi�cant screen space for spinning and dragging, covering other infor-
mation or pushing it o�-screen. The Force Picker reduces this footprint by letting
users increase and decrease values over a wide range using force touch for rate-
based control. However, changing input direction this way is di�cult. We propose
three techniques to address this. With our best candidate, Thumb-Roll, the Force
Picker lets untrained users achieve similar accuracy as a standard picker, albeit less
quickly. Shrinking it to a single table row, 20% of the iOS picker height, slightly af-
fects completion time, but not accuracy. Intriguingly, after 70 minutes of training,
users were signi�cantly faster with this minimized Thumb-Roll Picker compared
to the standard picker, at the same accuracy and only 6% of the gesture footprint.
We close with application examples.

Publications: The work presented in this chapter has been done in collaboration with Simon
Voelker, Andreas Link, and Jan Borchers. The author of this thesis developed the research idea and
relevant research questions, including the motivation of the work. Furthermore, he has designed
all experiments and analyzed their data. Part of this work has been published as a Master’s Thesis
in 2017 [Link, 2017]. Most of this work has been published as paper in the Proceedings of ACM
CHI 2018 [Corsten et al., 2018]. The author of this thesis is the main author of the paper. Most
sections in this chapter are taken from the paper publication.
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7.1 Motivation

The previous presented technique, ForceRay, used positionalSo far, we controlled

only a few values via

force input, i.e., usually

not more than ten

di�erent items, using

the positional control

mechanism (PC).

control for selecting a target. Positional control has the bene-
�t that the user can quickly adjust for over- and undershoots
by simply reducing or increasing force. However, humans can
only control up to ten di�erent targets reliably using this con-
trol mechanism. When interacting with handheld touchscreens,
users often need to select one out of many targets, e.g., when
picking a value from an ordered list to set the date and time of
an appointment.

However, touch-based UIs for such tasks take up signi�cantTypical touch-based

widgets for selecting

many values take up

significant screen

space on handheld

devices.

screen space. For example, Apple’s default system “picker” oc-
cupies 3.3 cm, or 30%, of an iPhone 8’s screen height. On a Sam-
sung Galaxy S5 running Android, it is 33%. This space is re-
quired not just to display the widget (display footprint), but also
for the swipe gesture to spin the picker’s wheels (gesture foot-
print), as shown in Figure 7.1 (left). Tables are similar: with many
items, such as in the iOS Settings app, they may occupy the entire
screen, and still require scrolling similar to the picker. Slide-in
keyboards take up similar space.

When these UI elements appear, other content usually disap-Since such

touch-based widgets

occupy significant

screen space,

contextual information

must be temporarily

pushed o� screen.

pears: The date picker in the iOS Calendar app, for example,
expands from a single row with the date to the equivalent of
�ve rows when activated, pushing content below it down and
often o�-screen. This can make contextual information needed
to pick a value, such as the end time for a meeting, suddenly dis-
appear. Horizontal sliders are another alternative for value input
on smartphones that is smaller in height, but they are not rec-
ommended for setting precise values [Nielsen Norman Group,
2015].

There are alternative interaction techniques that need minimalCurrent alternative

input techniques that

require minimal screen

space, such as speech

input, are o�en

impractical and

ine�icient for value

selection.

screen space. Of these, however, speech is socially awkward and
time-consuming, tilt sensing makes screens hard to read at an
angle and is di�cult to use while walking [B. L. Harrison et al.,
1998; Hinckley et al., 1999; Rahman et al., 2009], and remapping
existing physical controls like volume buttons leads to inconsis-
tent behavior across apps. Bendable interfaces [Schwesig et al.,
2004] require two hands for good control, and squeezable de-
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Figure 7.1: Entering a time on a smartphone. Left: Setting the
hour with a picker requires signi�cant screen space in height for
dragging and spinning the wheel. Right: Selecting the hour by
applying force on the hour digits of the underlying label fades
in the Force Picker. Rolling the thumb to the left scrolls through
the hours—the harder the user presses, the faster. Rolling the
thumb to the right scrolls in the opposite direction. Lifting the
thumb o� the screen sets the value, and the Force Picker disap-
pears. Compared to dragging and spinning, the Force Picker is
more compact, so that contextual information is never pushed
o�-screen.

vices, like HTC’s U11, can only sense two di�erent states. All
of these require an extra tap to specify where on the screen the
input should go. Exploiting simple touch duration instead only
allows for changing values at a constant rate, which takes time.

A more powerful option is to use the force-sensitive touch- Using a rate-based

control mechanism

(RC), that maps force

input to the velocity of

scrolling through the

set of values, force

input can be a

powerful technique to

select values without

occupying much

screen space.

screen in recent smartphones, like Apple’s iPhones since the 6s
or Huawei’s Mate S, to add force as a third dimension to every
touch input. There are two established control mechanisms to
map such input to a selected value: Positional Control (PC) maps
a particular force level directly to a particular value—the harder
the user presses, the higher the selected value. As mentioned be-
fore, beyond around ten discrete values, however, this technique
becomes infeasible [McLachlan et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2010].
Rate-Based Control (RC), by contrast, maps force to velocity: the
harder the user presses, the faster the selected value increases.
This allows for e�cient selection from larger value ranges, such
as dates, times, or percentages.

However, using force for RC has one major drawback: If exerting Unlike PC, RC does

not support forforce increases the currently displayed value at varying speeds,
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how does the user decrease it? One solution are two buttons,bidirectional value

control, e.g., to quickly

correct over- and

undershoots.

one per direction, but this means that the displayed value can no
longer serve as the input area itself, since the user needs to pick
one of the buttons. This requires adding space for two perma-
nent buttons next to the displayed value. Another alternative is
the wrap-around technique: if the user scrolls past the highest
value, it wraps around to the lowest value. However, this makes
correcting overshoots tedious.

Instead, our Force Picker allows for bidirectional RC with forceWe challenged this

problem with our Force

Picker widget.

touch to select a value, using a technique to reverse direction
that requires no more space than the initial touch.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• the Force Picker, a force-based input technique for value
selection that outperforms a standard picker on smart-
phones with trained users, at a fraction of the size;

• a quantitative study of three techniques for a Force Picker
to reverse direction in-place;

• a quantitative study examining the e�ect of di�erent dis-
play sizes for the Force Picker.

7.2 Related Work

There is a variety of techniques for entering values on smart-In the Related Work

section, we will focus

on force-based input

techniques.

phones, such as speech, sensing tilt, or remapping physical but-
tons, that do not use the touchscreen at all. However, as out-
lined in the Motivation, they exhibit other drawbacks, and still
require the user to tap on the screen to specify which area the
input should go to. We instead propose using force input as an
alternative, and will focus on this area below.

Related work on force input for selection tasks can be classi�edWe classify the Related

Work regarding PC

and RC mechanisms.

into the two groups of control mechanisms introduced above,
Positional- and Rate-Based Control. They determine how force
is used to navigate through the available options.
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7.2.1 Positional Control (PC)

Positional Control (PC) maps force levels directly to selectable PC is an absolute

mapping from force to

value.

values: applying the same force always selects the same value.
In terms of Card et al.’s seminal Design Space of Input Devices
[S. K. Card et al., 1990], this is an “absolute” mapping. While
typical force sensors are sampled with 10 bits of resolution for
1,024 possible raw sensor values [Shi et al., 2008], these raw sen-
sor values are usually binned, mapping a range of them to one
force level. A transfer function then maps force levels to values.
This mapping is usually natural: the higher the force, the higher
the value.

The transfer function in PC is often linear, as recommended by The transfer function

determines how

exactly force is

mapped to values.

Stewart et al. [2010]. This satis�es the above criteria and is of-
ten used for menu selection. However, this approach begins to
break down beyond around ten items: G. Ramos et al. [2004]
showed that users can control up to six menu items reliably with
a force-sensitive pen on a tablet. Mizobuchi et al. [2005] found
similar results for menu control on a force-sensitive handheld
device. Wilson et al. [2010] reported that users can control ten
levels with their �ngers on a handheld device at 85% accuracy
with continuous visual feedback. McLachlan et al. [2014] added
a force sensor to the bezel of a tablet; this enabled the hand hold-
ing the device to control a menu of ten items with 89% accuracy.
Corsten et al. [2017a] added force sensors to the back of a smart-
phone, and found that users could control �ve levels of force
reliably.

Navigating larger ranges with PC requires nonlinear transfer Cechanowicz et al.

[2007] designed a

fisheye transfer

function that lets users

select from up to 64

values using a

force-sensitive mouse.

functions. Shi et al. [2008] reached 16 controllable levels using
a �sheye transfer function with a force-sensitive mouse. Using
a similar mouse, Cechanowicz et al. [2007] let users �rst tap on
the force sensor multiple times to jump to a coarse level and then
press to zoom in on that level at �ner granularity, for up to 64
controllable levels. However, for bidirectional control, this tech-
nique requires a second force sensor.

In summary, although bidirectional control within the footprint In general, PC is

inappropriate for

selecting values from

large ranges.

of a single �nger is trivial with PC, the limited number of reliably
selectable values makes PC inappropriate for setting values of
larger ranges, such as times, dates, or percentages.
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7.2.2 Rate-Based Control (RC)

Rate-Based Control (RC) maps force to the velocity of valueWith RC, one can

browse value ranges of

any size, but changing

the direction requires

a separate action.

change. The transfer function determines how fast values
change depending on the force applied. Here, the usual natural
mapping means that the harder the user presses, the faster values
are browsed. Maintaining a particular force results in change at
a constant speed; reducing the force applied slows down brows-
ing. RC lets users browse value ranges of any size, but changing
direction requires some separate input action.

Shi et al. [2009] used a force-sensitive mouse to rotate objectsA variety of RC-based

techniques have been

explored for both,

desktop and handheld

interaction.

by mapping force to angular velocity. Users tapped the sensor
to adjust by single degrees, and rotated counter-clockwise using
a second force sensor. The system was faster to use than its PC
counterpart. Wilson et al. [2011] compared RC to PC for con-
trolling ten menu items on a smartphone using a single force
sensor. For RC, they used wrap-around instead of bidirectional
navigation. Using RC was faster and more accurate. Using one
force sensor per direction, Ng et al. [2016] report similar results
for menu control in a car. Spelmezan et al. [2013a] attached
force and proximity sensors to the side of a smartphone for bidi-
rectional continuous thumb scrolling. Their revised technique
used two force sensors for bidirectional scrolling and zooming
by using either the index and ring �nger or thumb and palm
[Spelmezan et al., 2013b]. While touch input was faster for small
scrolling distances, RC prevailed for longer distances. Holman
et al. [2013] attached two force sensors to the side of a smart-
phone to use with the �ngers holding the phone while thumbing,
and found that gestures augmenting the natural thumb touch
worked best. Pelurson et al. [2016] attached a force sensor to
a smartphone. Using RC to scroll large information spaces hori-
zontally while changing direction by swiping on the touchscreen
was faster and preferred over the default drag-and-�ick interac-
tion. Antoine et al. [2017] used RC on a force-sensitive iPhone
to scroll a viewport vertically down while simultaneously drag-
ging with the thumb. Users were faster and had fewer errors
compared to baseline edge-scrolling.

PreSense II [Rekimoto et al., 2006] and GraspZoom [Miyaki etTwo examples that

explore bidirectional

RC are PreSense II

al., 2009] describe bidirectional RC using force touch. Similar to
our approach, they support immediate change of direction with a
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minimal gesture footprint. In PreSense II, the user tilts her index [Rekimoto et al., 2006]

and GraspZoom

[Miyaki et al., 2009].

�nger up vertically to navigate in the opposite direction while
force-touching on a desktop touchpad. In GraspZoom, swiping
across the screen selects the direction of scrolling and zooming
with RC, while a sensor on the back of the smartphone cap-
tures continuous force input. Both techniques, however, were
not evaluated. Hence, it is not clear how fast and how accu-
rate users perform with such techniques, especially for discrete
value input, and whether such techniques let us minimize both
gesture footprint and widget display footprint on the handheld
touchscreen.

7.3 Bidirectional Force Input Techniques

Below, we present three interaction techniques we designed for We designed three

RC-based techniques

for value selection on

force-sensitive

smartphones.

bidirectional value selection using force input that minimize the
gesture footprint. Since we want to change values across a large
range, e.g., 1–31 to set a date, all our techniques require RC, as
our review of related work has illustrated.

To let standard touch input and RC using force touch coexist All three techniques

(Pulse, Press-Through,

and Thumb-Roll) are

activated upon

pressing with the

thumb against the

touchscreen and

crossing a force

threshold. This

ensures that force

input does not

interfere with

standard touch input.

on the same widget without accidental activation, we classify
any force input below a resting threshold of 20% (based on Ap-
ple’s guidelines) of the force sensor range as an ordinary touch
that does not start changing the displayed value. Between 20%
and 80% of the sensor range, our force-to-value mapping iterates
over values at a velocity depending on a linear transfer function,
as used by Wilson et al. [2011]: The more force is applied, the
faster the selected value changes. To e�ciently cross large value
distances, crossing 80% of the sensor range activates a boosted
transfer function. We focus on one-handed interaction in por-
trait mode, using the thumb of the dominant hand. Lifting the
thumb o� the screen was chosen to con�rm the currently se-
lected item, removing the need for an extra tap or an additional
con�rmation button.

By default, RC only supports changing values in one direction.
Our designs (Fig. 7.2) address this shortcoming, each with its
own bene�ts, within the footprint of a single force touch:
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Figure 7.2: Force input and corresponding selected values for our three force techniques
over time, when changing a value from 17 to 80 while overshooting to 100 in between.
Note how values begin to decrease when the corresponding change of direction (black
arrows) is detected.

• Pulse. In Pulse, the user changes direction by quickly in-Pulse changes the

direction by quickly

increasing and

releasing force without

li�ing the thumb and

then gradually

increase force.

creasing force signi�cantly above and back below the rest-
ing threshold. This technique has the advantage of being
identical for both directions. To correct for overshoots in
either direction, the user reduces force below the resting
threshold, issues a Pulse, and increases force again to scroll
towards the desired value.

• Press-Through. Press-Through maps force increase toPress-Through changes

the direction by

applying as much

force as possible and

then gradually reduce

force.

value increase, and force decrease to value decrease: To
reverse direction, the user quickly applies the maximum
detectable force, starting from below the resting threshold.
While she maintains that maximum force, value change
pauses, like in the resting force zone. When she reduces
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the force, the value starts decreasing, reversing the trans-
fer function—the more she reduces the force, the faster
the value decreases. Re-applying more force decelerates
value decrease, up to the maximum detectable force, which
pauses value changes. Within 40% to 20% of the force
sensor spectrum, the boosted transfer function is applied.
Below 20%, resting force is reached, which pauses value
change and reverts back to the normal transfer function.
To correct overshoots, the user quickly reduces force be-
neath the resting threshold, and then issues the Press-
Through gesture to reverse direction. The advantage of
Press-Through is its natural mapping of force increase/de-
crease to value increase/decrease.

• Thumb-Roll. In Thumb-Roll, the user gently rolls her Thumb-Roll changes

the direction by rolling

the thumb to the right

(to increase) or to the

le� (to decrease)

before gradually

increasing force.

thumb to the left to decrease, and to the right to increase
values. The applied force sets the speed in either direction.
To correct for overshoots, she rolls her thumb to the other
side. This results in a natural decrease and therefore de-
celerated navigation while the thumb is rolling through its
neutral, �at position. Since the thumb has to be rolled and
maintained in that position while navigating, Thumb-Roll
represents a temporary “quasi-mode” [Raskin, 2000] that
ensures the user is always aware of the active direction
from her thumb position. Like in Pulse, the transfer func-
tion is identical for both directions. Thumb-Roll is similar
to a rocker switch, or two small force buttons right next
to each other. Although rolling the thumb up and down
would result in a more natural mapping for increasing and
decreasing values, left-right roll is ergonomically easier to
perform and leaves a much smaller footprint compared to
rolling the thumb up and down. Roudaut et al. [2009] in-
vestigated thumb-roll gestures as input modi�ers for tradi-
tional handheld touchscreens. Their technique MicroRolls
gives users faster access to toolbars and menus on PDAs
through four straight and two circular thumb roll gestures.
However, that work did not explore force input.
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7.4 Study 1: Force Picker vs. System Picker

Having de�ned these candidate techniques to reverse directionIn Study 1, we wanted

to compare how

participants perform

value selection with

our Force Picker

designs compared to a

standard touch-based

System Picker.

for the Force Picker, we wanted to understand how they each
compare to a standard picker that is controlled by dragging and
spinning, in terms of speed, accuracy, and gesture footprint. 16
participants (21–31 years, M = 26.19, SD = 2.71, all right handed,
�ve females) used a Force Picker with each candidate technique,
and a standard picker as baseline, on a force-sensitive iPhone
6s Plus. Figure 7.3 shows our application to display instructions
and capture data.

Picker Design

For our baseline condition, we designed a standard picker sim-The visual design of

the Force Pickers and

the System Picker

were similar to

standard pickers used

in iOS and Android.

ilar to an iOS or Android system picker. We reserved the same
414 × 216 pt (65 × 36 mm, 30% screen height) space for the drag-
ging and spinning footprint that Apple recommends to use for
the iOS 10 system picker [Apple Inc., 2019a]. Note that the unit
’pt’ does not refer to the unit measure used in typography, but re-
lates to Apple’s measurement for display points on iPhone 6/7/8
Plus (1 pt ≈ .16 mm). We displayed a rectangle with slightly nar-
rower sides around this area, such that users could easily per-
ceive the picker boundaries. Although the iOS system picker dis-
plays seven values at a time, of which the two upper and lower
values are in a vertically compressed font (Fig. 7.4, left), we chose
to display only three values at a time, like the Android system
picker does (Fig. 7.4, right). This was done since we anticipated
shrinking the display space for our Force Picker in Studies 2 and
3 (Fig. 7.3, right), which would be di�cult for displaying seven
values at a time, and we wanted to be able to do a fair comparison
with our results across all studies.

Dragging the current value down with the thumb anywhere onTo confirm selection

using the standard

picker, one must tap a

dedicated ’select’

bu�on.

the picker area increased the value displayed and vice versa. We
used the standard iOS 10 accelerations for dragging and spinning
from the UIScrollView class. The target value was shown to
the left so that it would not be covered by the thumb while drag-
ging. The standard picker was placed at the bottom of the screen
to make sure that it was easily accessible by the thumb (Fig. 7.3,
center). Since lifto� happens frequently on standard pickers, it
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Figure 7.3: UI of our study prototype showing the picker and instructions. Left: Force
Picker and System Picker from Study 1. Right: Minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker,
2× magni�ed. The iPhone 6s Plus screen measured 414 × 736 pt, or 68 × 122 mm; the
origin is located in the top left corner.

cannot be used for con�rmation; users had to tap a ’select’ but-
ton placed within thumb reach above the picker to con�rm the
selection. Despite continuous scrolling, selection would always
snap to the closest discrete value.

For our Force Picker (Fig. 7.3, left), we used the same visual- While participants

control the System

Picker via dragging

and spinning, they

control the Force

Pickers via pressing on

a green bu�on and use

Pulse, Press-Through,

and Thumb-Roll to

change the direction.

ization as in the standard picker, but instead of controlling it by
dragging and spinning, users were asked to use our force tech-
niques to navigate to the target value shown next to the picker.
Users held the device in their right (dominant) hand, and placed
their thumb on a green 60 × 60 pt button. When they applied
force, the values started scrolling up resp. down. The arrow in-
dicated the current direction. Upon releasing the thumb, the
picker snapped to the closest value and selected it, completing
each trial.

For both our standard picker and our Force Picker, we displayed For a natural mapping,

higher values are

displayed above and

lower values are

shown below the

picker center.

the higher value above, and the lower value below the current
item. Although the iOS and Android pickers display values in
reversed order, we wanted to achieve a more natural mapping
[Norman, 2002] for force input: An increase (↑) in force increased
(↑) the value more quickly by scrolling more quickly.
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Figure 7.4: Default iOS 10 system picker (left) and Android 7
system picker (right). The iOS picker measures 414 × 216 pt on a
414 × 736 screen (taking up 30% of the screen height) and shows
up to seven values at a time, whereas the Android picker mea-
sures 620 × 424 px on a 720 × 1,280 px screen (taking up 33% of
the screen height) and displays three values per picker wheel at
a time.

Transfer Function and Force Pickers

According to Apple’s API documentation [Apple Inc., 2019b], theWe used the iPhone’s

built-in force sensor to

obtain the intensity of

each force touch

applied to the

touchscreen.

iPhone force sensor API delivers unitless force values between
0 and 400

60 ≈ 6.67 in steps of 1
60 , with force sensitivity set to the

“medium” default. Values around 1.0 should be interpreted as
an ordinary touch; higher values as intentional force input. Al-
though Apple does not state how these values translate to New-
tons, experiments [Nelson, 2015] suggest a 4 N range and a lin-
ear transfer function. In the remainder of this chapter, we report
both the iOS-speci�c 0–6.67 range and their generic relative val-
ues.

According to the design of our techniques, we used RC forFor our Force Pickers,

we used the same

linear transfer

function as Wilson

et al. [2011], but with a

boosting e�ect upon

crossing 80% of the

iPhone’s force space.

mapping force to the Force Picker scrolling speed. Forces
below 1.35, the 20% resting threshold, were ignored to let
ordinary touch input coexist and to let users rest their
thumb on the touchscreen without a�ecting value input. We
set Speed(x) = (24.812x − 33.496)mms , x ∈ [1.35; 5.34), fol-
lowing [Wilson et al., 2011]. For forces beyond 5.34, the
80% boost threshold, we set Speed(x) = (38.824x + 46.588)mms ,
x ∈ [5.34; 6.67), which we determined through pilot tests. Press-
ing harder than 6.67 resulted in a plateau of 305 mm

s scrolling
speed.
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We implemented our force techniques according to our speci- We implemented the

Pulse, Press-Through,

and Thumb-Roll Force

Pickers according to

our design

specifications.

�cations above. To issue a Pulse, users had to start below the
resting threshold of 20% of the sensor range, and cross it clearly,
reaching 3.34 (50% of the sensor range, determined in pilot tests)
at a rate of change of at least 10% between two digitizer frames
captured every 16 ms, and then drop quickly below the resting
threshold again. Detection for Press-Through was similar, except
that users had to reach the maximum measurable force of 6.67
without reducing force quickly afterwards. For Thumb-Roll, we
captured the location of the thumb’s touch point at resting force.
When the touch moved to the right or left, direction was set to
up or down, respectively. Since the user’s thumb could drift dur-
ing rolling, we re-calibrated its location whenever force dropped
below the resting threshold.

Independent Variables were Techniqe (Baseline, Pulse, Independent variables

were Technique,

Range, and Distance.

Press-Through, and Thumb-Roll), Range (10, 30, 60, and 101
items), and Distance (OneStep, 20%, 50%, 80%) in both direc-
tions. Range determined the number of available picker values,
representing typical use cases: selecting a digit (0–9), a day of
the month (1–30), minutes for a timer (1–60), or a percentage
(0–100). Distance denoted how many values lay between start
and target value. We chose relative Distances to allow compar-
ison across Ranges. Only OneStep was absolute to test single
increments and decrements, representing typical o�-by-one cor-
rections. For all force techniques, applying force navigated up by
default. Figure 7.5 lists all values users had to navigate from and
to in both directions. To prevent shortcut strategies by navigat-
ing in the opposite direction, we disabled wrap-around. Instead,
Distance included OneStep and 20% as short distances. We did
not include the extreme values as targets since this would have
simpli�ed the task, as scrolling stopped at these values, and since
it would not be feasible for pickers that support wrap-around.

We recorded 4 Techniqes × 4 Ranges × 4 Distances × 2 di- Each participant

performed 384 trials.rections × 3 repetitions = 384 trials per participant. We also
screen-captured all trials to investigate potential outliers later.
Techniqe and Range were each counterbalanced using a Latin
Square, and Distance in both directions was randomized. Once
all three repetitions were done, the user continued with the next
Range, until all Ranges had been tested. As each Techniqe
was presented to the user, she was allowed to explore it until
she felt more familiar with it.
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RANGE 10 30 60 101 10 30 60 101
OneStep 6 7 19 20 39 40 67 68 4 3 13 12 26 25 44 43
20 % 1 3 3 9 7 19 11 31 6 4 19 13 39 27 67 47
50 % 3 8 10 25 20 50 34 84 7 2 23 8 46 16 78 28
80 % 0 8 1 25 1 49 0 80 9 1 30 6 60 12 100 20D

IS
TA

N
C

E

Figure 7.5: Start and target values per Range × Distance com-
bination.

Dependent Variables were Time [ms], Crossings [i ∈ ℕ], andDependent variables

were the task

completion Time, the

number of Crossings

when the target value

was over- or

undershot, and the

Success of whether the

user selected the right

value or not. We also

captured the thumb

Gesture Footprint and

user’s Ranking data.

Success [0,1]. For each trial, Time denoted the time from �rst
contact with the touchscreen until value selection by lifto� (force
techniques) or tapping the ‘select’ button (Baseline). Crossings
counted how often the user overshot the target value (e.g., cf.
G. Ramos et al. [2004]), such that she had to change direction
and navigate back. Success indicated whether the user selected
the correct target value (1) or not (0). While we also recorded
how far o� users were from the target value in those cases, they
missed by more than one in only .05% of all trials. We also logged
touch positions every 16 ms to capture gesture starting points
and footprints. At the end, users were asked to rank the four
techniques by preference (1: most, 4: least).

7.4.1 Results

A total of 32 outliers were identi�ed by applying the TukeyWe identified outliers

using the Tukey

Method for Extreme

Outliers and verified

them by looking at our

screen recordings.

Method for Extreme Outliers on Time (18–63 s). Looking at the
screen recordings for these trials revealed that users had their
thumb already placed on the touchscreen, which activated time
counting, but they were still asking questions before actually
performing the task. Hence, these trials were not representa-
tive and we therefore excluded them from the analysis. Since
we were interested in how performance for each Techniqe
was a�ected by Range and Distance, we concentrate on these
results. Hence, although signi�cant for Time and Crossings (p
<.001, each), we will not discuss main e�ects for Range and
Distance, since these mix data from all Techniqes. We log-
transformed Time for repeated measures ANOVA. Since Suc-
cess was dichotomous, we conducted Cochran’s Q and McNe-
mar tests. We analyzed the count for Crossings with Friedman
and Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests.
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Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on Time Using the Force Picker,

participants were a

significant 900 ms

slower than with the

System Picker.

(F3,6065 = 955.73, p <.001). Tukey HSD post hoc pairwise
comparisons were all signi�cant (p <.001, each). At 2,547 ms,
users were fastest for Baseline. The fastest force technique was
Thumb-Roll, yet 900 ms slower than Baseline, followed by Pulse
and Press-Through (Fig. 7.6, right).

There was also a signi�cant Techniqe × Distance interaction As to be expected,

navigating farther

Distances took more

time.

e�ect (F9,6065 = 10.90, p <.001). Tukey HSD post hoc pairwise
comparisons revealed that, for each Techniqe, users were sig-
ni�cantly fastest for OneStep, followed by 20%, 50%, and 80%
Distance (p <.001, each). This was to be expected, as navigating
farther distances takes more time. For each Distance, pairwise
post hoc tests showed that users were always fastest for Base-
line (Fig. 7.6, left), then Thumb-Roll, Pulse, and Press-Through
(Pulse vs. Thumb-Roll with 50% and 80% Distance: both p = .01,
all others: p <.001).

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on Crossings Participants made

more Crossings with

the System Picker

compared to the Force

Pickers.

(� 2(3) = 121.41, p <.001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed
that users made signi�cantly more Crossings for Baseline com-
pared to all force techniques (p <.001, each), but the di�erence
was small (Fig. 7.7, left).

There was also a signi�cant Techniqe × Range interaction ef- Especially for smaller

Ranges, participants

made fewer Crossings

with the Force Pickers

compared to th

System Picker.

fect (� 2(15) = 154.27, p <.001). Post hoc tests revealed that users
made signi�cantly fewer Crossings with Pulse for Range 10 com-
pared to Baseline (p = .001), and they made signi�cantly fewer
Crossings with Thumb-Roll for Range 30 compared to Baseline
(p = .006) (Fig. 7.8, left). Within each Techniqe, Range did not
a�ect Crossings.

There was also a signi�cant Techniqe × Distance interaction For Baseline,

Thumb-Roll, and

Pulse, participants

always made

significantly fewer

Crossings when

changing a value by

one step compared to

all other Distances.

e�ect (� 2(15) = 485.17, p <.001). Post hoc pairwise compar-
isons revealed that users made signi�cantly fewer Crossings for
all force techniques compared to Baseline for all percentual Dis-
tances (Baseline vs. Thumb-Roll with 50% and 80% Distance:
p = .004, Baseline vs. Pulse with 80% Distance: p = .002, all oth-
ers: p <.001). Only for OneStep, users made signi�cantly more
Crossings with Press-Through compared to all other techniques
(p <.001, each) (Fig. 7.8, right). Also, these tests revealed that
for Baseline, Thumb-Roll, and Pulse, users always made signif-
icantly fewer Crossings for OneStep compared to all other Dis-
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RANGE DISTANCE
10 30 60 101 OneStep 20% 50% 80%

M 1,435 2,148 3,004 3,606 855 2,151 3,180 4,009
SD 674 1,204 1,857 2,279 604 961 1,561 1,996

M 2,685 3,764 4,691 5,561 1,863 3,899 4,967 5,964
SD 2,148 2,530 2,950 3,599 1,627 2,714 2,870 3,115

M 4,542 5,699 3,764 8,705 3,967 5,703 7,809 9,163
SD 4,635 4,391 5,863 6,213 4,665 4,812 5,414 5,876

M 1,983 2,963 4,021 4,863 1,320 2,988 4,343 5,187
SD 1,185 1,815 2,496 3,101 1,018 1,694 2,514 2,539
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Figure 7.6: Time (ms) for Study 1. Left: M and SD for Tech-
niqe split by Range and Distance. Right: Mean Time for each
Techniqe, all signi�cantly di�erent from each other. Error bars
denote 95% CI.
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Figure 7.7: Crossings (left) and Success (right) for Study 1. Users
made signi�cantly more Crossings for Baseline, but its Success
was signi�cantly higher than for all force techniques. Error bars
denote 95% CI.

tances (Baseline vs. Thumb-Roll with 20% Distance: p = .012,
Baseline vs. Pulse with 50% and 80% Distance: both p = .003, all
others: p <.001).

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on SuccessWhile Success for the

System Picker was

100%, Success for Pulse

and Thumb-Roll were

close to 99%, hence

almost similar.

(Q(3) = 61.69, p <.001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons were
not signi�cant between Pulse and Thumb-Roll, but between all
other pairs (p <.001, each): Users performed with 100% Success
for Baseline, followed by Pulse (98.7%), Thumb-Roll (98.6%),
and Press-Through (96.6%), (Fig. 7.7, right). Although Pulse
and Thumb-Roll had signi�cantly lower Success compared to
Baseline, the di�erence of less than 1.4% is small.

There was also a signi�cant Techniqe × Range interaction ef-For each Technique,

Range did not e�ect

Success.

fect (Q(15) = 78.40, p <.001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons re-
vealed that users had always signi�cantly higher Success with
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RANGE (M, SD) DISTANCE (M, SD)
10 30 60 101 OneStep 20% 50% 80%

Baseline 1.35 0.55 1.34 0.52 1.36 0.57 1.42 0.60 1.02 0.14 1.54 0.59 1.47 0.60 1.45 0.61
Pulse 1.16 0.44 1.19 0.46 1.22 0.51 1.27 0.54 1.06 0.27 1.28 0.60 1.24 0.47 1.26 0.52

Press-Through 1.34 0.82 1.27 0.70 1.29 0.68 1.30 0.68 1.30 0.72 1.27 0.63 1.32 0.78 1.31 0.75
Thumb-Roll 1.19 0.59 1.21 0.57 1.27 0.62 1.32 0.70 1.07 0.37 1.25 0.58 1.32 0.72 1.34 0.73

Figure 7.8: Crossings for Study 1 split by Range and Distance.

Baseline (100%) compared to Press-Through for each Range (10:
97%, p = .02; 30: 95%, p <.001; 60: 96%, p <.001; 101: 98%, p = .021).
In addition, for Range 30, users had signi�cant lower Success for
Press-Through (95%) compared to Baseline (100%), Pulse (99%),
and Thumb-Roll (98%), (p <.001, each). Also, for Range 60, users
had signi�cantly higher Success for Thumb-Roll (99%) compared
to Press-Through (96%), (p = .035). Within each Techniqe,
however, Range had no e�ect on Success.

There was also a signi�cant Techniqe × Distance interaction For each Technique,

Distance did not e�ect

Success.

e�ect (� 2(15) = 69.16, p <.001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons
revealed that users had always signi�cantly higher Success for
Baseline (100%) compared to Press-Through for each Distance
(OneStep: 97%, p = .004; 20% Distance: 96%, p <.001; 50% Dis-
tance: 96%, p <.001; 80% Distance: 97%, p = .007). In addi-
tion, for 20% Distance, users had signi�cantly lower Success for
Press-Through (96%) compared to all techniques (Baseline: 100%,
p <.001; Pulse: 99%, p = .035; Thumb-Roll: 99%, p = .005) Also, for
50% Distance, users had signi�cantly lower Success for Press-
Through (96%) compared to Pulse (99%), (p = .003). Still, within
each Techniqe, Distance had no e�ect on Success.

Users’ Ranking (� 2(3) = 29.25, p <.001) revealed no signi�cant Press-Through was

significantly least

preferred by

participants.

di�erences between Baseline (M = 1.56, SD = .90), Thumb-Roll
(M = 1.88, SD = .89), and Pulse (M = 2.06, SD = .68) (p <.001,
each). Press-Through (M = 3.63, SD = .50), however, was signif-
icantly least preferred over Baseline (p <.001), Pulse (p = .003),
and Thumb-Roll (p <.001).

Figure 7.9 visualizes the Gesture Footprint from all users for The Pulse Force Picker

caused the smallest

Gesture Footprint.

each Techniqe. For our force techniques, the green square
marks where users were asked to place their thumb. Red data
points represent �rst contact with the screen (Touch Began), blue
data points all other touches (Touch Moved). As can be seen,
the footprint for the force techniques is much smaller than for
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Figure 7.9: Gesture Footprint from Study 1. Our three Force Picker techniques (right)
have much smaller footprints than standard dragging and spinning (left). Yellow overlays
denote 96% of all initial touch points. Compared to Baseline, the force techniques require
only 5–12% of the space.

Baseline. Based on all �rst touches, we also calculated the e�ec-
tive width × height (yellow overlays in Fig. 7.9) capturing 96% of
these data points, multiplying the SD in x and y by 4.133 [Souko-
re� et al., 2004]. These rectangles denote the space that needs
to be reserved for detecting the start of an interaction with the
Force Picker. During interaction, users may drift (blue dots), and
touch input outside the rectangles should not be passed on to
other widgets until thumb lifto� ends this modal interaction.
Note that content beneath the blue dots will be occluded by
the thumb. With the standard picker, users do multiple lifto�s
while spinning and dragging, whereas with our force techniques,
each selection requires only one lifto�. Thumb-Roll required
only 12%, Pulse and Press-Through only 5% of the e�ective area
(width × height) required for Baseline.
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7.4.2 Discussion

For our force techniques, users performed fastest (3.5 s) and The Press-Through

Force Picker was

problematic for

participants because

upon direction change,

the force sensor would

be driven into

saturation such that

no visual updates

could be

communicated to the

participant until the

force dropped below

the maximum of the

force range.

most accurate (99%) with Thumb-Roll. Although users’ Success
for Pulse was the same, they were a signi�cant 700 ms slower.
For Baseline, users were 900 ms faster than for Thumb-Roll, and
achieved 100% Success. However, this was to be anticipated, since
all users were familiar with standard picker interaction, but not
with force control, and post-corrections after lifto� are part of
the interaction with standard pickers. Users’ slower task com-
pletion time for our force techniques could also be explained by
Crossings. Users reported that overshoots felt easier to correct
with dragging and spinning than by applying force, and there-
fore navigated more carefully with the force techniques. For
single value increase or decrease, however, users could gently
tap using our force techniques, as this would cause the picker
to scroll a little but then snap to the next value. This could ex-
plain why users made signi�cantly fewer Crossings compared to
further Distances. For Press-Through, however, tapping for a
one-step change was not possible when decreasing values. This
technique was also problematic for users when decreasing values
because of sensor limitations: If they had applied force beyond
what the sensor could detect, as they were beginning to release,
the system could not provide continuous feedback, although this
is essential for force input [Wilson et al., 2011]. Users then tried
to reduce force more quickly, which resulted in overshooting,
hence an increase in Crossings and Time needed for corrections.
Furthermore, users were rather confused that the force-to-value
mappings reversed depending on the direction, and did not con-
sider the natural mapping between force increase/decrease and
value increase/decrease a bene�t. Consequently, users ranked
Press-Though lowest among all techniques.

As expected, the gesture footprint for all force techniques was The Gesture Footprint

for all Force Pickers

was drastically smaller

compared to the

footprint caused by

spinning and dragging

the System Picker.

drastically smaller than for dragging and spinning. Naturally,
Thumb-Roll had the largest footprint among force techniques,
since rolling requires more space than stationary Pulse or Press-
Through gestures. Nevertheless, Thumb-Roll accounted for only
12% of the e�ective width × height by Baseline. In all, since
Thumb-Roll achieved the best Time, Success, and user Ranking
of our force techniques at a fairly small gesture footprint, we
further pursue this technique in the rest of this chapter. If the
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footprint needs to be even smaller, Pulse is an alternative to con-
sider, but at the cost of Time.

The promising reduction in gesture footprint from Thumb-RollNow we want to

reduce the display

footprint of our best

Force Picker, the

Thumb-Roll picker.

led us to investigate whether we could now e�ectively save
screen space by also reducing the display footprint of the Force
Picker. Therefore, we next compared user performance for
Thumb-Roll in our standard-sized Force Picker to using it in a
minimized Force Picker.

7.5 Study 2: Minimizing the Force Picker

We modi�ed Study 1, using only Thumb-Roll as technique andIn Study 2, we reduced

the size of the

Thumb-Roll Force

Picker from Study 1

and adjusted the

transfer function

accordingly.

adding Size as independent variable to represent the 414 × 216
standard-sized picker and a 44 pt squared minimized Force
Picker (7.3 × 7.3 mm) that �ts within the height of an iOS ta-
ble row (Fig. 7.3). We adjusted the transfer function for the
minimized Force Picker to Speed(x) = 8.271x − 11.165mms ,
x ∈ [1.35; 5.34) (normal) and Speed(x) = 12.941x + 15.529mms ,
x ∈ [5.34; 6.67) (boosted) to achieve the same scrolling for both
pickers. Based on the gesture footprint from Study 1, the thumb
placement area was shifted a little more to the right (Fig. 7.3,
right), such that the thumb would not occlude the picker dur-
ing interaction. Levels for Range and Distance were identical
to Study 1. Again, Time, Crossings, Success, and Gesture Footprint
were recorded. We also asked users whether they found the min-
imized Force Picker hard to read (7-point Likert scale, 7 = totally
agree).

Of our eight participants (24–40 years, M = 31.13, SD = 6.51, allEach of our eight

participants performed

192 trials in which

they selected values

using the

standard-sized vs. the

minimized Thumb-Roll

Picker.

right-handed, three females, none from Study 1), four started
with the minimized Force Picker. Counterbalancing, random-
ization, and presentation order of conditions were identical to
Study 1. We recorded 2 Sizes × 4 Ranges × 4 Distances × 2 di-
rections × 3 repetitions = 192 trials per user, excluding two test
trials for each Size. Users also had the opportunity to brie�y
familiarize themselves with both pickers beforehand.
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7.5.1 Results

Data analysis was performed similar to Study 1, directly con- We performed the

same data analysis as

Study 1.

trasting e�ects for each Size. We again log-transformed Time
for a repeated-measures ANOVA.

Size had a signi�cant main e�ect on Time (F1,1514 = 9.86, Participants were

about 290 ms faster

with the

standard-sized

Thumb-Roll Picker.

p = .002): Users needed M = 2,698 ms to complete a trial for
the standard-sized Force Picker, and M = 2,988 ms for the mini-
mized version (Fig. 7.10, left). There were no interaction e�ects
on Time.

There was a signi�cant Techniqe × Range interaction ef- As to be expected,

participants made

significantly fewer

Crossings for single

value increase or

decrease compared to

navigating larger

Distances.

fect on Crossings (� 2(7) = 30.21, p <.001), but post hoc tests
were not signi�cant. There was also a signi�cant Techniqe
× Distance interaction e�ect (� 2(7) = 61.92, p <.001). Post
hoc tests showed that users made signi�cant fewer Crossings
for OneStep (M = 1.06, SD = .67) compared to 50% Distance
(M = 1.34, SD = .27) for the standard-sized, and for the min-
imized Force Picker, users made signi�cant fewer Crossings
for OneStep (M = 1.08, SD = .35) compared to 80% Distance
(M = 1.50, SD = .97) (both p <.001).

There were neither signi�cant main e�ects nor interaction ef- The size of the picker

had no e�ect on

Success.

fects for Success. Users correctly selected values with a Success
of 96.6% for the standard-sized and 96.1% for the minimized Force
Picker (Fig. 7.10, right).

The e�ective width × height based on the Gesture Footprint The Gesture Footprint

for the minimized

Thumb-Roll picker was

slightly smaller than

for the standard-sized

counterpart.

from �rst touch contact measured 43 × 53 pt for the standard-
sized Force Picker (Fig. 7.11, left), which was slightly larger than
the 43 × 42 pt for the minimized version (Fig. 7.11, right). These
results are similar to Study 1.

Overall, users disagreed that the minimized Force Picker was One participant found

the minimized picker

hard to read.

hard to read (M = 3.38, SD = 1.51); only one user explicitly stated
reading di�culties.
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Figure 7.10: Time and Success for Study 2. Users were 290 ms
faster with the standard-sized Force Picker (left), but starting
with the standard size also sped up using the minimized version
afterwards (center). Success was the same for both Sizes (right).
Error bars denote 95% CI.

7.5.2 Discussion

Users were 290 ms slower with the minimized Force Picker thanStudy 2 participants

were faster

participants from

Study 1.

with the standard-sized Force Picker. Nevertheless, for both
Sizes, users from Study 2 were 470–750 ms faster compared to
Thumb-Roll performance from Study 1.

We wondered whether this was due to a training e�ect, sinceTesting the

standard-sized picker

first had a positive

training e�ect on then

using the minimized

picker.

users had to perform twice as many Thumb-Roll trials in Study 2.
Therefore, we split the Time data: Users who tested the standard-
sized Force Picker �rst performed trials equally fast for both
Sizes (Fig. 7.10, center): 2,505 ms for the standard-sized Force
Picker and 2,497 ms for the minimized Force Picker—which was
actually as fast as dragging and spinning in Study 1. However,
at 3,482 ms, users testing the minimized Force Picker �rst were
about 1 s slower than the other group, but improved their per-
formance while testing the standard-sized Force Picker after-
wards (M = 2,892 ms). It seems that users testing the minimized
Force Picker �rst navigated more carefully because they were
confronted with two new situations at once, Thumb-Roll force
input and the small picker visualization, while those testing the
standard-sized Force Picker �rst encountered them one by one,
increasing con�dence.

Crossings and Success were similar for both Sizes, although Suc-Success was slightly

worse than findings

from Study 1.

cess was slightly worse (96%) than with Thumb-Roll in Study 1,
possibly due to a time–accuracy trade-o�.
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Figure 7.11: Gesture Footprint for Study 2. Left: Footprint for the standard-sized Thumb-
Roll Force Picker. Right: Footprint for minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker. The yellow
overlays denote 96% of all �rst touch contact points and were similar for both pickers.

Based on these �ndings, we wondered whether users could be- Next, we wanted to

understand whether

further training can

help users become

faster in controlling

the minimized

Thumb-Roll picker.

come faster with further training, since users from both stud-
ies so far had known neither Thumb-Roll force input nor the
minimized Force Picker visualization before. Therefore, we con-
ducted a third study with trained users comparing the minimized
Thumb-Roll Force Picker against a standard picker.

7.6 Study 3: Trained User Performance

We recruited four participants (29–35 years,M = 32.50, SD = 2.65, We let four

participants train

value selection with

the minimized

Thumb-Roll Force

Picker for more than

one hours across five

days.

all right-handed, one female, none from previous studies) to
complete ten training sessions at home over �ve days to master
Thumb-Roll for the minimized Force Picker. We modi�ed Study
2 to capture Distances from 10–90% (in 10% steps) as well as
OneStep, again for both directions. We picked the same Range
sizes. Users performed 4 Ranges × 10 Distances × 2 directions
× 10 sessions = 800 trials. On average, the training took 1:10 h.
Afterwards, users did a �nal session at our lab, using the tasks
from studies 1 and 2, but testing the Baseline standard picker
from Study 1 against the minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker
from Study 2.
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7.6.1 Results

Figure 7.12 shows how users’ Time decreased over the ten train-Time decreased with

training experience. ing sessions, while Success remained at about 98%. For the anal-
ysis, we will focus on the results from the �nal test, again by
directly contrasting e�ects for each Techniqe. Time was again
log-transformed for repeated-measures ANOVA.

Techniqe had a signi�cant main e�ect on TimeA�er training, users

were faster with the

minimized Thumb-Roll

picker than with the

System Picker.

(F1,751 = 143.20, p <.001): Users needed M = 2,300 ms to
complete a trial for Baseline, but only M = 1,796 ms for
Thumb-Roll (Fig. 7.13, left).

Techniqe also had a signi�cant main e�ect on CrossingsResults for Crossings

were similar to

findings from Study 1.

(Z = 3062.50, p <.001). As seen in Study 1, users made signi�-
cantly fewer Crossings using Thumb-Roll (M = 1.16) than with
Baseline (M = 1.35), but the di�erence was small (Fig. 7.13, cen-
ter). There was also a signi�cant Techniqe ×Range interaction
e�ect (� 2(7) = 35.27, p <.001), but post hoc tests were not signi�-
cant. There was also a signi�cant Techniqe × Distance inter-
action e�ect (� 2(7) = 107.98, p <.001). Post hoc tests revealed that
within Techniqe, users made signi�cantly fewer Crossings for
OneStep (each Techniqe: M = 1.01, SD = 1.02) compared to all
other Distances (Baseline: M = 1.44–1.50, SD = .54–.63, Thumb-
Roll: M = 1.19–1.24, SD = .40–.43), (p <.001, each).

There were neither signi�cant main e�ects nor interaction ef-Participants achieved

the same Success for

both pickers.

fects for Success: Although Baseline had again 100% Success, this
was not signi�cantly di�erent from the 99% for Thumb-Roll (four
errors were made in total).

Figure 7.14 shows Gesture Footprint and e�ectiveThe Gesture Footprint

for the minimized

Thumb-Roll picker is

only 6% of that of the

System Picker.

width × height based on �rst touch contacts for both Tech-
niqes. The minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker takes up only
40 × 25 pt, 6% of the 131 × 134 pt dragging and spinning requires.
While the low number of users leads to lower variance, Figure
7.14 shows a very consistent gesture footprint among these
trained users.
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Figure 7.12: Time (ms) for each training session from four users
before performing a �nal test in Study 3. Users became faster
over ten sessions.
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Figure 7.13: Time (ms), Crossings, and Success (%) for Study
3. Overall, users were faster and made fewer Crossings with
Thumb-Roll compared to Baseline, while Success was not signif-
icantly di�erent between both Techniqes. Error bars denote
95% CI.

7.6.2 Discussion

The results indeed show that, with some training, users can be- Using force input,

values can be

navigated very quickly

when using a

“pumping” strategy.

come faster with the minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker than
with the standard picker. Task completion time for dragging and
spinning the standard picker was the same as in Study 1, but
it was now outperformed by our minimized Thumb-Roll Force
Picker, for which users were 500 ms faster. All users reported
that they developed a “pumping” strategy to get faster: Instead
of applying a strong force over a long time, they pressed hard,
then released a bit, and then pressed harder again, to navigate
far distances. While not signi�cant, the di�erences in Time be-
tween both Techniqes increased with Range, from 177 ms for
Range 10 to 240 ms for Range 101, and with Distance, from
0 ms for OneStep to 240 ms for 80% Distance. Hence, Thumb-
Roll paid o� especially when navigating larger Ranges or Dis-
tances, apparently due to the speed boost that applying strong
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Figure 7.14: Thumb Gesture Footprint for Study 3 for the Base-
line picker (left) and the minimized Thumb-Roll picker (right).
The footprint for controlling the minimized Thumb-Roll Force
Picker was much smaller than dragging and spinning. The yel-
low overlays denote 96% of all �rst touch contact points: Thumb-
Roll required only 6% of the space that users needed for dragging
ans spinning the Baseline picker.

force triggered. Success was not signi�cantly di�erent between
both Techniqes (� 2(1) = 2.25), and was again similar to Study 1.

In summary, our studies show that Thumb-Roll was the mostTraining helped

participants to become

experienced in using

the minimized Thumb

Roll Force Picker, such

that they were even

faster than using the

System Picker.

promising technique for a force-based picker on force-sensitive
smartphones, while requiring only a fraction of the gesture foot-
print (6%) and display footprint (20% of the height) of a standard
picker as used on these systems today. Taking all touch points
from thumb-rolling into account, trained users will cover an area
of 10.2 × 5.3 mm, such that the Force Picker should be placed far-
ther than this to avoid occlusion by the thumb. After 1:10 h of
training, users were able to select values faster with the mini-
mized Thumb-Roll Force Picker than with the standard picker
without signi�cant loss of accuracy (Success rates of 99% for the
minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker vs. 100% for the standard
picker).

Below, we present some application examples that could bene�t
from using the minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker instead of
the system picker.
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7.7 Application Examples

Space-E�cient In-Row Value Selection

As illustrated in Figure 7.1, our Force Picker can be used to pick Standard pickers, e.g.,

for se�ing a date and

time for a calendar

entry, require

significant screen

space.

values without moving context o�-screen like standard pickers
do: To add a new calendar entry, for example, the user needs to
specify a date, start time, and duration. With standard pickers,
the user taps on, e.g., the start time, and the associated picker
slides in, moving contextual information like the end time or in-
vitees down and often o�-screen to make space for the picker.

Using our Force Picker, however, we can keep all that informa- Our Force Picker

requires only li�le

gesture and display

space, such that no

contextual information

needs to be pushed o�

screen.

tion in place. When the user places her thumb on the hour digits
of the start time, the Force Picker appears in the white space next
to the label in the same row. It shows the hour currently selected,
with the next values above and below it. It needs no more vertical
space than the value label it is controlling, so nothing else on the
screen moves around, which keeps important contextual infor-
mation on screen and makes the interaction more serene. Using
Thumb-Roll, the user now adjusts the hour through the picker,
starting at the value the label displayed. Lifting the thumb fades
out the Force Picker again, and updates the label to show the se-
lected value. Minutes or dates can be selected similarly. Any mo-
bile apps that work with times and dates, whether for searching
�ights and hotels, retrieving credit card statements, using public
transport, or planning a drive, can bene�t in a similar way.

Parameterized Shortcuts

Apple’s recent smartphones let users apply a “force touch” on Using the Force Picker,

one can set a

countdown timer

straight away by

pressing on the

according app icon on

the device Home

Screen.

certain icons to display a list of context-speci�c shortcuts. How-
ever, since Apple only distinguishes two force levels in its UI,
choosing from that list then requires either dragging or a sec-
ondary tap. The list also covers any underlying content that may
have been useful for context, and the length of the list is limited
by the size of the screen to avoid scrolling. An example is setting
a countdown timer via force-touching the timer icon in the iOS
Control Center: the user can only pick a timer for one, �ve, 20,
or 60 minutes from the list that appears.
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Using the Force Picker instead, force-touching on the countdownTo set the timer, the

user presses to scroll

the minutes and rolls

the thumb to correct

for an overshoot.

Li�ing the thumb

immediately starts the

timer.

timer icon can fade in the Force Picker above the thumb, letting
the user pick a value between 1 and 60 minutes directly by using
force and the Thumb-Roll technique. Once she reaches the de-
sired countdown time, she lifts her thumb o� the screen to start
the timer. Similarly, our Force Picker can be used in home con-
trol apps, e.g., to quickly set the volume of a stereo between 0
and 100%.

Self-Paced Browsing

Immersive applications like photo browsers or video editingThe Force Picker can

reduce widget display

space to make space

for immersive

applications like a

photo browser app.

apps should use the screen real estate for content, and reduce the
footprint of widgets and other “debris” to a minimum. Therefore,
browsing through a set of photos usually requires swiping left or
right on the screen repeatedly. However, this still occludes the
content and can be tedious and slow.

Using the minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker instead, the userThe Force Picker could

also be used to

navigate videos at

di�erent granularities,

e.g., from quick jumps

to frame-by-frame

navigation.

can browse photos at her desired pace to �nd the picture she
is looking for, while occluding only the smallest possible area
(a touch point) of the picture. Similarly, the technique can be
used to �ip through pages in an ebook or PDF. Indeed, this may
remind the user of “thumbing” through pages in a physical book,
because both the rolling thumb movement and the application
of measured force are somewhat similar. Trimming a video clip
can be simpli�ed in the same way: When placing the thumb in
the lower left corner of the screen, the Force Picker lets the user
�nd the frame to set the �rst cut mark using Thumb-Roll. She
selects it by lifting her thumb o� the screen. The same gesture
in the lower right corner of the screen de�nes the end frame of
the video clip.

While these examples assume displaying the currently selected
photo, page, or frame in real time, the Force Picker can also dis-
play their numbers above the user’s thumb.
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7.8 Limitations and Future Work

In our studies, we only tested input for ordered values, and us- We only investigated

the selection of values

when they appear in

an anticipated order.

ing only the picker as the form of visualization. However, we
expect similar results for related visualizations, such as tables,
and also for picking alphabetically ordered strings, like selecting
a country name from a drop-down list when entering a shipping
address on a website, as long as the user can approximately an-
ticipate how far she has to navigate from the current value to the
target value.

Unlike most standard pickers, our picker visualizations ordered Unlike most standard

pickers, our picker

implementations

ordered values

bo�om-up.

values bottom-up. We used this reversed order to achieve a more
natural mapping for force input. Somewhat surprisingly, this
turned out not to be an issue, although all participants were fa-
miliar with standard pickers. Six users launched discussion after
the study, and when asking them whether they noticed the re-
versed mapping, they all denied.

We only displayed three values at a time, like the Android system Due to its size, our

minimized Force

Picker can only show

the previous, the

current, and the next

value at a time.

picker, to allow us to minimize the picker for studies 2 and 3,
which would not have worked with the seven items the iOS 10
system picker shows. The physical size of our standard picker,
and the spinning gestures, were using the iOS system defaults.
Interestingly, Apple also seems to have noticed that their system
picker required a signi�cant amount of screen space, since for
iOS 11, its height has been reduced to 126 pt (20.89 mm). This
matches the e�ective height that we derived from studies 1 and 3
for our standard picker. Hence, the iOS 11 picker can only show
�ve items at a time for each picker wheel, with the highest and
the lowest value vertically compressed.

For our standard picker, users had to tap on a ‘select’ button to By design, confirming

input with a standard

picker requires tapping

a bu�on.

con�rm value input, but existing pickers also require the user
to tap somewhere outside the picker to con�rm the value and
close them. Tapping accounted for 275 ms (SD = 40 ms) of the
trial completion time. Note, however, that our force techniques
also included trial selection time. According to our �ndings pre-
sented in Chapter 5, con�rming force input by lifting the thumb
requires 240 ms.
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The iPhone touch sensor only reports the center of each touchThe iPhone SDK

provides no true touch

ellipsis data.

point, not the entire ellipsis. Actual footprints are therefore
slightly larger, depending on thumb size.

Using Thumb-Roll directly at the edge of the smartphone screenThe Thumb-Roll Force

Picker must be placed

away from screen

edges.

will not work when the thumb moves beyond the digitizer sens-
ing area. Therefore, the input area for the Thumb-Roll gesture
should be placed accordingly.

In future work, we would like to reevaluate Press-Through withSince force control

becomes more di�icult

with age, We want to

investigate how the

performance of elderly

participants compares

to the results from our

studies.

a stronger force sensor that the user cannot drive into saturation.
This way, we could provide immediate feedback when reducing
force from any attainable force level. Finally, we would also like
to examine whether our results also scale to elderly people: Force
input is more di�cult for this group to control [Kinoshita et al.,
1996], and the minimized Thumb-Roll Picker might turn out to
be too small to read.

7.9 Conclusion

We presented a novel way to reduce the screen real estate forWe presented an

e�icient approach for

selecting values on

force-sensitive

handheld devices that

saves both gesture and

display space.

picking values from long, ordered ranges on smartphones. While
existing controls, like pickers or tables, require a signi�cant
amount of gesture footprint for dragging and spinning, we ex-
ploited the force sensors on modern smartphones to reduce the
gesture footprint to the size of the thumb. We conducted three
experiments to �nd a force-based technique that allows for bidi-
rectional control of such a picker, while still �tting inside a stan-
dard table row. Our �rst experiment identi�ed Thumb-Roll, a
technique that changes direction upon gently rolling the thumb
to the left or right before applying force, as the fastest and most
accurate technique to control a standard-sized picker by force in-
put. Although users were slower, accuracy was almost identical,
and Thumb-Roll reduced the gesture footprint by 88%. We then
showed that this allows the Force Picker to be shrunk down to
a minimum size, without a�ecting accuracy, although it slightly
slowed down untrained subjects. Our �nal study showed that
trained participants can actually be signi�cantly faster using the
minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker than with a standard spin &
drag picker, without signi�cant loss of accuracy. With Thumb-
Roll, these users needed only 6% of the gesture space required
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for dragging and spinning, and the minimized Force Picker takes
up only 20% of the height of the iOS 10 system picker. We pro-
vided application examples for value input on smartphones that
bene�t from the much smaller footprint and in-place touch in-
teraction of the minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker. We hope
that our �ndings inspire other researchers and practitioners to
further improve our key daily interactions with our smartphones
through their force-sensing capabilities.

We have introduced new interaction techniques for handheld In the next chapter, we

summarize the thesis

and look at future

perspectives of

force-based interaction

on handheld devices.

touchscreens that utilize the bene�t of force input that brings
higher expressiveness with each touch point compared to clas-
sic touch input. Our techniques enable multi-�nger use, solve
reachability issues on modern smartphones, optimize input and
output space on handheld touchscreens, and they can make the
interaction more e�cient in many aspects. In the next chapter,
we summarize the thesis and draw a conclusion. Furthermore
we look at potential future interactions with handheld devices
via force input.
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Summary, Perspectives,
and Closing Remarks

Interaction with handheld devices is predominantly steered by Touch interaction with

handheld devices

neglects a powerful

property that makes

touch input more

expressive: the

intensity of a touch,

i.e., its force.

touch input with our �ngers on a touchscreen. While using our
hands and �ngers is the most natural way of human-object in-
teraction [Kivell, 2015], on handheld devices it is typically con-
strained to �at touch gestures, such as tapping, swiping, or drag-
ging. This is because the touchscreen is a �at glass surface and it
basically only senseswhether a �nger is touching the surface and
where it touches the surface. However, touch has further prop-
erties that could be used for interaction. One of them is force,
i.e., the intensity with which the user touches the touchscreen
surface. Incorporating the user’s touch force into the interac-
tion allows her to become more expressive: With each touch,
the user not only speci�es the location on the screen but also a
force value, depending on how hard she is pressing against the
surface. Hence, at a single touch location the user can express
di�erent inputs just by varying her �nger force.

8.1 Summary and Conclusion

In this thesis, we set out to exploit the force property and design We designed

force-based interaction

techniques for one-

and two-handed use.

a set of interaction techniques that make users’ touch interac-
tion on handheld devices more expressive and e�cient. Next
to giving a deep background about force input and an exten-
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sive overview of existing force-based interaction techniques, we
designed and investigated techniques for both one- and two-
handed device use that exploit continuous force sensing on the
entire front or back of the device (BoD).

We �rst presented BackXPress, an interaction technique designedBackXPress is an

interaction technique

for two-handed

smartphone use that

enables users to utilize

for the two-handed use of handheld devices held in landscape
orientation. When interacting in landscape mode, e.g., for typ-
ing and gaming, users can only use their two thumbs for input at
the front, while all other �ngers remain at the BoD , holding it in

their fingers that

otherwise rest at the

back of the device, for

input.

place. BackXPress lets the user utilize these resting �ngers for
input to augment the interaction with the frontal touchscreen.
To design and investigate our technique, we conducted a series
of three user studies: The �rst study aimed at �nding out which
�ngers are suitable for BoD force input and found the index, mid-
dle, and ring �nger from both hands to work best. The second
study revealed where exactly users place and press these �ngers
at the BoD. The third study investigated users’ performance with
BackXPress. We found that users can control up to three levels of
force per �nger at the BoD with 87% accuracy while con�rming
the selected level via tapping at the frontal touchscreen. Using a
correction model that averages the continuously sampled force
readings 500 ms before tapping at the touchscreen increases the
selection accuracy to more than 91%.

We presented various use cases for BackXPress that make users’An apt use case for

BackXPress is the

quick insertion of

emojis while typing

text.

interaction with handheld devices more e�cient. One apt exam-
ple is inserting an emoji while typing text. Without BackXPress,
the user must typically operate a menu to change the keyboard
layout from text input to emoji characters. This puts the user in
a permanent mode that she has to exit by re-selecting the text
keyboard layout after the emoji has been inserted. This pro-
cess is not only susceptible to mode errors for the user, but it
is also tedious and consumes time. With BackXPress, the user
just presses with a �nger at the BoD to pop over the emoji key-
board. To insert an emoji, she simply tap on it with thumb at the
front and then releases BoD force to automatically �ip back to
the text keyboard layout.

While with BackXPress, users con�rm their force input at the�ick Release (QR) is

an established and

time-e�icient

mechanism to confirm

BoD via touch input at the front, this mechanism is unfeasible
when the handheld device has force sensing integrated into the
frontal touchscreen and the user is holding the device with a sin-
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gle hand. In this case, only the thumb is available for both force force input using a

single finger.control and con�rmation. While there exist various single-�nger
con�rmation mechanisms for force input, the most convenient is
Quick Release (QR): to con�rm the �nger’s current applied force,
the user quickly lifts her �nger o� the force sensor.

However, QR often does not correctly con�rm the user’s applied We challenged the low

reliability of QR

mentioned in the

literature and present

force. Error rates up to 40% are reported in the literature. How-
ever, the literature does not report how exactly to implement a
reliable QR mechanism. Therefore, we set out to challenge these
two problems. We collected continuously logged force times- a QR implementation

with a 97% success

rate.

tamps from users performing the QR gesture for di�erent levels
of force that they were asked to apply. Based on this data we
were able to identify the exact duration of the QR gesture and
could then infer the force that the user was executing right be-
fore lifting the �nger o� the force sensor. In a veri�cation exper-
iment, we con�rmed an accuracy rate of 97% for our data-driven
QR implementation.

As a next step, we used this con�rmation technique as part of We presented

ForceRay (FR), a

force-controlled virtual

thumb extension that

enables one-handed

touchscreen use

without the need for

changing the device

grip. It uses our QR

implementation to

quickly confirm

selection of distant

on-screen target.

our interaction technique ForceRay (FR) that addresses a recur-
ring problem with single-handed smartphone interaction: Over
the years, smartphones have kept growing in size, with cur-
rent models featuring touchscreens as large as 6.5 inches. While
this large screen real estate is a blessing for output, it is a curse
for touch input since the user cannot comfortably reach every-
where with her thumb without re-grasping the device. FR tack-
les this issue by exploiting the increased expressiveness of force
input: When the user slightly presses with her thumb against
the force-sensitive touchscreen, she can activate a virtual thumb
extension, i.e., a ray, that is casted from the lower screen corner
through the touch point to the opposing screen edge. Using this
ray, the user can select any of the underlying targets without fur-
ther �nger movement. With the ray comes a cursor that the user
controls via force. The harder the user presses, the further the
cursor moves along the ray towards the opposing screen edge.
Whenever the cursor exits an underlying target, the next target
is automatically preselected. To con�rm the preselected target,
the user simply performs the QR gesture.

In two user studies, we tested users’ selection time and accu- In particular, FR is very

e�icient for selecting

targets located at

racy for selecting out-of-reach targets with FR and other reach-
ability techniques that are not based on force input. While FR
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was not the fastest technique, we could show that with decentscreen edges and

corners, such as menus

and navigation

bu�ons. The user can

select all targets with

ergonomic-pleasant

thumb control while

maintaining a steady

device grip.

practice users can master the technique and become faster in se-
lecting targets. In particular, FR is e�cient for selecting targets
located at screen edges and corners, such as menus or naviga-
tion buttons. Overall, FR enabled users to reach all targets with
ergonomic comfort without the need for re-grasping the device.
Furthermore, FR helped users maintaining a steady device grip,
which is bene�cial for interacting with augmented reality apps
or other camera-based applications, since the user can keep the
viewport static throughout the interaction.

FR uses an absolute force-to-value mapping for controlling theSelecting values from a

large range via touch

input requires

significant display and

gesture space on the

touchscreen, such that

contextual information

must o�en be

temporarily pushed o�

the screen.

cursor and selecting one of a few targets that are crossed by
the ray. However, there are also situations in which the user
needs to select one out of many targets, such as when setting a
date, time, or percentage via the touchscreen. Typical controls
for such value selection are pickers that the user spins by drag-
ging gestures to iterate through the values. However, perform-
ing such dragging and spinning requires a signi�cant amount of
gesture and display space that the pickers occupy on the touch-
screen. To optimize that space, the pickers are often shown upon
demand, which causes contextual information to be temporarily
pushed o� the screen.

We addressed this issue with our Force Picker that lets the userOur solution, the Force

Picker not only

requires just a fraction

of space needed by

standard pickers. It

also makes value

selection faster.

select one out of many values via force input. This way, value
selection only requires the gesture space of a single touch point.
Since selecting a value from a large range is not feasible with
an absolute force mapping, we used a relative force-to-velocity
mapping that maps force to the speed of spinning through the
value range. We evaluated our Force Picker in three user studies.

The �rst study investigated three mechanisms for changing theThis is due rate-based

control, for which we

designed the

Thumb-Roll

mechanism that lets

users determine the

direction of iterating

through the value

range by rolling their

thumb prior to

applying force.

direction of force-controlled spinning, since a relative mapping
by default only allows for unidirectional control. Participants
preferred our Thumb-Roll mechanism that sets the direction by
rolling the thumb to the right side to increase the values and
by rolling to the left side to decrease the values when the ap-
plying force. While this Thumb-Roll Force Picker signi�cantly
reduced the required gesture space compared to a standard Sys-
tem Picker, we then also reduced the display space by introduc-
ing a minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker. Yet, compared to the
standard-sized counterpart, participants were a 300 ms slower in
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selecting values. To let participants familiarize with force control
and the small display size of the picker, we let them intensively
train the minimized Thumb-Roll Force Picker against using the
standard System Picker. After one hour of training, participants
were faster in selecting values with the minimized Thumb-Roll
Force Picker than with the familiar System Picker. Furthermore,
the minimized Force Picker requires only 6% of the standard Sys-
tem Picker gesture space and 20% of its display space.

8.1.1 Contributions and Bene�ts

In conclusion, we designed and investigated four di�erent tech- We designed four

techniques that make

handheld touch input

more expressive and

e�icient.

niques that make touch input on handheld devices more expres-
sive by incorporating the intensity of touch against the touch-
screen as an adjustable parameter. Our techniques bene�t hand-
held users in di�erent ways for day-to-day interaction:

• BackXPress empowers users to incorporate otherwise un-
used �ngers into the interaction, making them e�cient
in quickly accessing menus and functions without explicit
activation and deactivation of modes (H1, H4).

• Our documentation and implementation of the Quick Re-
lease mechanism makes con�rming force input e�cient
without compromising accuracy (H4).

• With ForceRay, one-handed handheld touchscreen use
becomes ergonomic-pleasant while accessing targets at
edges and corners of the screen can be acquired quickly
despite their distance to the user’s �nger (H2).

• Our minimized Force Picker makes value selection not
only faster, but also makes e�cient use of display space on
handheld touchscreens, leaving space for showing other
relevant content (H3, H4).

However, as we have learned from our studies, force input re- Force input requires

decent practice.quires decent practice before one can fully control it. Only then
the aforementioned bene�ts actually pay o�.
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8.2 Future Perspectives

Looking at the future of force-based interaction on handheld de-Current handheld

device interaction vices implies also looking at what handheld devices might look
like anytime soon. Currently, interaction on handheld devicesequals touching and

pressing against a

rigid, flat glass surface.

means touching or pressing against a �at, rigid glass surface.
This takes a lot from the natural sensation that we usually expe-
rience when interacting with our hands and �ngers with physi-
cal objects [Kivell, 2015]. Objects are made of di�erent materials
and provide a variety of qualities and properties, such as shape,
warmth, or malleability that we perceive through our hands:
When we touch, press, grasp, and squeeze a physical object we
can feel how the object responds to our interaction through the
perceived cutaneous and kinesthetic feedback. A rigid, �at sur-
face, however, limits this perceived haptic richness to a mini-
mum.

In the near future, however, handheld devices could be madeForce-based

interaction could be

interesting for future

handheld devices that

are made of flexible,

shape-changing

materials.

from �exible, shape-changing materials that can then be both
deformed by the user and by the device itself. Such �exible, ac-
tuated material could provide rich haptic feedback and open up a
whole new category of force-based interaction techniques since
the device physically responds to a user’s touch, press, grasp,
and squeeze. Think about a handheld device with a screen and
a �exible body that the user can push into to move a 3D virtual
object along the z-dimension. While the user feels how her �n-
ger is pushing into the soft body, the device could become rigid
as soon as the virtual object collides with another object in the
virtual scene. This way, the user actually feels the collision and
cannot physically push any further.

Next, handheld devices could be enhanced to sense touch andFuture handheld

devices could sense

force input on the

entire device body.

force input around the whole device, i.e., at the front, back, sides,
top, and bottom. This could make interaction with 3D virtual
objects more natural, since the user can push the object along
the x-axis by pushing at the sides, along the y-axis by pushing
at the top or bottom, and move the object along the z-axis by
pushing against the front or the BoD.

Besides handheld devices, wearable devices could also bene�tWearable devices,

which have a small

input surface

from force input. As we have seen in Chapter 7, our Force Picker
enables value input at a very small gesture and display space.
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Wearable devices, like smartwatches, only have a small surface could also benefit from

force input.for input and output. Hence, force-based interaction techniques
would make ideal and e�cient use of that small space.

8.3 Closing Remarks

The work presented in this thesis was inspired by the advent of Our work was inspired

by Apple’s

announcement of their

force-sensitive iPhones

Apple iPhone 6s and 6s Plus in September 2015—the �rst com-
mercially available handheld devices with a force-sensitive ca-
pacitive touchscreen that continuously sense the intensity of ev-
ery touch point at any location on the screen. In fact, all our 6s and 6s Plus in

September 2015.interaction techniques presented in this thesis were tested on
these force-sensitive touchscreens. Until 2019, Apple has re-
leased seven more iPhone models that feature force input, also
called 3D Touch.

Interestingly, Apple has omitted the force sensor in one of its Apple tends to step

back from 3D Touch,

i.e., force input, on

upcoming handheld

devices.

latest models, iPhone Xr. Rumor has it that Apple is considering
completely stepping away from 3D Touch, and promote Haptic
Touch instead [Rossignol, 2019]. Haptic Touch is a time-based
touch gesture that is recognized when the user touches with her
�nger on the screen and keeps contact for about a second. Like
for 3D Touch, feedback is given to the user through a short pulse
signal from the vibration motor, called Taptic Engine, that is build
into iPhone.

One possible explanation for the potential shift from 3D Touch For reasons of

consistency to devices

that do not have a

force-sensitive

touchscreen, such as

iPad, Apple might

favor Haptic Touch, i.e.,

time-based touch

gestures, over

force-based 3D Touch.

to Haptic Touch could be an undesired inconsistency of gesture
use across handheld devices that support 3D Touch and those
that cannot support it because the screen is not force-sensitive,
like Apple’s iPad tablet lineup. Although 3D Touch is way more
expressive than Haptic Touch, Apple has always been arti�cially
cutting it down: Currently, 3D Touch is only used to launch a
preview mode or for opening context menus. Hence, the contin-
uous range that force input provides is not fully exploited. While
it is reasonable to keep the user experience as consistent as possi-
ble across force-sensitive and non-force-sensitive devices, Apple
completely undermines the potential of force input for handheld
interaction. Instead of assimilating 3D Touch to Haptic Touch,
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Discoverability of force

input is key for a good

user experience.

a maybe more desirable solution is providing a better user ex-
perience through discoverability of the two input techniques. In
interfaces that respond to 3D Touch, it is often not evident for the
user which UI elements react to 3D Touch and how these wid-
gets respond to it. The same is true for Haptic Touch widgets.
Understanding how to design for good discoverability is vital for
a practical use of force input as interaction method. This, paired
with a consistent, system-wide use of 3D Touch is essential for
the user to understand when 3D Touch is available and when
not.

At its current state, we think that 3D Touch should be consid-At its current state, we

consider force input an ered an addition to touch input that enables the user to inter-
act more e�ciently with iPhone. An apt example for this ise�icient extension to,

but not a replacement

for, existing touch

input.

scrolling through long lists, tables, or websites: On both, force-
sensitive and non-sensitive devices, the user can scroll through
these items with touch gestures, like swiping and �icking, at any
time. However, on devices that provide force input, a more ef-
�cient scrolling based on rate-based force input, like ForceEdge
[Antoine et al., 2017] or our Force Picker (cf. Chapter 7), could
be provided. This way, force input brings additional bene�ts
to users of force-sensitive iPhones, but maintains consistency
with iPhones and iPads without a force-sensitive touchscreen:
Scrolling via touch is still possible, yet slower.

We are looking forward to seeing new force-based interaction tech-
niques in the near future that will further bene�t interaction with
handheld and wearable devices.
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1-Tap, 92, 98–100, 102, 105
1€ Filter, 153
2D-Dragger, 140
3D Touch, 5, 140, 201, 202

absolute mapping, 25
acceleration, 12
accelerometer, 37
acoustic wave sensing, 52
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), 28
Android, 164, 172–174
AnglePose, 152
applied force, 12
Arduino, 28
area (A), 12

back-of-device (BoD), 85–117, 139
back-of-device interaction (BoDI), 86
BackXPress, 9, 85–117, 196, 199
barometer, 38
BeyondTouch, 89
BezelCursor, 135, 138–140, 144, 161
BezelSpace, 140, 156
Bluetooth, 115, 116
bounce back, 91
BrailleTouch, 89
Bubble Cursor, 142

capacitance, 31, 55
capacitor, 31
Carpal Bones, 15
Carpal Tunnel, 15
Carpometacarpal Joint (CMC), 141, 142, 145, 151, 159
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), 52
CMN model, 123, 127, 132, 133
con�rmation technique, 44, 47
Contact Event, 112
contact force, 12
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contactless force, 12
control mechanism, 47
control-gain ratio, 72
CornerSpace, 140, 156
Cursor Technique, 139
cutaneous feedback, 20–22

decision tree, 37, 159, 160
design space, 53, 167
digitizer, 30, 31, 52
direct manipulation, 1
display footprint, 164
Distal Interphalangeal Joint (DIP), 15
Distal Phalanx, 15, 16
dominant hand (DH), 64, 69, 72
Dorsal Interossei Muscles, 15, 17
Dual-Surface Input, 140
Dwell Time, 44, 45, 47, 56, 91, 119–134
dynamometer, 13, 20
DynaSpot, 142, 144, 146

ExtendedThumb, 140
Extendible Cursor, 140
external feedback, 20, 21, 23
extrinsic muscle, 14, 15

Fast Fourier Transformation, 37
�ngernail sensor, 38
�sheye function, 46, 51
Fitts’ Law, 35, 36, 60
FlexCase, 65, 68
Flexor Digitorium Profundus, 16, 17
Flexor Digitorum Super�cialis, 16, 17
Flexor Pollicis Longus, 16, 17
force (F), 11, 12
force history, 115
force lock, 100, 114
force meter, 13
Force Picker, 9, 198, 199
Force Pulse, 160, 170
Force Sensing Resistor (FSR), 27, 28, 69, 71, 115, 116
force space, 42
force touch, 141
ForceBoard, 140
ForceDrag, 89
ForceEdge, 140, 202
ForcePicker, 163–193
ForceRay, 9, 135–162, 197, 199
Forcetap, 89
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gain factor, 73
gesture footprint, 147, 151, 152, 155, 164, 179, 180, 183, 185, 186, 188
graphic tablet, 56
GraspZoom, 168, 169
grip change, 147, 151, 155
gyroscope, 36, 140

Haptic Touch, 201
HaptiCase, 89
harpsichord, 2
high pass �lter, 37
Hooke’s Law, 13
HTC U11, 165
Huawei Mate S, 165
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), 6, 49
Hypothenar Muscles, 15, 17
hysteresis, 42

inadvertent force, 25
indium thin oxide (ITO), 31
internal feedback, 20–22
Interpolating Force Sensing Resistance (IFSR), 27
intrinsic muscle, 14, 15
iOS, 125, 138, 143, 144, 158–160, 172–174, 182, 191, 193
iOS Control Center, 189
iOS Home Screen, 147
iOS SDK, 35, 96, 144
iPad, 52, 201
iPhone 6, 95
iPhone 6 Plus, 172
iPhone 6s, 31, 33, 95, 123, 132, 201
iPhone 6s Plus, 143, 172, 201
iPhone 7 Plus, 172
iPhone 8, 164
iPhone 8 Plus, 172
iPhone X, 158
iPhone XR, 201
iPhone Xs, 86, 120, 122, 136, 158
isometric, 16
isometric joystick, 3, 60, 62
isotonic, 16

Just Noticeable Di�erence (JND), 19

kinesthetic feedback, 20–22

liquid crystal display (LCD), 31
low pass �lter, 37
LucidTouch, 88
Lumbricalis Muscles, 16, 17
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macOS Dock, 64, 65
MagStick, 64, 138, 140, 144
mass (m), 12
Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC), 18
Metacarpal Bones, 15
Metacarpophalangeal Joint (MCP), 15
microcontroller, 28, 115
MicroRolls, 171
Middle Phalanx, 15, 16
minimized Thumb-Roll Picker, 182–188, 192, 199
MovingScreen, 139

N-Tap, 92, 98, 100, 106, 107, 110
NanoTouch, 88
natural inverse, 44, 91
natural mapping, 42, 173
Newton (N), 12
Newton’s Three Laws of Motion, 11
non-dominant hand (NDH), 64, 70, 72

Ohm’s Law, 28
One-Handed Mode, 138, 139, 144
organic light-emitting diode (OLED), 28, 30

Palmar Interossei Muscles, 15, 17
Pascal (pa), 12
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), 20, 64, 69, 171
phalanx, 15, 16
piano, 2, 4, 5
piezoelectric e�ect, 32
Pointing Stick, 60
polar coordinate, 142
Position-Based Control, 47, 48, 63, 142, 165, 167
Positional Control, see Position-Based Control
potentiometer, 29
PreSense II, 168, 169
Press-Through, 170
Pressages, 69
pressure (P), 12, 38
Pressure Mark, 58, 59
pressure space, 42
Pressure Widgets, 57
Pressure-Based Linear Targeting (PBLT), 41, 43, 56, 69
Pressure.js, 36
Proximal Interphalangeal Joint (PIP), 15
Proximal Phalanx, 15, 16
Proxy Region Technique, 139
pseudo force, 26
pulling force, 13
PyzoFlex, 32
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quasi-mode, 86, 92, 137, 171
Quick Release, 44, 45, 47, 56, 119–134, 142, 145, 197, 199

Rate-Based Control, 47, 48, 63, 165, 167–169
relative mapping, 25
resting threshold, 141, 169
restoring force, 13

Samsung Galaxy S5, 164
Screen Transform Technique, 138–140
shear force, 66, 71, 121
sigmoid function, 46, 90
Sliding Screen, 139
Spaceball, 5, 7
strain gauge, 4, 20, 52, 53, 60
System Picker, 173, 198

tangential force, see shear force
Tap-and-Re�ne, 51
TapTap, 139
Taptic Engine, 33, 201
Thenar Muscles, 16, 17
Thresholding, 44
Thumb-Roll, 170, 171, 192, 198
ThumbSpace, 139
TiltCursor, 139
TiltReduction, 139
TiltSlide, 139
touch ellipsis, 33
TrackPoint, 6, 18, 61
transfer function, 46, 90
transient, 86
tremor, 61

UnMousePad, 28

Velocity-Based Control, see Rate-Based Control
vibration, 37
vibrotactile feedback, 24
voltage divider, 28

Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers (WIMP), 50
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Contribution and Bene�ts: Presents an interaction model for grasp-aware tangible objects
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